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INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 
Over the last three years, the Youth Violence Prevention Task Force (YVPT) has engaged over 200 community 

stakeholders including elected officials, law enforcement, schools, faith-based organizations, community-based 

organizations, youth, formerly incarcerated individuals and concerned citizens in a countywide youth violence 

prevention strategic planning process. This inclusive multi-sector collaborative is committed to addressing youth 

violence through evidence-based, prevention-focused and asset-based solutions.            

DATA COLLECTION  

To ensure broad community input on issues of youth violence, YVPT members completed 63 Key informant 

interviews with stakeholders from September through November 2014. These stakeholders ranged from those in 

top leadership positions to direct service providers, representing the following sectors: justice, government, 

community-based organizations education, and business. Only one business stakeholder was interviewed and 

will not be presented in this report in order to keep their responses anonymous. These stakeholders were 

interviewed in person or by telephone for approximately one hour.  

Stakeholders were all asked the same set of eight questions in addition to one to two questions specific to their 

sector: 

Questions 
1. In your opinion, to what degree is youth violence an issue in your community? 

2. Where do you see the biggest issues regarding youth violence in Santa Cruz County? Locations? Ages of 

youth? Other? 

3. What opportunities exist within our community to address youth violence? 

4. What challenges or gaps do you see in our community regarding the reduction of youth violence? 

5. Do you see any disparities among youth who are served by your organization/department?  

6. Have you seen good examples/models in other places that address youth violence that you feel would work 

in Santa Cruz County? 

7. How might you support the implementation of the plan? 

8. Anything else you would like to add? 

Stakeholder Specific Questions 
1. Justice Stakeholders: As a member of the justice system, what are the top reasons (types of crimes) that 

youth come in contact with your department? 

2. Government Stakeholders: In regards to budgeting and setting of priorities, what are you currently doing to 

help reduce youth violence? Are you willing to do something different? 

3. Community Based Organization and Business Stakeholders: What are barriers to youth accessing your 

services? What would it take to eliminate those barriers? 

4. Education Stakeholders: How does youth violence affect your school? What could be done at your school to 

help resolve violence? 
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Family and youth focus groups were also conducted throughout the county September through November 2014 

in English and Spanish, including youth at the Santa Cruz County juvenile hall facility and families who have 

children involved in the juvenile justice system. A total of 37 youth and 9 family members participated in the 

focus groups. 

Youth were asked the following questions: 
1. Does your school or neighborhood offer activities, such as sports, art programs, music, for people your age 

to do after school? Do you participate in these activities? 

2. If your community was going to provide new activities for people your age, what would you want? 

3. How much do you feel youth violence affects your community? 

4. Where do you see the most youth violence in Santa Cruz County? Locations? Ages of youth? Other? 

5. What opportunities are there in our community to address youth violence? 

6. What challenges do you see in our community to reduce youth violence? 

7. Why do you think youth participate in youth violence? 

8. Do you see any discrimination in how youth are treated in our community? How are youth discriminated 

against? What reason are youth discriminated against? Have you ever felt discriminated against? 

9. Who’s responsible for taking action? 

10. Anything else you would like to add? 

Families were asked the following questions: 
1. How much do you feel youth violence affects your community? 

2. Where do you see the most youth violence in Santa Cruz County? Locations? Ages of youth? Other? 

3. Why do you believe there is youth violence in your community? 

4. What opportunities are there in our community to address youth violence? 

5. Who is responsible for taking action in the reduction of youth violence?  

6. What challenges do you see in our community to reduce youth violence? 

7. Why do you think youth participate in youth violence? 

8. Do you see any discrimination in how youth are treated in our community? How are youth discriminated 

against? What reasons are youth discriminated against? 

9. Do you think your child(ren) are at risk of participating in youth violence? 

10. What effect has youth violence had on your family? 

11. Anything else you would like to add? 

REPORT ORGANIZATION  

This report is meant to serve as an addendum to the complete strategic plan report and customized data reports 

developed for the Watsonville and Santa Cruz/Live Oak implementation work. The goal of this report is to take a 

deeper look at the rich information gathered from the community stakeholders, youth, and families that gave of 

their time to provide information on youth violence in our community. The information in this report is meant to 

help all of Santa Cruz County, and specifically Watsonville and Santa Cruz/Live Oak, in their prioritization of 

strategies and development of action plans. 
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This report is divided into three sections. The first section looks at a few questions and provides a graphic view 

of question responses. The second section is organized by the strategic plan goals and results. This specifically 

aides the prioritization of strategies and development of work plans. The final section, or the appendices, is the 

full set of responses for the questions asked of stakeholders, families, and youth. The appendices are organized 

by question and by type of stakeholder thus giving full context to everything said by the stakeholders. The text is 

based on notes taken by trained interviewers and not transcripts.   
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COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVE ON YOUTH 

VIOLENCE 
 

OPINION ON DEGREE OF YOUTH V IOLENCE  

All stakeholders, families, and youth who participated in the key informant interviews and focus groups were 

asked to provide their opinion on the degree to which youth violence is an issue. Approximately 84% of those 

that participated responded to this question.  

The responses varied greatly by the different respondents. All families that participated in focus groups felt that 

youth violence is an extremely large or large issue in the community, followed by 83% of Education 

Stakeholders, and 76% of youth. Sixty-seven percent (67%) of both justice and government stakeholders felt 

that youth violence is an extremely large or large issue in the community and 61% of community based 

organization stakeholders felt this way. 

IN YOUR OPINION, TO WHAT DEGREE IS YOUTH VIOLENCE AN ISSUE IN YOUR COMMUNITY? 

 

Justice stakeholders n=12; Government stakeholders n=9; Community based organization stakeholders n=18; Education Stakeholders 

n=6; Families n=9; Youth n=37.  
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AREAS OF B IGGEST CONCERN  

When respondents were asked about where they saw the biggest issues regarding youth violence, both 

Watsonville and Santa Cruz rose to the top. In Watsonville, the areas of Main Street, Rodrigues Street, Green 

Valley Road, Clifford Street, 2nd Street, Ramsey Park, the Levee, Watsonville High School, Lakeview Middle 

School, and Downtown were notes specifically. In Santa Cruz, the areas mentioned were: Ocean Street, Beach 

Flats, Sycamore, Broadway, Louden Nelson, the Levee, Downtown, West Side, Alleys around Santa Cruz High 

School, and Laurel Street. 

WHERE DO YOU SEE THE BIGGEST ISSUES REGARDING YOUTH VIOLENCE IN SANTA CRUZ COUNTY? 

Locations 

CITY/AREA COMMENT (UNDERLINED RESPONSES WERE STATED MORE THAN ONCE) 

Watsonville 

 Main Street 

 Rodriguez Street 

 Watsonville High  

 Target after 7 pm – lots 
of young people 
hanging out  

 Starbucks 

 Green Valley Rd 

 Clifford Street  

 Apartments located by 
San Juan Rd 

 Jefferson Street 

 Callahan Park 

 East Lake Ave 

 2nd Street 

 San Andreas 

 Buena Vista 

 Riverside  

 Pennsylvania 

 Ramsey Park 

 Madison Street 

 Loco Park 

 River Park 

 Levee 

 Watsonville High 
School 

 Lakeview Middle 
School 

 Downtown 

 East Front St 

 Magnolia 

 Carey St 

Santa Cruz 

 17th Ave 

 Ocean Street 

 Beach Flats 

 Sycamore 

 Broadway 

 Louden Nelson 

 Levee 

 Downtown  

 West Side 

 West Cliff Drive 

 Harvey West 

 Path to Wilder Ranch 

 Alleys around SCHS 

 Laurel Street 

 Neary Lagoon Apts 

 Pacific Collegiate 

 The Browns – 
Chestnut 

Live Oak  30th Avenue 

Aptos 
 Aptos High School – violence amongst high school football players but is handled 

privately 

Unincorporated areas 
of San Lorenzo 
Valley 

 Low income areas 
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Stakeholders, families, and youth were also asked to identify the demographics of youth participating in youth 

violence. The responses from as low as age 8 through age 25. This closely aligns with the selected age range of 

10-24 for this project. Latino youth of lower socioeconomic status (SES) were also identified. 

WHERE DO YOU SEE THE BIGGEST ISSUES REGARDING YOUTH VIOLENCE IN SANTA CRUZ COUNTY? 

Demographics 

 COMMENT (UNDERLINED RESPONSES WERE STATED MORE THAN ONCE) 

Ages 

 18-25 – commit most serious crimes 

 18-21 

 16-18 

 14-15 

 14 

 12-15 

 12 

 10 & up 

 8 

 Late elementary 

 Junior High  

 High school 

 Older guys are using younger kids 
because youth have lesser 
consequences  

 8-12 year olds - Gang pressure from 
older family members 

Demographics 

 Latino youth of lower SES 

 Gang on gang violence 

 Males 

 Latino males in lower SES 

 White males tend to have greater advocacy/private attorneys and not end up in 
Juvenile Hall 
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OPPORTUNITIES  

The following pages are word clouds highlighting specific questions on the survey. Word clouds are graphical 

representations of word frequency that give greater prominence to words that appear more frequently in source 

text. Word clouds communicate the most salient points but don’t provide complete context. Please see the 

appendices for the full set of responses. 

When asked about opportunities, youth, school, programs, community, need, and violence was frequently 

mentioned. Many stakeholders, families, and youth see school as an opportunities to address youth violence. 

WHAT OPPORTUNITIES EXIST WITHIN OUR COMMUNITY TO ADDRESS YOUTH VIOLENCE? 
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CHALLENGES AND GAPS  

Participants were also asked about challenges or gaps to reducing youth violence. Youth and need were stated 

most often, enforcing the importance of the need. Once again school rose to the top. 

WHAT CHALLENGES OR GAPS DO YOU SEE IN OUR COMMUNITY REGARDING THE REDUCTION OF YOUTH VIOLENCE? 
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D ISPARITIES  

Stakeholders were asked about disparities among youth served by their organizations or departments. The word 

Latino was repeated most often and is validated by the secondary data collected in the strategic plan. 

DO YOU SEE ANY DISPARITIES AMONG YOUTH SERVED BY YOUR DEPARTMENT/ORGANIZATION? 
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PROMOTE POSITIVE CHILD AND YOUTH 

DEVELOPMENT 
 

YOUTH ARE LIFE ,  COLLEGE,  AND CAREER READY . 

The American Youth Policy Forum defines college and career readiness as “being prepared to successfully 

complete credit-bearing college coursework or industry certification without remediation, having the academic 

skills and self-motivation necessary to persist and progress in postsecondary education, and having identified 

career goals and the necessary steps to achieve them.” This also includes assets that allow a young person to 

navigate these opportunities, such as developmental maturity, social supports and life skills. These protective 

factors play a critical role in a youth’s successful transition into adulthood.1 

INDICATOR TOP RESPONSES  

School Attendance/ 
Truancy 

 Youth skipping schools is influenced by an array of factors including: being 
bullied, level of school engagement as interest, student health and substance 
use, peer influence, and familial factors.  

 Parents who are working may be unaware that their child is skipping school. 
Parents may feel powerless about how to ensure their child doesn’t skip school. 

 Some students have transportation issues to alternative education schools and 
lack safe routes to schools. 

Suspensions/ 
Expulsions 

 Educators have stressed the importance of building relationships between 
students and parents, even when the student is in crisis or having disruptive 
behavior. It is believed that building strong positive school climate will impact 
suspensions and expulsions. They also spoke on the need for funding to 
increase counselors, social workers, and behavior technicians, as well as 
community-based organization prevention and intervention programming.  

 Educators acknowledge that diversions and alternatives are time-consuming, 
and it is overwhelming being a teacher. 

 Through data analysis and the implementation of alternatives, both Pajaro Valley 
Unified School District and Santa Cruz City Schools have reported decreases 
in suspensions and expulsions.  

Graduation Rates 

 The level of educational attainment of parents may impact school success for 
students. 

 English Language Learners and special needs students have additional 
academic challenges and require additional support.  

 It is believed that if schools increased their guidance and mental health 
counselors, students would have more support, academically as well as 
emotionally.  

 Many feel that, though a helpful option that works well for some students, 
alternative education is sometimes used too soon. In addition, some mentioned 
additional challenges with nontraditional schools: they often end the school day 
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early, the expectations are not always as high as mainstream schools, and once 
students are enrolled in a nontraditional school, it is challenging getting them back 
into mainstream schools. 

 Some students reported that the lack of bilingual educators and educational 
staff of color impacts comfort and trust between parents, youth and school staff. 
This impacts relationships and engagement in school. 

 Some community members, including youth, believe that students are moved up 
grades when they aren’t prepared. Literacy issues are a major issue in some 
students not feeling prepared. 

 Schools believe they are lacking in capacity – with staff, time, and funding to 
holistically address the student.  

 Some believe there is an overuse of school disciplinary responses. This 
impacts graduation rates. Educators stated that they felt they lacked alternatives 
to suspensions and expulsions and that their primary priority was school 
safety.  

 Many asserted the schools are lacking in conflict resolution and restorative 
justice programs. Restorative justice practices provide alternatives to removing 
students from school and address problem behavior more holistically. 

Youth Employment 

 Some young people reported that they believed more youth were choosing to 
focus on their education rather than employment. Others expressed that 
between unemployed adults and college students (UCSC & Cabrillo) there is a 
great deal of competition for quality jobs.  

 ROP and vocational programs have been on the decline. These types of 
programs provide capacity and skill building for future employment attainment.  

 Most jobs available to youth are services jobs (e.g. fast food, retail). 

 There's been a loss of federally funded job programs for youth. 

 There are additional barriers for obtaining employment for youth and young adults 
who have criminal records and/or visible tattoos. 

 There's a lack of employment training and placement for 18-24 year olds. 

 Major employers, like the Boardwalk, no longer employ local youth. 

 If youth are not going to school, youth cannot obtain a work permit. 

Disconnected Youth 

 When youth are disconnected, there is usually something going on in the home. 
These youth are experiencing high risk factors. 

 There's been a decrease in vocational programming and ROP courses, which 
engage nontraditional youth. 

 Some believed that prioritizing GEDs and connecting youth with Cabrillo 
College is one mode of ensuring successful transition into adulthood. 
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YOUTH ARE VALUED AND HAVE MEANINGFUL PARTICIPATION IN THEIR 

COMMUNITY. 

There are several child and youth assets that are known to be critical for healthy development: external assets 

such as engaging in activities in the community; and internal assets such as self-esteem, sense of purpose, and 

a positive view of one’s future. According to the Search Institute, the more assets youth possess, the more likely 

they are to choose healthy activities, succeed in school and avoid risky behaviors. Both external and internal 

assets can be achieved through participation in prosocial activities in school as well as after-school when youth 

are most likely to be unsupervised. Studies have shown that the after-school hours can be dangerous ones for 

youth. The Department of Justice reports that 29% of all juvenile offenses occur on school days between 2 p.m. 

and 8 p.m. and that the number of violent crimes committed doubles in the hour immediately after school is let 

out.2 

INDICATOR TOP RESPONSES 

Community 
Protective Factors – 
Prosocial Activities 

 There are barriers to participation that include financial barriers, lack of 
knowledge about opportunities to participate, lack of transportation, lack of 
diversity in types of opportunities, and lack of cultural relevancy.  

 There is a lack of participation by youth that attend nontraditional schools.  

 School discipline issues can create a barrier to youth participating in school-
based activities. 

 San Lorenzo Valley is lacking in structured prosocial activities (e.g., youth 
groups). 

 Community libraries can play a role in providing more structured activities. 

 There is not enough meaningful programming that focuses on leadership 
development, empowerment, and civic engagement/politicization. 

YOUTH ARE SUPPORTED BY CARING ADULTS . 

There are several child and youth assets that are known to be critical for healthy development: external assets 

such as engaging in activities in the community; and internal assets such as self-esteem, sense of purpose, and 

a positive view of one’s future. According to the Search Institute, the more assets youth possess, the more likely 

they are to choose healthy activities, succeed in school and avoid risky behaviors. Both external and internal 

assets can be achieved through participation in prosocial activities in school as well as after-school when youth 

are most likely to be unsupervised. Studies have shown that the after-school hours can be dangerous ones for 

youth. The Department of Justice reports that 29% of all juvenile offenses occur on school days between 2 p.m. 

and 8 p.m. and that the number of violent crimes committed doubles in the hour immediately after school is let 

out.3 
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INDICATOR TOP RESPONSES 

School Environment 
Factors: Caring 
Adults and High 
Expectations 

 There is a perception in the community that teachers are not as engaged with 
their students as they could be. This may be due to lack of capacity, class 
sizes, lack of time, different classroom management styles, disconnected 
youth, and emphasis on standardized testing. 

 Youth feel that educators underestimate their abilities.  

 There are a lack of Latino educational staff which can impact comfort and trust 
between parents/youth and school staff. It is also reported that the racial and 
cultural differences can be a barrier for youth to build caring relationships. 
Some Latino youth in focus groups reported feeling that they are treated 
differently than their white counterparts. 

 There are barriers and other responsibilities that conflict with participating in 
school-based prosocial activities, such as: finances, older siblings having to 
take care of younger siblings, employment, and the consequences of school 
discipline.  

 There is a lack of community based organizations on campus. 

 Unions can act as barriers to having community volunteers in schools. 

 Nontraditional students have less adult connections.  

 In high school, eleventh grade is crucial to having relationships with other 
adults, because that is the time when youth begin to ask for letters of 
recommendation for college. 

Community 
Protective Factors- 
Caring 
Relationships with 
Adults and High 
Expectations 

 There is a stigma around youth. Latino youth are labeled negatively. 

 Lack of meaningful relationships with law enforcement, adults, and parents. 

 There are not enough intentional opportunities for neighbors to get to know 
each other and the youth. 

 Unwillingness to work with former/current gang members. Organizations are 
stigmatized for working with those who report they are involved in a gang. 

 Youth focus group participants expressed the perception that adults in the 
community underestimate their capabilities. 

YOUTH ARE SAFE AND FEEL SAFE AT SCHOOL . 

Effective prevention and intervention programs are comprehensive, applying an array of strategies to promote a 

safe school climate. Ensuring youth are safe and feel safe at school requires ongoing planning, commitment, 

and collaboration between schools, parents, youth, and community members. It is important to be proactive 

rather than reactive when addressing school safety. According to the Safe and Responsive Schools Project, 

"[p]reventive programs, such as bullying prevention, peer mediation, or anger management, have far more data 

available to support their effectiveness than do technology-based fixes such as metal detectors or video 

surveillance cameras." Addressing school safety involves school climate strategies, early identification and 

interventions, and effective responses.4 5 
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INDICATOR TOP RESPONSES 

Harassed or 
Bullied 

 Many youth are cyberbullied through social media. Some reported that 
unsupervised media is a factor in this.  

 Youth focus groups reported that school staff sometimes ignore bullying and do 
not intervene. 

 Some believe that schools are lacking restorative justice and conflict 
mediation programs, which may help address the issue. 

Bring a Gun or Any 
Other Weapons on 
School Property 

 Youth sometimes bring weapons onto campus because they do not feel safe on 
campus or going to and from school.  

 Gang involvement may increase bringing weapons onto campus. 

 Several educators and parents expressed their concerns about the normalization 
of violence amongst youth. 

 The schools and community are lacking in culturally responsive conflict 
resolution prevention and intervention programming.  

 Some believe that each school should have a School Resource Officer. 

Gang Involvement 

 Youth join gangs for various reasons: safety, identity, to obtain a sense of 
belonging, status and respect, peer and familial influence, because of a 
"forced choice." 

 Violence is normalized for youth in today's society. 

 There is a lack of culturally-based prevention and intervention programs - in 
schools and in the broader community. Youth need an alternative identity that 
provides status. 

 Need more support for those that want to "walk away" from gangs 
(differentiated from "dropping out"). 

 Intergenerational gang involvement in families and neighborhoods. 

 Youth and broader community expressed concerns with over-labeling/ 
identification of youth being gang involved, by educators, law enforcement, and 
broader community (e.g., self-fulfilling prophecies). 

 Single-parent households and working long hours impacts parental engagement 
and ability to supervise children. Parents may not know if their child is engaging in 
risky behavior. Poverty increase family stressors. 

 Families of youth who are at-risk of being gang involved feel under-supported. 
Some families expressed frustration that they felt that their child(ren) had to get into 
trouble before they were able to access supportive services. 

 Some parents and educators believe that youth use social media for gang-
related activities. 

Youth Reported 
Feeling Safe at 
School 

 Youth may not feel safe at school due to bullying and gangs. 

 A sense of safety is both physical and emotional. 

 Access to caring adults on schools campuses impacts sense of safety. 

 Some youth reported that the lack of Latino educational staff impacts trust and 
comfort levels in going to staff when they do not feel safe. 
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Discriminated 
Against at School 
Because of Race, 
Ethnicity, or 
National Origin, 
Religion, Gender, 
Sexual Orientation, 
or Physical or 
Mental Disability 

 School disciplinary policies can be implemented subjectively. 

 Some district officials said they believe they need funding for support in 
addressing equity, so that it is more than a one-time training (e.g., consultants). 

 Educational staff are not necessarily representative of the population of students, 
which can impact comfort and trust between parents/youth and school staff. It is 
also reported that racial and cultural differences can act as barriers for youth in 
building relationships with adults. Some Latino youth in focus groups reported 
feeling that they were treated differently than their White counterparts. 

 

ENSURE SUPPORTED AND 

FUNCTIONING FAMILIES 
 

FAMILIES ARE CONNECTED ,  ENGAGED AND VALUED . 

When families are connected, engaged and feel valued, overall resiliency is increased. According to the Center 

for Study of Social Policy, social connections are one of five protective factors identified by the Strengthening 

Families approach. Social connections through neighborhood networks, with other members of the community 

and through schools, can decrease risk factors such as isolation and lack of resources. Social connections 

provide support with childrearing, assistance in times of need, in problem-solving, increasing knowledge of and 

access to resources, and can allow for socio-emotional support.6 7  

INDICATOR TOP RESPONSES 

People in Your 
Neighborhood Help 
Each Other 

 When there is disconnect between neighbors, a lack of trust and 
communication between each other, they are less likely to look after 
neighborhood kids or engage with them.  

 Some believed that perception of an unsafe community prevents people from 
engaging with each other. 

 Some neighborhoods and communities lack activities that allow neighbors to 
get to know each other; though, in other neighborhoods there has been an 
increase in activities. 

 Families are busy and sometimes overwhelmed. Socializing with neighbors 
might not be prioritized. 

 Some pointed out that some families want to turn to family rather than 
neighbors for help. 

 In diverse neighborhoods, language barriers and cultural differences impact 
comfort levels in asking neighbors for help 

 Apartments and higher density housing may promote neighbors helping 
each other. 

 Trauma, mental health and substance use issues impact people's willingness 
to engage with their neighbors. 
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Positive Change in 
my Community 

 When families work long hours and are overwhelmed by personal issues, 
community engagement may be negatively impacted. 

 There are barriers in outreach to Latino families, and undocumented families 
may feel disconnected from community involvement. 

 Some community members felt that the underrepresentation of Latinos, 
African Americans, and Asians in government impedes comfort levels in 
participation. 

 If youth are engaged in the community, making a difference, parents are more 
likely to become more involved. 

 The community needs more education and awareness of opportunities to get 
involved in activism. 

 Some families may not feel they have a voice in decision making in the 
community. 

Satisfaction with 
our Local System of 
Education 

 Families that are engaged in their school report that they are happier with 
their education. 

 At a family focus group hosted by a school district, families expressed the desire 
for family-support groups. 

 Some families may not feel they have a voice in the school system. 

 Focus on standardized testing impacts satisfaction.  

 Not all families are engaged in their schools for diverse reasons: personal 
issues, language barriers, work, etc. 

 Students report that when there is a lack of educators of color, it impacts their 
families’ trust and comfort level in engaging with staff. 

ALL FAMILIES HAVE SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL WELLBEING . 

Early attachments between children and adults help to set the foundation for positive self-identity and confidence 

as a child becomes a youth. Some families face challenges that can strain family social-emotional wellbeing and 

parent-child attachments. Stressors such as family violence and poverty can lead to unresolved post-traumatic 

stress and other serious long-term consequences (e.g., problems with interpersonal and cognitive functioning, 

mental health and substance use disorders) into and throughout adulthood. Protective factors such as having 

access to support and someone they can turn to can help mitigate the impact of these challenges.8 

INDICATOR TOP RESPONSES 

Family Support 

 Some families feel isolated when they do not know where to turn when they need 
help. 

 There is a cultural norm of individualism. 

 There are barriers to accessing services: language, financial, location, etc. 

 There is stigma in asking for help. 
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Satisfaction with 
Quality of Life 

 Poverty, institutional racism, access to resources, mental health issues, and 
substance use disorder impact overall wellbeing. 

 Some families feel isolated. 

 There are barriers to supportive services for some families: referral, 
location, financial, language, stigma, etc. 

 There is a lack of services for undocumented families. 

Intimate Partner 
Violence 

 Domestic violence is impacted by: substance use disorder, historical trauma, 
mental health issues, poverty, employment, and oppression. 

 There are barriers to participating in domestic violence programs: financial, 
location, time. 

 Knowledge and practice about self-calming/coping mechanisms is not wide 
spread. 

 Undocumented families may fear contacting law enforcement due to fears of 
deportation. 

 There are financial barriers for offenders to participate in and benefit from the 
required batterer's classes. 

 The county needs a plan with all key stakeholders in collaboration (including 
survivors and offenders) using the principles of collective impact and results 
based accountability. 

 County needs to help connect the dots between what happens in Family Court 
and Criminal Court (we often don't know which cases are also being dealt with in 
Family Court or even if there are conflicting protective orders in place) 

 Ensure that every victim/survivor of DV has an advocate or at least is aware 
of resources in the community 

 Shift the public perception that a domestic violence issue is not an urgent 
or serious matter through a media campaign 

 Develop tracking system to monitor child witnesses to domestic violence - 
create understanding and pursue interest in monitoring child witness to domestic 
violence. 

ALL FAMILIES ARE EQUITABLY SUPPORTED BY THE COMMUNITY . 

The greater community as a whole can act as a safety net for families facing hardship and unmet needs by 

providing services, resources, and support when needed. According to the CDC, “social determinants of health 

are life-enhancing resources, such as food supply, housing, economic and social relationships, transportation, 

education, and health care, whose distribution across populations effectively determines length and quality of 

life.”9 It is imperative that support services be provided to families in an equitable way in order to avoid 

systematic and avoidable disadvantages for segments of the community. When all families have access to 

support services without disparity, the community is more likely to thrive equitably. A supportive community 

allows families to better support their children and reduce risk factors associated with youth violence. 
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INDICATOR TOP RESPONSES 

Going Without 
Basic Needs 

 There is a lack of knowledge regarding services in the community. 

 Santa Cruz County is an expensive community to reside in. 

 Undocumented families have a harder time accessing services. 

Discrimination 

 Unconscious bias, as well as interpersonal and institutional racism, exists in 
our community. 

 Those that were previously incarcerated face discrimination - in seeking 
housing and employment opportunities. 

 Underrepresentation of Latinos, African Americans, and Asians in social 
services, education, government, and law enforcement. 

Access to Services 

 There are barriers to families accessing services: language, financial, 
location, etc. 

 Families communicated that they feel like their child has to get into trouble 
before the family can access services. 

 Families often do not know where to turn to when they need assistance. 

 

FOSTER SAFE AND VIBRANT 

NEIGHBORHOODS 
 

THE COMMUNITY IS SAFE AND THRIVING . 

“Community safety is achieved when community members live in peace, harmony and mutual respect, and when 

citizens and community groups feel that they personally can help prevent and control crime.” Communities that 

feel a greater sense of cohesiveness, can access ample prosocial opportunities and feel a greater sense of 

safety are more likely to report crime and less likely to experience incidents of crime and violence. These 

community conditions can help cause feelings of stability, belonging and connection for youth growing up there. 

Conversely, communities that report feeling less safe in their neighborhood, more neighborhood disorganization, 

increased access to alcohol or other drugs and high arrest rates, for example, experience higher rates of crime 

and violence and can lead to feelings of vulnerability among youth as well as promoting a culture of antisocial 

norms. 
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INDICATOR TOP RESPONSES 

Youth/Young Adult 
Crime Rates 

 Actual crime rates and people's perceptions of community safety are 
different (feeling vs. reality). 

 There is a lack of trust between youth and law enforcement, which impacts 
crime.  

 Youth of color come from poorer neighborhoods with less resources, less 
opportunities for prosocial activities - impacts youth behavior. 

 Substance use is a factor in crime. The county lacks in substance use 
disorder treatment for youth. 

 Families feel unsupported and that they lack in resources/skills for handling 
their high-risk children.  

 There is a lack of adequate communication between agencies and 
stakeholders (law enforcement, community-based organizations, and service 
providers) which leads to not being on same page (e.g., lack of 
collaboration/coordination; finger pointing; and mistrust). 

 The policy of trying youth as adults is something the county needs to look at. 

Youth/Young Adult 
Arrest Rates 

 Not all youth are treated equally and do not experience the same 
consequences for similar behavior (due to unconscious bias, geography, 
socio-economic status). 

 When parents work long hours and/or suffer from substance use disorder, 
parental supervision is impacted. 

 There is a lack of prevention and intervention programs for youth and their 
families. 

 Many communities lack prosocial activities that are engaging and diversified, 
that are offered afterschool and on weekends, and that are structured. 

Youth Homicide 

 Most youth homicides are gang related.  

 Gang retaliation impacts youth homicide. 

 There is a lack of prevention and intervention, including restorative justice, 
conflict resolution, and anger management programs. 

 Violence is normalized for youth in today's society. 

 Weapons are easily available. 

Gang Activity 

 Youth join gangs for various reasons: safety, identity, to obtain a sense of 
belonging, status and respect, peer and familial influence, and "forced 
choice." 

 Violence is normalized for youth in today's society. 

 There is a lack of culturally-based prevention and intervention programs - in 
schools and in the broader community. 

 More support is needed for those that want to "walk away" from gangs 
(differentiated from "dropping out"). 

 There is intergenerational gang involvement in families and neighborhoods. 
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 Youth and broader community expressed concerns with over-
labeling/identification of youth being gang involved, by educators, law 
enforcement, and broader community (e.g., self-fulfilling prophecies). 

 Single-parent households and working long hours impacts parental 
engagement and ability to supervise children. Parents may not know if their 
child is engaging in risky behavior. 

 Families of youth who are at-risk of being gang involved feel under-supported. 
Some families expressed frustration that they felt that their child(ren) had to get 
into trouble before they were able to access supportive services. 

 Poverty.  

 Youth use social media for gang related activities. 

THE COMMUNITY IS CULTURALLY AND RACIALLY AWARE AND RESPONSIVE . 

Culturally responsive practices and policies are intended to ensure that all youth have equal access to a 

successful transition into adulthood. Being culturally and racially responsive means being aware of cultural 

differences, being willing to examine data and unintended consequences of certain policies, and adapting 

programs and interventions to the specific needs of certain populations. It also involves asking the question of 

why some youth succeed and others do not. When the community is working on reducing racial and ethnic 

disparities, data tracking and analysis is increased, diversions and alternatives are promoted, and programs and 

services are culturally responsive. When a community promotes equity, trust within the community and sense of 

institutional legitimacy can be strengthened. 10 11 12 13 14 15 

INDICATOR TOP RESPONSES 

Race/Ethnicity of 
Probation Youth 
and Youth Arrested 
Proportionate to 
Population in 
County 

 Key informant interviews and focus groups reported racial and ethnic disparities 
in charges, offers and dispositions. Some of this can be explained by socio-
economic status, but also by unconscious bias and "over-criminalization of 
youth of color." Some have reported that there is differential treatment in what 
communities get policed and who gets arrested.  

 Some families of justice system involved youth said that they lack resources for 
best supporting their children prior to their child getting in trouble. They 
asserted that families should not have to wait until their children get involved 
in the system before they can access resources and services.  

 Santa Cruz County Probation is a Juvenile Detention Alternatives (JDAI) model 
site in utilizing objective assessment tools and promoting alternatives to 
detention. Probation has also partnered with the W. Haywood Burns Institute to 
further address the issue of racial and ethnic disparities through the examination 
of data and best practices. Other justice system stakeholders have not 
participated with Probation and the Haywood Burns Institute.  

 The community lacks a collaborative table that specifically looks at the issue 
of racial and ethnic disparities in our community. 

 Some community members believed that forums that provide opportunities for 
community and law enforcement to communicate with each other, by sharing 
stories, concerns, challenges, will allow for healing within the community. 
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 Poverty correlates with race in our county, which impacts the social context of 
positive youth development. 

 There is a lack of engaging and culturally responsive prevention and 
intervention programming. 

 There is a lack of trust between youth and law enforcement. 

 When youth of color lack legitimate means of obtaining status, they will 
obtain status illegitimately. We live in a culture that values materialism, power 
and status, and when there is an unequal opportunity for obtaining those 
materials and status, youth will find illegitimate ways of obtaining status. 
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CONCLUSION 
The information collected from the key informant interviews and focus groups reinforced what was learned from 

the secondary data and also provided new insights regarding youth violence in Santa Cruz County.  

With the exception of the families who participated in interviews or focus groups, not all participants felt that 

youth violence was an extremely large or large issue in our community. Family focus group participants felt that 

youth violence is an extremely large or large issue in the community. Both Watsonville and Santa Cruz were 

noted when asked about where they saw the biggest issues regarding youth violence. 

Across interviews and focus groups a select set of topics were consistently address.  

 Socioeconomic status and poverty are discussed multiple times as they impact youth and families 

across all results; impacting the ability of families to access services and resources and impede youth 

from participating in pro-social activities in school and community. 

 Lack of bilingual, bicultural school personnel also was mentioned multiple times. This shortfall impacts 

both how families interact with the school and also how comfortable youth feel when they are at school. 

 Many youth face barriers when they want to walk away from gangs. Gangs can be intergenerational 

and there are very limited services for youth who want to choose a different path. 

 Disparities for youth of color in the justice system are seen across all areas. Many stakeholders, 

families, and youth mentioned youth not being treated equally and receiving different consequences 

depending on the color of their skin. This is reinforced by secondary data which shows an 

overrepresentation of Latino youth on probation and in juvenile hall. 

Findings from this report will aid all of Santa Cruz County, specifically Watsonville and Santa Cruz/Live Oak, in 

their prioritization of strategies and development of action plans to reduce youth violence.  
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APPENDIX I: KEY INFORMANT SURVEY 

RESPONSES 
Where do you see the biggest issues regarding youth violence in Santa Cruz County? 

JUSTICE STAKEHOLDERS - LOCATIONS 

 South County – Watsonville & surrounding 
area,  Mesa Village 

 Santa Cruz, Live Oak 

 Locations tend to happen in commons 
places – run into each other @ 
convenience stores, parks, downtown SC, 
school, social gatherings 

 Live oak. Don’t really hear about Aptos, 
SV, Capitola 

 South county, Watsonville, Unincorporated 

 Concentrations – SC City, LO & Wats 

 Magnified in Watsonville. Most community 
members believe it’s a South County 
thing, but it’s not 

 We need to have better support for 
families in the community, especially – 
Sycamore, Neary Lagoon, Beach Flats  
these are areas where we see gang/ youth 
violence   

 If we make families stronger, then families 
can support their children 

 Watsonville – majority of city. Used to 
have pockets of crime, due to economics - 
people live where they can. Now crime is 
spread out. If you look at crime map, 
there’s a shot gun effect 

 Santa Cruz City has its share violence. I’m 
always mindful of the Beach Flats 

 Business zones – so few activities for kids.  
Not so much on campus.  Number one 
issue from juniors and seniors in ROP is 
that if you didn’t work you just drive around 
at night and look for where there’s activity.   

 South County, pockets in the city of Santa 
Cruz, and areas in Live Oak. No data in 

front of me. These are historically the hot 
areas. 

 Predominately in South County.  Youth 
violence exists in other pockets of the 
county, but majority truly happen in South 
County (95076 zip). 

 I would say that South County/Watsonville 
area tends to be geographically an area I 
see has having youth violence issues; 
Santa Cruz [city] more and more. My 
particular case load and program (wrap 
around) focuses on highest risk youth who 
are still allowed to be at home. Typically 
has been high proportion of South County 
youth, but for first time there has been an 
increase in youth from North County. 

 South County, Watsonville area  (Pajaro 
river levy, Carey, Green Valley 
apartments, Grant/Marchant Streets, 
areas where gangs claim/congregate) 

 Santa Cruz Beach Flats 

 Live Oak area 

 Violence is not limited to these areas only.  
Often kids from these areas travel to other 
areas within the county that are not prone 
to violence, e.g., kids from Beach Flats go 
to Westside Santa Cruz for a party. 

 Kids in these high violence areas are 
exposed to habitual violence—they see it 
from a very young age through high 
school. 

 Watsonville, Beach Flats 

 Watsonville 

 Beach flats (more quiet now) 

 West Side 

 LO 
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 Watsonville guys coming to SC 

 Aptos – members of football team 

 30th Live Oak   

 Downtown Santa Cruz 

 Beach Flats 

 Watsonville 

 Gang influenced areas, then all over 
county 

 I see rich kids, poor kids, whites, Asian, 
Latinos 

 Watsonville – gangs are more 
concentrated – no longer just target other 
gang members, target other community 
members 

 Not as safe as Santa Cruz 

 Effects my behavior of what I do and 
where I go in Watsonville 

 Locations where violence occurs appears 
to be random areas all over Watsonville, 
pretty random throughout Watsonville-not 
just isolated to downtown.  Also see 
violence in Beach Flats too-it’s not just the 
tourist that come into town during the busy 
season.   

 That’s a difficult question. Even though 
gangs claim territories the violence occurs 
everywhere. There are probably all really 
equal.  The crime reports that it happens 
everywhere.  

GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS - LOCATIONS 

 There’s violence in areas in County that 
has limited economic opportunities – 
violence is concentrated where there’s 
poor people living in limited space – cost 
of living so high – and  limited opportunity 
– we see this throughout county 

 It happens everywhere – Watsonville, 
Santa Cruz, tends to occur where socio-
economic variants, beach flats, affordable 
housing – apt complexes, Downtown 
Santa Cruz, not necessary in schools, but 
related to the schools. Incidences near 
river Levey, Broadway, on West Side too 

 I don’t know much about the issue… just 
from reading the Sentinel…. From the 
paper, I’d say South County, but I don’t 
know the stats 

 In the City of Santa Cruz, it moves.  Where 
incidents have occurred surprises people 
sometimes.  Not always Beach Flats etc.  
It’s been in varying locations – West Cliff 
Drive, near housing complexes, not static.  
It moves.  We’ve had youth shot at on 
Woodrow.  There’s areas where it’s NOT.  
Such as Prospect Heights. I think it’s 
based on the opportunity of victim and 
suspect finding each other.  I can’t think 
that lately it has been a big issue in typical 
locations like in lower Ocean/Beach Flats.   

 In the past, number of reported incidents 
used to come from South County.  
Recently more & more incidences are 
reported out of Santa Cruz. Currently 
things have migrated from Watsonville to 
the City of Santa Cruz. 

 Downtown Santa Cruz, Watsonville, 
Freedom & the surrounding 
unincorporated areas of Watsonville 

 South County 

 Low income areas in Santa Cruz, Live 
Oak,  San Lorenzo Valley 

 Depends on type of crime – property 
crimes in Capitola or Santa Cruz; school 
incidents, leaving school on way home, 
one issue that I’m critical of. I was working 
in legal aid working with students going 
through legal process – not enough press 
on how schools are doing. No report cards 
on schools – did we improve our 
graduation rates? Expulsion rates? 
Improve intervention policies? Keep in 
school pipeline? Measures could allow 
school board members to better make 
decisions – never had Latinas previously – 
can we do better? Shape decision making 
and policy priorities. How did we do 5 
years ago? How are we doing now? 
School discipline is not being tracked like 
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data for juvenile justice. Current high 
school data not accurate, but when you 
look at graduation rates – lose ½ students 
at Watsonville high. Inform school board 
and superintendents of where schools are 
at.  Compared to other districts expulsion 
rates are different. Pajaro 100% of those 
written up for expulsion were expelled 
when San Mateo is 2 ½ times less. No 
excuse – need a different policy. 
Implemented local school funding formula. 
They (San Mateo) have the resources to 
do some of these intervention programs. 
Middle school youth get on the wrong path 
need to get back on right track before high 
school. UW should look at policies – who 
is doing good work? What youth friendly 
policies are in place? – highlight them. 
Take pride in implementation of positive 
programs and incentive to continue work. 
Policy makers do better job serving young 
people.  

 Some concern in the high schools.  In 
certain low-income neighborhoods, in 
conjunction with drug dealing.   

 I’d say Main St. west.  West of Main St. 
and actually it goes up Freedom Blvd and 
includes Lincoln Ave.  They had a problem 
last year. 

 Unincorporated South County 

 Watsonville 

 Generally speaking, it’s not prevalent in 
the cities, there are specific locations 
where there is more density. EA Hall. 
There was a major shooting at WHS and 

PVHS. Is a big issue for certain groups, 
not all groups 

 As part of my work I’m one of the mental 
health supervisors for Juvenile hall as well 
as court referred youth. Very familiar with 
kids who come through the system. Our 
biggest concern is kid who come through 
the gang scene and all the behaviors, 
stressors, etc. that would lead to kids 
getting involved with gangs.  

 Beach flats for gangs, and multiple 
pockets in Watsonville. Youth are aware of 
where those pockets are and which ones 
they need to stay out of.  

 Slightly harder than it may seem. Natural 
answer is South County, with about 85% 
accuracy. Unbelievable and unreported 
youth population. Traffic at local HS 
should be a sign. By design, youth activity 
is not provincial. If you look at violence 
and gang violence, the idea that there is a 
specific location is absurd. Gang violence 
in Watsonville leads to targeted response 
in other locations, i.e. retaliation takes 
place in Santa Cruz. Not many additional 
services needed in Live Oak apartment 
complex area that sees lots of gang 
violence. South County, more than 
anywhere else, is where gang violence is 
most prevalent. Regional as well, as it 
extends from South County into Monterey 
County. 

 South County, Pajaro/Watsonville area.  
That’s where it’s centered. 

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION STAKEHOLDERS - LOCATIONS 

 Areas of Santa Cruz 

 Unincorporated areas of the County 

 City of Watsonville 

 What level of violence are we talking 
about? Homicides? Maybe Watsonville. 

 Over the years there has been a change 
of demographics in our County and in our 
schools. For example, there’s a perception 
that  middle schools that were once safe 

(ex: B-40, Shoreline), that are now 
perceived as unsafe  

 How much of that is perception of race? 
When I was a kid, growing up in a white 
neighborhood, in a white school, we used 
to get in fights all the time after school.  
Nowadays in schools with the changing 
demographics, it’s labeled ‘violence’. It’s 
easy to get folded into the drama & 
narratives that perpetuate a fear of people 
of color. 
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 Watsonville 

 City of Santa Cruz (not familiar with 
specific areas with most violence) 

 Live Oak area 

 Watsonville:  Rodriguez &  the Green 
Valley area 

 Watsonville.  Here in Santa Cruz is more 
about instigating and talking than it is in 
Watsonville, where assaults, stabbings 
and shootings are occurring.   

 Live Oak  (did outreach education at 
middle school because of bullying leading 
to self-harm behaviors) 

 Watsonville High School 

 Aptos High School 

 Beach Flats, the alleys around SCHS 
including but not limited to alley between 
WAWC & SCHS.  

 Really, you’d have to look at the incident 
reports. I don’t have the data in front of 
me. There are pockets of violence - Green 
Valley, Pajaro, Watsonville HS, used to be 
the [Beach] Flats, but now it’s changing. 
There’s violence in parts of Live Oak, the 
West Side [Santa Cruz], lower Ocean St.  

 If you look where the highest 
concentrations of violence are – there are 
high concentrations of substance abuse, 
unemployment, lack of education, poverty, 
mental health issues, lack of services, etc. 
These are common factors that impact 
those communities; creating high risks for 
the youth 

 For example, the Green Valley Apartments 
- If you were to do a survey on various 
indicators, you are going to see high rates 
of the risk factors I’ve already mentioned. 
We haven’t taken a comprehensive survey 
in regards to what those needs are. For 
example, generational risk factors- before 
an individual is even born, the child is 
already impacted by their familial risk 
factors, like gangs, drugs, incarceration.  
These need to be addressed. 

 We see youth violence across the county.  
The same types fights that happen in 

Watsonville happen in Scotts Valley, but 
Watsonville is what gets reported 

 There are Issues in terms of what gets 
reported and what doesn’t.  Economics 
are related to this. 

 Watsonville 

 Downtown Santa Cruz 

 Live Oak 

 Beach Flats 

 High schools 

 South County, Live Oak, Beach Flats and 
some unincorporated areas of San 
Lorenzo Valley. 

 Beach flats kids, which are where most of 
their youth are from 

 Also the Sycamore area and Louden 
Nelson area. 

 Watsonville, especially Watsonville High.  
Lakeview middle school also. I witnessed 
an expulsion on the first day. There are 
many fights on the middle school 
campuses. 

 Gangs, bullying, in schools and mostly in 
Watsonville with some pockets in Santa 
Cruz. 

 Beach Flats – this area is especially 
dangerous for young females in terms of 
physical & sexual violence; the alleys 
around SCHS. Schools, parts of 
Watsonville. 

 South County, Live Oak, Beach Flats and 
some unincorporated areas of San 
Lorenzo Valley. 

 Beach flats kids, which are where most of 
their youth are from. 

 Gangs, bullying, in schools and mostly in 
Watsonville with some pockets in Santa 
Cruz. 

 I think services need to be placed closer to 
the ground where youth violence is. 
Reality of it that youth violence is 
concentrated where poverty is 
concentrated. Survival mentality is 
fostered and leads to gang enrollment. 
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Gang territory are a prime location. Gangs 
seems to be a cultural thing, north v south. 

Not so much 1st generation immigrants vs 
locals, though there are some. Certain 

areas of Watsonville have been pointed 
out to me, but I don’t have enough 
familiarity with the area. High schools are 
also a hot spot.

EDUCATION STAKEHOLDERS - LOCATIONS 

 City of Santa Cruz & Watsonville  

 gang violence, organized violence 

 there’s a concentration of people there 

 higher levels of opportunity to mix with 
older people that are criminally engaged 

 not to say that there isn’t violence in other 
areas, but this is where it’s concentrated 

 I’m sure bullying occurs everywhere 

 Between their home & the street. In the 
house, in the street once they hit it. Don’t 
experience it at school. 

 Downtown Santa Cruz  

 Live Oak 

 Live Oak 

 Laurel St. 

 Neary Lagoon Apts 

 Watsonville (only from hear-say) 

 Watsonville 

 Downtown area – kids don’t like to go 

 2nd Sr 

 Rodriguez St 

 South County – Downtown Watsonville, 
patches of violent incidents 

 Santa Cruz – Beach Flats, Downtown 

 Watsonville 

 Villa San Carlos 

 LO 

 Beach Flats 

 South Laurel 

 My familiarity is mainly with Watsonville, 
they have issues in west side Santa Cruz 
and in the beach flats. Downtown, Clifford 
St., and green valley.  Pockets within 
Watsonville where the crime rate tends to 
be a little more than in other areas. 

JUSTICE STAKEHOLDERS – AGES OF YOUTH INVOLVED 

 12 – 19 yrs – still formulating decision-
making skills, choices, susceptible to 
unhealthy elements – recruitment to 
gangs, drug experimentation, and key age 
group less supervised.  

 Parents are not aware as they should be 
as to what youth are doing 

 vulnerable 

 Starts fairly young, middle school, 12yrs 

 Issues between 12-24yrs 

 You have to look at different ages 

 9-12 years – focus on prevention – 
violence is normalize – looped into the 
cycle 

 13-18 years – we see clusters of youth 
violence 

 teenagers – tend to be causing most youth 
violence 

 There’s a trickle down effect – The 
younger groups look up to teens. We need 
to look at younger ones – they are 
witnesses to the acts. Violence behavior 
then becomes the norm. 

 11-26yrs 

 Family dynamics- lack of supervision – 
farmworker families, who leave early & 
come home late 
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 Schools aren’t being responsive. Teachers 
that aren’t invested in the community – 
teach then leave, used as training ground.  
Teachers would have more impact if they 
had better communication with the youth.  
Schools move kids up grades when they 
aren’t prepared 

 Literacy issues = injustice  

 14-18 years old.  Kids in gangs start much 
younger, 8 years or even younger.  But 
you don’t have to be in a gang to be 
involved in youth violence.   

 Not necessarily 10 year olds, but more 
likely the 18-25 age group - teenagers. 
Juvenile Hall only has 12 inmates, and 
they are not letting homicides out, so 18-
25 year olds are most active. 

 13-18 year olds.  Average age of kids in 
the system is 16 years old. 18-25 year 
olds – data research 18-25 year olds 
commit the most serious violent crimes 

 16-18 y/o range mostly 

 As young as 13-24  (younger teens are 
committing the violence, whereas the 24 
year olds are more sophisticated) 

 Core group involved are ages 16-21 

 There is habitual exposure to violence for 
younger kids, i.e., elementary school-aged 

 14-17  

 Developmentally slower youth tend to be 
involved in serious crime. They also don’t 
commit the crimes alone; they’re usually in 
groups 

 15-17yrs 

 If they are 14, they usually have an older 
sibling in system.  They are influenced by 
their older sibling. 

 15-24  

 Older guys using younger kids because 
youth have lesser consequences 

 13-18 years –  

 13-15 years –it’s about acceptance from 
their peers,  They preyed upon by older 
people  to do dangerous activities & 
commit dangerous crimes 

 Kids seem to tolerate & normalize violence 
– due to media, culture? 

 The youth want to appear as risk taker on 
social media such as Facebook. So they 
post things about drugs, alcohol, gangs 

 It seems as though we’re seeing more 
mental health issues among our youth – 
depression & anxiety.  

 Issues start very very young – kids need 
role models, consequences, boundaries 

 You can be an adult in the eyes of the law, 
you can still not be fully mature 

 We have to give these young people 
something else to do 

 Gang – just want to belong, have ID, 
respect, something to do  need to 
provide alternatives 

 15 and up 

 Really young because of the world we live 
in – it’s in TV, music, etc. Youth today are 
bombarded with a lot of violence. Some 
may be subtle because we accept it. 
Preschoolers get exposed. By the time 
they are in high school things that used to 
be really violent are now acceptable. 
Middle school is where the involvement 
really starts.  

GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS - AGES OF YOUTH INVOLVED

 7th – 10th grades – critical periods in 
development of youth 

 Social development – trying to figure out 
self-identity, make sense of where you fit 
in, where family fits in, become aware of 

disparities in access to resources & 
opportunities 

 Social circle is expanding, shifting from 
one school to another – influences 
development – capacity and ability to 
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negotiate some of the differences is 
shifting during these years 

 When youth are struggling with identity & 
developing social groups, they are at risk 
of gang involvement – various reasons – 
lack of opportunities, families working a 
lot, etc. 

 Youth don’t always feel safe – gangs offer 
Protections against bullying – gangs can 
offer a lot of protections 

 Starts pretty early, see more between 13-
early 20’s, 14/15 super critical, least 
rational, more susceptible to getting 
involved, w/o thinking things through, more 
attractive, older ages  more part of culture, 
socialized 

 Social influences – peers, trying to fit in, 
even if they aren’t from the same SES, if 
they share same ethnic background - torn 

 Drugs are readily available for youth at 
young ages 

 Boys are more daring, risk taking 

 Cx important 

 My observation is limited – I’m not in the 
schools etc.  I see two groups as trends – 
bullying with younger ages through 
multiple ways like social media, as early 
as 8 on.  The other is territorial and gang 
provoked, 10 or 12 through 20’s.   

 The definition of “youth violence” needs to 
be focused and narrowed down a bit. 
Exposure to violence in the home starts 
early.  Children model what they learn.  

Focus and attention needs to be given to 
the very young children who are exposed 
to violence.  It’s what predicts future 
behavior.  

 In terms of Perpetrators, we see this 
during the teenage years, at least, these 
are my impressions from reading the 
newspaper. 

 Seems that most violence occurs when 
youth are in high school, as well as 
immediately after high school. That’s when 
we [the community] sees gun violence, 
knife violence, &  drug issues related to 
violence 

 High School 

 Hormones & developmental patterns 

 I’d guess it would be 15-24 – high school 
through young adulthood 

 Mid-teens 15-18 

 From ride a longs – late teens (16-19) 

 Particularly young Latino men 

 Generally thinking about the 12-20 year 
olds. But I’m not super well versed in 
elementary schools and middle schools, 
however I know it’s a hard age. Bullying 
and those sort of things are stressors and 
I don’t know about what kind of onsite 
services they have. 

 From the low teens to the mid-twenties. I 
don’t have background to prove that, but 
I’d say the age group would be 14-25. 

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION STAKEHOLDERS - AGES OF YOUTH INVOLVED

 Starts at elementary school age through 
high school 

 Most violent acts – 18-21yrs 

 We’ve been involved in a number of high 
profile cases. You get 15 year old kids 
holding guns for someone else.  They are 
put in positions to commit heinous crimes 
for someone else.  

 Younger kids get brought in for a series for 
events that become out of control, and 
then they get tried as adults 

 Our system is dehumanizing Latino youth. 
They wind up being tried as adults by all 
white juries. How is that a jury of their 
peers? 

 Varies—perhaps between 14-17 years old 

 13-18 years old.   
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 12- 17 years 

 Middle school fighting has escalated in the 
last 5 - 10 years.  

 It’s the teens that are most impacted – 12-
19yrs 

 The risk factors that are driving the 
decisions of the youth 

 16-27 years 

 The schools aren’t serving certain 
populations the way they should. They 
aren’t equipped to deal with certain groups 
of youth.  Students have a hard time 
dealing with school 

 12- 18 yrs 

 Ages 13-24 

 Ages 12-17 

 13 and up 

 Young, starting at 9 or 10 

 Middle and high school.  

 Ages 13-24 

 Ages 12-17 

 Young, starting at 9 or 10 

 13 and up 

 Junior high, starting in 5th grade. There is 
a lot of parent concern. There is also a lot 
of violence inside homes as well as 
outside.  

 Violence escalates as you get older; 
fistfights becomes use of weapons. That’s 
also a part of a cultural shift; used to be ok 
to just have a fistfight, but now kids feel 
they have to bring a weapon. 

EDUCATION STAKEHOLDERS - AGES OF YOUTH INVOLVED

 12+  kids become a target to be recruited; 
to be criminal participants 

 Natural part of growing up for youth to 
begin to explore higher levels of autonomy 
& risk-taking 

 If their environment isn’t healthy – they 
begin to look for other means of support & 
connection 

 Older people know that this is a time when 
kids become impressionable; susceptible 
to suggestions, especially when those 
suggestions are connected with positive 
rewards 

 Normal reactions for anyone in 
adolescents to test autonomy; to get 
involved in things that seem fun & exciting 

 Organized violence,  gang participation 
provides this 

 Caught up in the risks & rewards – fun –
they are not getting elsewhere 

 Only having 15-18 yrs 

 Population I’m most in contact with 

 13-24yr 

 Gang affiliation – wannabes  

 Robbery 

 Theft – electronic & bikes 

 8/10-12 yrs-  Gang  pressure from older 
family members, that’s when they start 
wearing colors 

 As they get older – pressure from peers – 
need to claim due to fear & protections 

 Influence of the internet –unsupervised -   
Instagram, YouTube, Facebook 

 Starts really young – 11, 12 already 
involved 

 Part of their environment, older siblings, 
gang culture 

 Seeing more gang involvement early on – 
11 & 12yrs 

 Major incidents – 15-17yrs 

 Familial factors impacting youth behavior, 
poverty 

 Gang life style acts as a supplemental 
family – safety, loyal, protection  

 Drug & alcohol use – variety of substances 
– make poor decisions under the influence 
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 Middle school population, 6th – 9th  grade – 
prime recruits, don’t have necessarily  
lived experience to counter balance what 
they are being told on street 

 Big enough to rebel against parents, carry 
a weapon – size, lack of life experience.  

 Recent losses have been those age 
groups 

 5th and 6th grade so 10-11 years old as far 
as acts of violence. Expose starts young 
maybe 3 or 4 years old. Kids are being 
exposed to some sort of acts of violence in 
their family or the community.  If a family is 
a victim of crime or it is occurring in the 
family then little ones are getting exposed 
to that. 

JUSTICE STAKEHOLDERS – OTHER  

 Serious issue with behavior, anger 
management & conflict resolution – starts 
in home 

 When they get offended – use violence as 
a means to problem solve 

 When youth don’t have the tools or skills 
to handle conflict, they react with 
destructive behavior/violence 

 Gangs 

 People that are mistaken for being in 
gangs 

 Not in gang, friends challenged gang 
member, case of mistaken membership 

 Don’t recognize what they are getting 
themselves into 

 We have to better support our youth. 
There are plenty of activities designed for 
you who are interested and can afford 
athletic programs. What about youth who 
can’t afford after school activities? What 
about youth who aren’t athletic? What 
about music programs? We need to 
reestablish these [music programs]. 
There’s not enough resources directed 
towards diverse activities. We have to ask 
ourselves, “What else can we do to 
engage our youth?” 

 Middle School youth get out early on 
Wednesdays. What are they doing with 
their time? Have to fund programs to fill-in 
this time with Pro-social activities. 

 We have to have Positive structured 
activities that actually interest youth.  
Adults can tell them what to do, but if they 
don’t want to, youth won’t be engaged 

 Don’t think youth are given a safe 
container to express who they are & what 
they’re feeling – so much pressure that 
goes against that grain 

 Hidden homeless kids – jumping from 1 
couch to the next – prompts crime – needs 
$ 

 Gangs. This is one of our biggest 
concerns. Shootings and violent crimes we 
see often has origins with gangs. 

 Bullying. Not always perceived as youth 
violence but it is.  Especially through social 
media. 

 Would like to identify early stages and 
exposure to youth violence – recognizing it 
as a parent within the schools and from 
your kids.  Often it starts on the 
playgrounds.  If we can identify youth early 
we can intervene early. 

 The issues in terms of my perspective 
would be: community-wide. People are 
spread out all over the county. The 
contributors are: poverty, lack of/low 
parental skills, less than ideal 
environments, perception of there being 
no/limited pro-social activities for youth.  

 The issue of supervision: youth who come 
from families where families’ work hours 
create an issue.  

 The school system is sort of doing their 
best, but they are not really capturing their 
most at-risk youth. Their efforts could be 
applied in a different way. For instance, a 
partnership with PVPSA and schools for 
counseling doesn’t work if kids are not in 
school. There needs to be more mobile 
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ways, or meet kids in their homes – be 
more aggressive to not to let them slip 
through our fingers. 

 Not a “where”, but a “when”: kids that are 
having chronic truancy issues tend to be 
the kids that are experiencing (receiving or 
offending end) youth violence. Outside of 
school hours, unsupervised and without 
positive activities to engage in. 

 With gangs 

 There seems to be an increase in violence 
with property crimes or other criminal 
activity—increasing violence associated 
with the same kinds of crimes committed 
in the past. 

 Most of the violence stems from gangs & 
poverty. It’s an interplay between the two.  
If both parents are working hard, with 
multiple jobs or in the fields for example, 
they can’t always watch the kids. Or if 1 
parent is absent, the present parent 
sometimes has to work 10-12 hour days, 
7-days a week. 

 Gang violence, retaliation 

 BASTA – gang identification education 

 Prevention & front end work  

 Tap into those with lived experiences 

 Barrios Unidos, Community Action Board, 
Youth NOW 

 Gangs &/or drugs county-wide seem to be 
common factors with youth violence 

 Family – by the time you get to the court 
system it’s too late 

 Parents blame teachers, and need to take 
ownership 

 Transportation to & from school 

 Seeing an increases in violence among 
girls. Now girls are coming into court on 
assaults, stabbing and big fights. This is 
not just girls in gangs, but girls in general.  
Girls are more vocal, they will vandalize, 
and they will fight.  Have seen a 
deterioration in conduct of young women.  
See bullying by girls, beating others up 
and they are more aggressive.

GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS - OTHER 

 Intergenerational trauma – continuous 
growth of inequality in society in general.  
A lot of responsibly is placed on parents – 
weren’t not looking larger context to 
facilitate success of youth & their families. 
Families need support and resources – 
they can’t do it along. 

 We have to address violence committed 
against families – social, emo, physical, 
economic – what resources are we 
allocating to help with some true healing of 
youth & their families 

 So much of it is related to SES. If your part 
of working class fam, don’t have time to be 
at home to watch kids, if not being 
supervised, so vulnerable, easily 
influenced,  easy to get caught up – get in 
trouble 

 If you don’t have the resources to stay on 
top, constantly monitor  - physical or 
through social media  

 How to provide appropriate supervision or 
support to the families 

 The high level violence I read about is 
gang –related, but I don’t know about the 
stuff that I don’t read about. 

 I presume some is occurring on school 
campuses.  That’s an assumption  

 Perpetrators – middle school throughout 
teenage years. Gender is a big factor. Any 
kind of strategy has to focus on gender & 
be specific to that. For some reason boys 
use aggression and violence as a part of 
their lives. The kind of bullying that leads 
to violence – physical violence – that 
should be the focus - stop the physical 
violence & gender specific strategies 

 There’s a correlation between  lack of 
employment & pro-social activities and 
episodes of violence 
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 Live Oak has been quieter. We’ve 
invested in community organizations & 
youth programs – giving youth a place to 
be. It’s proven to be fairly effective. 

 We need to focus on what works in terms 
of trying new things  

 Lots of things that we do that make 
matters worse 

 Ex: suspension 

 Depends on type of crime – property 
crimes in Capitola or Santa Cruz; school 
incidents, leaving school on way home, 
one issue that I’m critical of. I was working 
in legal aid working with students going 
through legal process – not enough press 
on how schools are doing. No report cards 
on schools – did we improve our 
graduation rates? Expulsion rates? 
Improve intervention policies? Keep in 
school pipeline? Measures could allow 
school board members to better make 
decisions – never had Latinas previously – 
can we do better? Shape decision making 
and policy priorities. How did we do 5 
years ago? How are we doing now? 
School discipline is not being tracked like 
data for juvenile justice. Current high 
school data not accurate, but when you 
look at graduation rates – lose ½ students 
at Watsonville high. Inform school board 
and superintendents of where schools are 
at.  Compared to other districts expulsion 
rates are different. Pajaro 100% of those 
written up for expulsion were expelled 
when San Mateo is 2 ½ times less. No 
excuse – need a different policy. 
Implemented local school funding formula. 
They (San Mateo) have the resources to 
do some of these intervention programs. 
Middle school youth get on the wrong path 
need to get back on right track before high 
school. UW should look at policies – who 
is doing good work? What youth friendly 
policies are in place? – highlight them. 
Take pride in implementation of positive 
programs and incentive to continue work. 
Policy makers do better job serving young 
people.  

 There’s a certain amount of youth violence 
from out of town people on beaches.  

North coast beaches have some problem.  
No real authority there, parties can get out 
of control really fast.  Reputation during 
the summer on north coast beaches for 
being a free for all for drinking etc. 

 I’m pretty much focusing on Dist. 4 which 
is what I represent but I’m sure in other 
parts of Santa Cruz they have youth 
violence also and violence in general. 

 Vandalism more – even elementary 
children – on a rise in response to 
frustration 

 The intellectual understanding/capacity of 
the problem exists – traditional programs 
exists – after school programs 

 Lack of understanding of what they all are 
– specific niche (teaching young girls – 
gangs (diversion) program) – the girl 
gamer 

 Santa Cruz had a lot of creative programs 
to address youth – not just youth with 
problems but all youth after school 

 Kids still complain there is nothing to do – 
not everyone is aware of what is available 

 Opportunity that exists now – need to do 
an assessment (Census)  

 Need to do an assessment/Census of all 
assets and who/what they serve 

 Need to do the next step – don’t need a lot 
of new money but understanding of what 
is here 

 Gangs are about business and drug 
dealing/making money. Not just about 
hanging out. Gangs are region wide.  At 
risk and dysfunctional families, families 
with a member in prison, and families with 
someone already struggling with 
substance abuse. Certain people need to 
be more careful than others; not fair, just 
the way it is.  

 The main thing my team was concerned 
about were jobs and activities for youth. 
Jobs, jobs, jobs, comes up again and 
again. Need things for kids to do. 
Probation used to have a job developer as 
part of the team. We’ve known kids who 
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were very unsuccessful in many domains 
who then get a job and are able to be 
successful as they get a sense of purpose 
and money. Poverty and homeless are 
secondary, related issues.  

 More and more people who work with 
these kids are noticing more and more 
weapon use. Seeing more and more 
crimes with loaded handguns. I wasn’t 
seeing any of that 10+ years ago. It was 
rare back then, it was primarily fists and 
knives, kids weren’t getting shot. 

 The other thing was that were talking 
about was how we normalize, we get an 
acclimated tolerance as we work in this 
area. The classic story about heating 
water with the frog in it. We’ve normalized 
some behaviors that we shouldn’t. The 
dangerousness of some of the kids we 
work with has gone up, even as overall 
crime has gone down.  

 The perceptive issue is worse, while the 
statistical reality is static. The socio-
political realm needs to shift so that you 
don’t have a data issue driving change. A 
number is irrelevant without experience. 
There’s a totally different framing 
component based on location as well, 
Santa Cruz vs. Aptos for example. When I 
presented data, there was shift in the 
room as they didn’t see data match up 
with personal experience. There’s an 
established narrative that there is major 
problem or the community is changing, 
and small incidents are exaggerated to fit 
the narrative. How we address the long 
term importance of where funding is going 
will have an impact on if the problem is 
actually growing or not.  

 In the Santa Cruz area itself. 

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION STAKEHOLDERS - OTHER

 Contributing factors include social 
environment (e.g., strong family/adult 
support), income insecurity (low resources 
mean people are unable to live the quality 
of life that they see others live), behavior 
modeled from adults (verbal/physical 
behavior, and psychological violence that 
leave people feeling belittled/less-than) 

 So much of human suffering is connected 
at a group level – economic inequities, 
status, possession of land, jobs, a future, 
expectations set through media – there’s a 
disparity of opportunity – not going to say 
that that [disparities] causes violence, but 
when you look at youth – I’m not sure 
about targeting violent behavior – we 
never get to the broader picture – like 
segregation throughout Santa Cruz 
County; the disparities I mentioned before. 

 Is the work [Youth Violence Prevention) 
that we are going to be doing going to 
maintain current systems; the status 
quo???  

 What is the dream being offered to our 
youth?  There’s a lack of role models. 
Typically “role models” are outsiders 

coming in. They aren’t the person next 
door. There’s a difference between a 
youth going to a program and being 
assigned a mentor and a youth growing up 
with role models surrounding him.  If they 
have neighbors that have a healthy family, 
a good job, they [the youth] can see they 
have choices and opportunities. They 
don’t see this because we are segregated. 

 We need to focus on holistically improving 
people’s conditions 

 There’s an Elephant in room the people 
don’t like to talk about – economic 
inequality; inequality of opportunity 

 Substance Abuse—more than anything 
else 

 Gang involvement/influence—to some 
level 

 The youth are impacted by overall poverty.  
This influences their access to and 
knowing what higher education is, what 
job & careers the can get; really accessing 
anything that would lead them out of 
poverty.  There’s a lack of knowledge of 
opportunities. 
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 The youth have issues of gang 
involvement. It occurs in their families from 
generation to generation. 

 Youth pregnancy is a huge issue.  2/3 in of 
all teenage pregnancy occur in 
Watsonville. 

 There’s a lack of resources for youth to 
pursue education & college. 

 Gangs, more so than just random. 

 They mentioned 3 recent suicides (2 Aptos 
High students and 1 former Aptos High 
student). 

 Other Gangs & socioeconomics play into 
it. 

 When there is a natural disaster or even a 
war, we bring comprehensive emergency 
services to the community. We need to do 
the same here. We need to bring 
counseling, food, mental health, drug 
treatment, [and] employment training 
directly into the most at risk 
neighborhoods. We spend so much time & 
energy on suppression, when more 
resources need to be allocated to strategic 
prevention & intervention. 

 Economics impacts this issue. 

 The availability of guns, drugs - adults are 
dropping them in youth’s laps. 

 Racism & stereotypes of young people. 

 Schools- Junior Highs and High schools. 

 A lot of it has to do with Substance abuse, 
poverty, Family/Domestic Violence, Lack 
of opportunities, and negative peer 
association which leads to violence.      

 GIRLS get into fights at school to be 
“cool,” and “tough.” The culture has 
changed a lot and there are a lot more 
physical altercations between females 
than there used to be. Girls often fight 
over rumors or boys. 

 A lot of it has to do with Substance abuse, 
poverty, Family/Domestic Violence, Lack 
of opportunities, and negative peer 
association which leads to violence.     

 Also the Sycamore area and Louden 
Nelson area. 

 Deportation, Immigration, and the 
recession have a lot to do with it. 

 The conversation of things that are 
different. Any social issue that isn’t being 
addressed properly leads to violence. 
Look at LGBTQ, immigration, etc. Violence 
happening because we’re not addressing 
these issues appropriately.  

 Used to be moves towards expulsion. Now 
we understand that we need to move 
away from that, and instead we need to 
put mental health professionals on the 
scene to help with behavior modification. 
Anyone who has gone through IEP 
process, which is usually the first method 
of address, realizes that it’s a fix because 
of lack of money for other problems, i.e. 
mental health, etc. Very few programs that 
effective and those that are effective are 
very expensive. Edge Wood in San 
Francisco is behavior modification every 
day after school for 6 months, but very 
expensive.

EDUCATION STAKEHOLDERS - OTHER

 Interesting to see if there's a correlation 
with alcohol & drugs with youth violence - 
Concern is use of drugs in direct 
relationship with the degrees of violence 
they experience. 

 Importance of having kids know what other 
resources are out there -lack of 
knowledge.  

 Important for youth to be able to give input 
to what activities were available. 

 ***Youth Forum of what they would like to 
see in their community -  

 Who do you engage kids in the 
community? Our responsibility [schools], 
parents, the community 
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 For some kids, school is their only safe 
place or others school is a scary place - 
we need to really work on that. 

 Youth have lack of jobs opportunity - jobs 
provide skills & pay. 

 Have to do something with their time. 

 Adolescents need to belong to something 
- that's how they form a sense of identity. 

 When youth feel that they aren't a part of 
something & when they aren't succeeding 
in school, they think "what's the point?” 

"I'm not good at this". They stop coming to 
school, which makes them most at risk. If 
they aren't in school, they don't have any 
safety nets: 

 When they aren't at school, they're doing 
stuff on the streets. 

 Schools aren't holding onto kids. 

 Social-emotional needs of youth aren't 
being met.

What opportunities exist within our community to address youth violence? 

JUSTICE STAKEHOLDERS 

 If taken advantage of – athletic programs 
= sportsmanship. 

 School clubs – provide support & 
engagement. 

 Things that satisfy sense of belonging. 

 Faith-based groups – youth clubs. 

 Important that the opportunities cater to 
monolingual community (Spanish).  

 Important to strategize that we are 
reaching the Spanish population – 
requires different modes of outreach. 

 Valor program – Identifies problems early 
on.  

 Developing relationships with families – 
can’t give up on youth & families 
regardless of whether the first attempt 
works or not. 

 Things like Teen Challenge. 

 Building on current programs. 

 In City of SC – programs geared towards 
youth, intervene at early age, prevent from 
joining, PRIDE program – prevention & 
intervention. 

 Keeping kids involved in positive activities, 
rather than being bored & getting into 
trouble 

 Teen public safety academy – exposing 
youth to public safety – PD or fire. 

 BASTA program. 

 CJC to address youth violence. 

 Teen center – keep them focused on 
positive things. 

 COE partnership summer sports program.  

 Collaborative grants  

 We do have various activities for youth, 
but they aren’t always widely advertised to 
certain populations. 

 COE’s – job readiness program – 
EXPAND.  

 Expand other job programs – to counter 
illegitimate means of gaining income. 

 Every agency seems to have program to 
address youth violence. 

 YVPT – powerful bring everyone together 
– different people that don’t normally work 
together. 

 A lot programs exists, but don’t know if 
they are being utilized as well as they 
should be. 

 Police Dept. has police cadets. Involved 
youth are occupied on Friday & Saturday 
nights rather than getting into trouble. 

 Numerous. There are of course county 
efforts, such as CJC, United Way, FNL, 
subcommittees: North and South County 
BASTA. This has been going on for years 
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– efforts to address youth violence. CJC is 
a great resource because it brings all the 
players to the table for a cross sector 
approach. Schools play a part. School 
representatives participate in BASTA.  

 The problem is that this is a societal 
challenge. Not just a law enforcement 
issue. There are economic issues, cultural 
issues. CJC defining the problem in our 
county and identifying best practices to 
address it is a start.  

 Programs Santa Cruz and Watsonville PD 
have.  Youth summit through CJC.  Youth 
employment programs to redirect them.  
Everything probation is doing. Diversion 
programs.  

 Our community is very aware of crime 
challenges whether its ‘quality of life’ 
violence, domestic violence – there is an 
awareness that I haven’t seen before. We 
can still always improve in that area. We 
are weak in getting into the middle schools 
– that’s where it starts, families of gang 
members even start before that. If we 
haven’t done intervention before high 
school it seems almost too late. They have 
been conditioned at that age to participate. 
We – law enforcement, nonprofits, and 
community based organizations - have not 
set up programs to get into the middle 
schools. Something that we were 
providing 5th grade classrooms was 
officers in front of kids, this was good 
because kids saw that they were human 
and friendly. It improved relations. We 
need to get into K-8 levels to interact and 
educate through interaction. Kids are 
taught from early age that authority figures 
are bad law enforcement or child 
protective service, etc. I’ve been in a lot of 
groups in the citizenship areas – they 
have been taught that they shouldn’t talk 
to cops for fear of deportation. We don’t 
deport anyone – its ok to call police we 
don’t care about status. We must get the 
word out. Schools are critical; we are in 
the process of expanding Jr. Giants 
programs, going into football, sheriff’s 
activity league – it gives them positive 
interaction and something for them to do. 
Boys and Girls club in Live Oak donated 

25K to purchase equipment for Boys and 
Girls club in Live Oak. We know when kids 
get out of school that period before 
parents get home is danger time. They 
need positive things for them to do that will 
have a good influence. There has to be an 
enforcement component. We throw a lot of 
money at prevention and treatment in jails. 
Close to 1 million per year, but with that 
there has to be enforcement – not the only 
component.  We have 350 employees in 
office only 3 staff members are addressing 
gangs, so we’re not really making the best 
effort on backend. It’s not a perfect world 
so there is a need for that enforcement 
piece. This county is good at working 
collaboratively. We need to continue to 
take positive steps. We tend to meet a lot. 
We need some takeaways where we 
actually do stuff.  

 Long term public safety through the YVPT 
plan.   

 Look at schools and community 
opportunities and engage stakeholders.   

 Maximize prevention and prioritize 
resources.   

 Mitigate recidivism. 

 Work together. 

 Positive media coverage and media 
promoting resources and community 
opportunities. 

 I think that based on being here I’ve been 
impressed that there a lot of community 
partners available to work with at risk 
youth. I wonder if there is a way to avoid 
overlap with each other. An information 
system would help us see who is working 
with each kid – it would help you know and 
figure out the optimal services. There are 
plenty of community partners willing to 
work with youth about violence and 
provide enrichment and skill building to 
deviate from criminal thinking and improve 
pro-social skills and opportunities. There 
are some accessible pro-social activities 
for kids, I don’t know if there are enough 
that are affordable.  
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 There are community partners, like Barrios 
Unidos, that provide enrichment, 
employment skills.  

 They present good opportunities, but I’m 
concerned about accessibility. If a youth is 
not in the juvenile justice system or school, 
then how can a youth access it, pay for it? 

 Barrios Unidos could potentially serve 
more youth if accessibility weren’t an 
issue.  

 I think that a lot of work that Taskforce is 
doing is incredible - to include youth voice. 
A lot of great work by local police diversion 
programs (outside of probation diversion 
programs); Watsonville Police Dept. in 
particular. BASTA (Broad-based 
Apprehension Suppression Treatment and 
Alternatives) in North and South County 
partners with County Office of Ed. Youth 
are referred to this program. A lot of youth 
who are gang involved. They are assigned 
a team of people to help get them back on 
track. They are doing some great work. 
They have great mentor, Willie Stokes, 
who has been doing a great job of 
targeting youth in gangs. A lot of youth 
connect with him. He is ex-gang 
member/offender; a lot of kids tend to 
want to listen to him who don’t listen to 
other adults.  

 BASTA is based on Wraparound model. 
Our probation program is the Milwaukee 
model of wraparound for youth. In our 
County it is probation-specific; in other 
regions it is a CPS-run program. It targets 
those in need of high risk supervision; 
requires screening and youth and family 
buy-in to program. Provides high intensity 
of services to both the youth and the 
family. We can serve about 40 youth at 
one time. Our team has 4 probation 
officers; we partner with children’s mental 
health so have a couple of counselors on 
our team, and a parent support person. 
The program allows us to focus on the 
family as a whole and avoid the trauma of 
removing the youth from their home. 

 Not enough. 

 Agencies/departments are not open to 
discussing youth violence, so how can we 
serve these youth?  We need to ask: 

 Why did these kids become violent? 

 What happened to them? 

 Programs or services are not identified as 
“gang intervention” or “anger 
management,” although they may support 
these kinds of activities. 

 There is an avoidance to talking about the 
real issues.  Nobody wants to say we have 
a gang problem.  It’s political. 

 People are afraid of being honest. 

 Positive rehabilitation. 

 Programs are not a one-stop shop—kids 
must go to several service providers to 
receive multiple services (e.g., counseling, 
academic support, job help). 

 Expanding our current programs: 
Watsonville Evening center, Community 
Restoration Project, Wrap-Around, Papas. 

 Kids need to “get it out” –through physical 
activities like boxing or the Aztecas Team.  
Sports provide a team mentality not gang 
mentality. 

 Truancy Court in South County – It’s very 
collaborative. It involves truancy 
mediation, social work- advocacy, looking 
at what’s happening in home. 

 The Youth Violence Prevention Task 
Force - It’s a huge opportunity; being able 
to talk about youth violence, through a 
multi-disciplinary discussion, that includes 
diverse stakeholders, families, and youth. 
It’s important to have open communication 
when we talk about youth violence. 

 BASTA 

 211 

 Counseling services in community - 
individual, Mental Health, domestic 
violence. 

 School, sports, extra-curricular activities 

 WRAP Around through probation 
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 Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative 
(JDAI) 

 Parenting classes (Parenting of Teens, 
Triple P) 

 Mentoring Programs 

 Barrios Unidos Prison Cell 

 Take high school students to it 

 DUI – send kids to ER 

 Sensory educational interventions  

 Prosocial activities – effective  

 Aztecas soccer team 

 Have to emphasize prevention  

 Requirement for high school students to 
do community service 

 Opportunities-Schools, SARBS and 
Truancy Abatement.  School 
Superintendents are raising awareness 
through school assemblies and 
communications to staff, kids and parents. 
They are addressing violence and 
messaging: No Bullying, No Violence and 

no put down zones. These messages 
help.  Schools are raising awareness. Also 
there are opportunities through after 
school programs and police activity 
leagues 

 Sports leagues are also opportunities. 
They teach sportsmanship, life skills, Life 
lessons, and respect. 

 There are also teen centers, Boys and 
Girls Club. There is more community 
openness for young people.  

 Faith Based community has teen groups, 
and family resource centers have 
parenting classes.  

 Depends on the status of the individual – if 
they are acting out and being seen by 
school counselors they are each dealt with 
differently. If arrested then probation gets 
involved. At a younger age its CPS sees 
those kids who are exposed to drugs and 
violence in the family. Primarily schools 
and probation work with them. 

GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS 

 We need to recognize community 
members as assets. There’s a lot of caring 
individuals that want to reach out to youth. 
If we’re able to tap into adults that want to 
help youth –it’s a great opportunity. 

 Lot of potential when we look at assets in 
the community 

 Agriculture industry – we don’t tap into it 
like we should. Most youth are offered 
lower level jobs.  We have to start looking 
at job training for higher level positions 
that incorporate science and technology.   

 There’s the wetlands watch & ecological 
preservation - emphasize science careers. 

 Schools & industry needs to expand scope 
and reach – raise expectations to get 
more young people into those types of 
positions. 

 There are plenty of resources – we need 
to use an equitable framework to look at 
allocation of resources. 

 Blessed in this community, we’re not the 
most affluent, but above average. There 
are resources; people care deeply about 
helping youth, families, and quality of life. 
We have a generally supportive 
environment, willingness to be innovative 
& push things in new directions.  

 Activities through PD that exposes youth 
to positive law enforcement experience.  

 Build on families supporting each other. 
How do we encourage more of it 

 There are potentially a lot of opportunities 
if we can mobilize. We have to take 
advantage of opportunities – programs for 
kids & parents, social change at larger 
scale. 
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 I see who steps forward to create options 
and alternatives – educational system.  I 
got to be a part of the PRIDE program 
through the police department and 
schools.  Hand picks who is at risk and 
help turn their lives around.  This is a 
model program. 

 BASTA program is a great resource on the 
preventative scale.  These are both 
outside the norm and don’t exist 
everywhere.   

 Jovenes SANOS- I had first-hand 
experience with them.  They are invested 
and stay connected throughout their high 
school career.  This is a model program.  

 Food What – I see the same kids in the 
community over time with a role to play – 
taking their original role at Food What and 
having additional opportunities.  

 Parent education at early age- to have 
long-term change, we have to reach 
children when they’re infants - 
Comprehensive parent education that 
provides nonviolent tools & strategies.  
When parents become frustrated & don’t 
have skills, they might use verbal & 
physical violence - that’s what children 
learn. It becomes way of life & has to stop.  
Kids do what they learn. They are not born 
being violent. 

 Comprehensive quality preschool - Early 
on, children need to be placed in social 
settings where they learn how to engage 
and interact with social frictions, gaining 
skills & tools to be successful in school & 
life. 

 Gun control - Our society is too enamored 
with violence; it’s a form of entertainment. 
Violence is presented a lot in media & our 
social culture. Maybe, locally, we can 
develop a different kind of culture. Our 
society is enamored with guns – locally if 
we can curtail it by keeping guns out of the 
hands of youth, we might be able to 
decrease violence. 

 Effective enforcement - When there are 
occurrences of violence or breaking the 

law, it needs to be responded to quickly 
and severely. 

 Employment - Focus on trying to provide 
more work opportunities for youth. 
Business leaders need to be involved in 
this effort. 

 Activities - We need more organized 
activities to engage youth. The more we 
can support and sponsor the better (i.e.: 
skate parks, sports, and soccer. There are 
a lot of kids that aren’t able to access 
activities due to poverty. We need to help 
parents with the cost through subsidized 
or waiving the fees for low income 
families. We can’t let economics be a 
barrier to pro-social activities. 

 Need a better strategy on Mental Health 
services – when someone’s gone too far 
with youth violence, it may be due to 
emotional and mental health issues. There 
needs to be more services & diversion 
programs for those with mental health 
needs. 

 Having positive pro-social activities for 
youth to be engaged with afterschool & 
during summertime. In 2009 we started 
investing in more programs, like sports & 
Boys & Girls club. We’ve really seen a 
reduction of crime in Live Oak. 

 It’s also important to have a diverse set of 
opportunities/ options spread out through 
community. All youth don’t have the same 
interests. 

 We did a forum & small group discussions 
with 100 kids – they wanted activities in 
different places. 

 Willing to take on challenges to make 
community better. 

 YVPT 

 Potential 

 People  

 Evaluate whether or not something is 
making a difference – data. 

 When I was representing students in 
school discipline – some expelled as 
young as 3rd grade – should be a learning 
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process; I found it unbelievable to 
represent a child that is expelled for one 
incident. I represented a 7th grader that 
had a Leatherman tool – no poking it was 
closed he had it from camping over the 
weekend. Could have been considered a 
violence issue. He was expelled. Another 
example: Plastic pellet gun – the student 
was moved to a different middle school 
and no further incident. Don’t give up, find 
different program, different school – it 
could have been. Sometimes the 
decisions makers  - at the schools – how 
policies impact outcomes of young people 
– when you look at them sometimes there 
were no prior incidents – show educators 
and administrators how to think about how 
their decisions impact the youth’s futures. 
Need to educate them on what these 
decisions mean for future based on data. 
Jobs are important – always struggled 
since they closed the cannery jobs in 
Watsonville – since early mid-90s has 
struggled. After NAFTA enacted – 
Watsonville was the only city that got 
economic assistance. Nada bank got 
funding. Enterprise zone tried to attract 
new jobs and economic development. 
Impact opportunities and potential crime. If 
you talk to council members it shows 
fewer opportunities for young people here. 
Hard to come back after college – few 
opportunities. Need them to come back to 
lead the community. Come solve problems 
that hometown faces. 

 I think there’s opportunities within the 
schools to create a conversation about 
youth violence with youth.  Hopefully at 
times when they come into contact with 
law enforcement there can be a positive 
lesson rather than a punitive situation.  
Addressing some of the root causes, like 
jobs for youth, misuse of alcohol and 
drugs – we should try to control access to 
alcohol and drugs. Social services that the 
county provides.  Recreational activities 
for youth.  

 I think a lot of it is preventative we have to 
have programs for youth to keep them out 
of trouble before they get into it.  And part 
of that would be Parks and Rec, also 

P.A.L and the whole concept of keeping 
youth busy, having something being 
offered and an affordable price or free 
because we’re going to save money that 
way and put less stress on public safety if 
we do a lot for children.  When I grew up 
everything was free, we had teams on 
Saturdays even little league baseball, they 
help out, and they’re still affordable.  They 
have scholarships for kids.  And Police 
Athletic League is a wonderful program 
because it’s very affordable and it keeps 
kids off the streets.  The other thing is park 
space.  When you relate that to the 
population in Watsonville and Dist. 4 that 
I’m representing there’s not enough park 
space for children to use.  There was a 
cooperation before where schools were 
always open – the playgrounds were 
always open.  Because of crime and other 
things in other parts of the country if you 
drive around now you’ll see playgrounds 
locked up after school. You’ll see them 
locked up on weekends.  You remember 
the old ads “don’t lock me out!” where they 
showed a child climbing over a fence to 
get into a playground.   (interviewer ans. 
no)   Well that’s what’s happened again.  
We opened up the schools for a number of 
years and now all of a sudden they’re 
locked up again.  That is part of the park 
space I’m talking about.  There was a 
cooperation between the city and the 
County and the schools to leave those 
things open.  The reaction is an over-
reaction.  It’s like lock ‘em up.  What we’ve 
done is with that cooperation being lost 
we’ve lost about 30-40% of all the park 
space.  It’s kind of sad to drive by a 
playground and see nobody there on a 
weekend.  Except for maybe a few kids 
that crawled over the fence like we did 
when we were kids.  What I’m saying is 
open them up.  It wouldn’t take that much 
if there is a problem with the vandalism 
they could lock them up late in the evening 
and that would take somebody there 
locking them up , during the day opening 
them up.  I’m sure insurance companies 
are involved with this now and my theory 
is insurance companies do not run parks 
and rec, they do not run the schools, they 
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are supposed to be an insurance provider 
and they have to understand that they’re 
not running all of this.  They’re causing a 
problem because if they’re saying 
because of a liability they’re not covering it 
well that’s their problem it shouldn’t be 
ours.  If they don’t understand that they’re 
helping the community by covering 
schools and playgrounds in off time then 
basically they should get another job. 

 We know what works and we know how to 
intervene, but we don’t have the resources 
to do it. We have successful programs, 
Contingo, but we never take them to 
scale. We also have PVPSA, but we don’t 
connect that work to North County.  

 Activities, after school activities, summer 
job programs, on-site school counseling, 
drop in counseling; all those things can be 
helpful, depending on how they’re 
presented to kids. Sometimes, they don’t 
want anything to do with it.  

 I think there are opportunities. Santa Cruz 
community is progressive since the 1970s, 
and those elected have had that 
viewpoint. At the same point, they’ve 

exacerbated a problem in South County 
that doesn’t exist. We’ve made a decision 
that all urban development will not happen 
in Ag. areas, in just urban areas. But it’s 
prevented from large development 
throughout the county. There’s no way for 
growth to except in the South. But we’ve 
done not enough to increase schools, 
police, and other services to deal with the 
exploding population. Some of the policies 
that my friends have enacted 
disproportionally impacted South County 
and now we need to implement policies to 
counteract that. Need to get other 
supervisors and county staff to 
disproportionately benefit South County to 
counteract the problem. We’ve made a 
decision that the health of Santa Cruz City 
depends on the health of Watsonville City.  

 In general we have a compassionate 
community. Some would say laid back. If 
we focus on that as solution oriented 
feeling and identify that this is an 
important issue. I don’t think we’re deep in 
the pit of tremendous youth violence at 
this point but it’s an increasing concern.  

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 These opportunities include:  
volunteering/employment programs, 
programs that help youth with health 
issues, programs that expose them to 
arts/music and aspects of life that they 
don’t normally have access to, academic 
support and counseling in schools, 
support for families who face a myriad of 
challenges and who may have a hard time 
addressing these challenges because they 
are focused on meeting their basic needs. 

 Some of these opportunities exist already, 
but services are fragmented.  And not 
everyone has access to these services—
access is inequitable. 

 Also, there needs to be more tracking and 
follow up services.  We need to seek more 
wraparound services for families because 
we can’t treat people in isolation.  It is 
essential to keeping the families strong. 

 From an individualistic perspective – there 
are opportunities for youth to participate in 
structured activities to some degree, youth 
who aren’t in situations where they have 
structure at home – need to have the 
opportunity to be in more structured 
activities.  Ideally school would provide 
this, but many youth aren’t engaged. And 
school can be a trigger place for kids.  

 At a familial level - Healing – a thread is 
drawn through families from multi-
generations of violence.  As a community 
there is opportunities to change the 
trajectory – families to heal & get support, 
provide relational moments that are 
healing; hopefully impacting cycles of 
violence. 

 In the Community – we have lots of people 
that care, lots of resources.  Too often we 
hear, “We don’t have money or 
resources”, but think about it…. There is 
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lots of time, energy, money and resources 
going into this effort. Think about how 
much a meeting costs – all the salaries of 
those sitting around the table. We have 
resources. We have to think differently – 
what if we don’t have this meeting today? 
Maybe we should go into the community- 
the neighborhoods & make a 
difference…? Adults have an opportunity 
to do something different – to think about 
think about the issue differently 

 There’s great opportunity in schools. They 
need to be transformed though. Schools 
can create a sense of community. 

 Several opportunities exist within our 
community to address youth violence, 
although there is not one uniform way to 
do so.  These opportunities include 
afterschool programs, work readiness, 
dropout prevention, drug/alcohol programs 
in schools, and prosocial activities lead by 
positive adult role models. 

 However, there is a lack of adequate 
resources that limits these services to 
reach only a very small number of youth.  
All of these services (mentioned above) 
are touched by limited funding.   

 Re: positive adult role models, kids need 
someone to help expose/connect them to 
prosocial activities/places, as these youth 
won’t go to these places on their own.  

 I have respect for the way the Chief is 
attempting to shift the emphasis from 
policing to community strengthening.  We 
need to focus more on this. It’s 
encouraging to hear the Chief of Police 
talk about it, yet on the other hand, it’s 
discouraging to continue to hear about 
negative interactions between youth & 
police. 

 We need to continue to focus on 
neighborhood strengthening.  There are 
sites in neighborhoods where people can 
connect with services & referrals. They 
have mobile unit or go out of a community 
center and even a neighborhood event 
and engage with the people. 

 BASTA, but they can only do so much 
because there are only so many people 

involved.  Boys and Girls Club.  One 
things I’ve been working with is the youth 
unemployment office.  These youth are all 
looking for jobs now.  I’ve been taking 
them there and working with them to get 
jobs.  They ask for a job to stay busy.  
Getting involved in pro-social activities 
afterschool too to occupy their time.  I’ve 
been taking them to kickboxing and 
boxing.  Sports at school.  Having places 
where kids feel comfortable to go and feel 
safe.  A place that’s relevant to them 
where they can hang out.   There isn’t 
anything like that now. 

 It comes down to money, paying to get the 
kids into those activities.  

 Suicide Prevention (SP) does outreach 
education at schools for youth 12-17yrs. 

 Youth Services at Encompass 

 County Mental Health and other 
community services that provide 
counseling for youth and families. 

 County office of education working with 
different organizations. 

 Programs that help kids become leaders. 

 School emergency response team through 
County mental health. 

 GSA- Gay Student Alliance 

 Trauma Informed Care through the Center 
for Trauma Care at Walnut Ave.  

 Wise Guys/ Girls Talk via WAWC. Any and 
all clubs, groups, teams where youth mix 
in together 

 If you were to take needs assessment & 
flip it – increase the protective factors 

 The business community needs to be 
willing to incorporate youth into hiring 
practices. 

 The educational system needs to do more 
outreach. 

 Treatment programs need to be more 
accessible. 

 We need to respond to indicators [risk 
factors?] effectively & efficiently. 
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 Need to be proactive rather than reactive 
– the question is - who is willing to do that. 
AS a community we seem to be willing to 
invest in back end [suppression], we have 
to be willing to invest on the front in. 

 There are opportunities in Santa Cruz 
County, but there are not enough 
resources. 

 Those that are providing services have 
limited resources. 

 The community has people willing to help. 

 The Youth Violence Prevention Task 
Force is an opportunity in that we’re 
questioning things & trying to find out 
ways to address the issue. 

 Opportunities for spiritual change. There 
are a lot of young people who are 
spiritually bankrupt. The community has 
people & organizations that are willing to 
help the young people heal. 

 Interviewee knows most about probation 
and victim offender dialogue program of 
Conflict Resolution Center which are only 
rarely related to violence and 2) parent-
teen mediation dialogue where about 1/3 
of cases may involve violence. 

 There is the Post Incident Team in 
Watsonville, Conflict Resolution Centers, 
and Victim/Witness Counseling and also 
some school counseling. 

 Opportunities for former gang members, 
giving them a place to go to.  Safe places 
to go. 

 Barrios Unidos, Schools with anti-bullying 
awareness education, Aztecas soccer, 
Brown Berets who are now closed. 

 Barrios Unidos, Youth N.O.W., Youth 
Violence Prevention Taskforce, School 
Climate Survey in regards to bullying. 

 Wise Guys/ Girls Talk via WAWC. 
Shoreline Middle School has made 
progress in reducing fights on their 
campus. 

 There is the Post Incident Team in 
Watsonville, Conflict Resolution Centers, 
and Victim/Witness Counseling and also 
some school counseling. 

 Opportunities for former gang members, 
giving them a place to go to.  Safe places 
to go. 

 Pride, Boys and Girls Club, Barrios 
Unidos, School Auctions, Delta, Costanoa, 
afterschool programs. Also ROP and 
Sueños but they need to be expanded. 

 Some departments do it better than 
others, as far as youth involvement with 
police officers before violence becomes a 
problem. It can help police officers if they 
know there are steps being taken to 
address behavior before it leads to 
violence. Need more of a community-
based policing model. Dedicating 
resources, Community resource officers 
for example, would be very helpful, 
especially in schools.  

EDUCATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 Teen Center Downtown 

 Conflict Resolution – Center for 
Nonviolence 

 BASTA – reaching out to students 12-
16yrs 

 Willie Stokes – incredible amount of work 
individually – one-on-ones 

 Aztecas Soccer 

 Barrios Unidos – though I haven’t had 
much contact in recent years 

 Joe Hernandez’s PRIDE program 

 Degrees of variance. For the people that 
are over privileged – easier to not 
experience – can choose to avoid 
violence. 

 Those that live in Low-income public 
housing have fewer opportunities to 
choose to avoid violence. 

 Youth themselves. Schools are an asset 
no tapping into. Not creating leaders – not 
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listening to their needs – making them 
priorities – untapped resources. To ask the 
right populations of students. 

 Don’t expect much or demand much from 
our kids.  

 Teen Center 

 Youth Services 

 Parks & Rec – needs to be developed & to 
better engage in community, for affordable 

 Youth City Council 

 Boys & Girls – we need more 
transportation 

 Barrios Unidos 

 Not as visible – only here 2 days a week – 
have strong connections with youth 

 Pride Program 

 Teen Center 

 Youth Services 

 Parks & Rec – needs to be developed & to 
better engage in community, for affordable 

 Youth City Council 

 Boys & Girls – we need more 
transportation 

 Barrios Unidos 

 Never really clear how to access – how do 
we expand? 

 Pride Program for Middle School kids 

 Schools are the opportunity – what more 
can we be doing? --- But we also feel that 
‘what more can we be doing?’ – stretched 
so thin 

 WRAP Team: provides counseling & pro-
social activities- unfortunately they don’t 
have access to unless they get into trouble 

 Sueños – job program 

 Youth NOW – don’t know much about 
what they do 

 Evening Center 

 YVPT strategic planning process 

 Youth Forums 

 Anti-bullying curriculums in schools – 
cyber bullying 

 BASTA – north county effort 

 Small number of kids 

 Sports camp #20 

 SCPD Pride 

 No Bully Solution Teams  

 Positive Behavior Intervention & Supports 
– Culture Shift 

 Alternative Ed – trying to implement 
Trauma Informed Care Model 

 Foster Ed. services 

 CASA 

 Street Outreach – Willie Stokes does it in 
schools 

 Valor 

 WRAP - probation 

 There are organizations within the 
community that are helpful. Pajaro Valley 
has prevention that addresses 
social/emotional issues that crop up. 
CALP reaches out to students that need 
help. Our own district has programs and 
classes. VALOR has an all-encompassing 
program that helps students and families 
with academic and social/emotional 
needs. 

What challenges or gaps do you see in our community regarding the reduction of youth 
violence? 

JUSTICE STAKEHOLDERS 
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 Magnitude of capacity – don’t have 
enough opportunities to steer youth & 
family to alternative & resources. 

 Minor offenses – don’t engage enough – 
families don’t really get consequences, 
youth no lessoned learned. 

 Need more probation workers 

 Need to put more emphasis on prevention 
& early intervention – early offender 
programs – getting to the root of the 
problem behavior. 

 Given our limited resources, we should 
use the Triage approach  

 Society - Lack of being able to work out a 
problem & not react violently  

 Prejudice 

 Community cohesion  

 Pajaro & Las Lomas – we the serve 
population, but there’s a disconnect with 
Monterey County & services 

 Monterey County Sheriff’s spread too thin 

 Not enough programs in schools. School 
days should be longer. When I was a kid, 
there was a lot to do afterschool. 
Afterschool programs don’t necessarily 
exist anymore. PD & parks & rec tried to 
fill in the gap. 

 Realize it’s all a function of funding 

 There are economic barriers to services 
and activities. We need to better work with 
agencies to expand those they serve. 

 Communication - Look at bringing various 
stakeholder to table – looking at gaps & 
filling the voids. Expand those at the table 
– we need to start talking the same 
language. 

 Lack of funding – organizations are at their 
max.  We need to better utilize resources 
we have & create new partnerships. 

 Programs limit what service families get.  
Huge gap in programs for undocumented 
– DOCA helps – job training. 

 Trust – amongst agencies  

 Info sharing – District Attorney’s Office has 
data but won’t allow Police Department to 
access it 

 We have to be able to advocate for each 
other regardless of personal agenda. 

 In order to earn trust from youth & families, 
we [community leaders] have to model 
that trust. 

 When was the last time a defense attorney 
advocated for the Police Department? 

 Funding 

 Deconstructing image people have of 
police. Any time people talk about police, 
it’s negative.  No one Googles the good 
things police do – everyone has a bad cop 
story. 

 Kids don’t always have to run from PD. If 
they run, it’s automatically ‘resisting arrest’ 

 After school sports, um, a big one is efforts 
to address parental disengagement. I think 
that that is a mission – that scenario I talk 
about in CJC is parental disengagement. It 
crosses all socio-economic levels. 
Whether a South County family just above 
poverty line; or a well to do Scotts Valley 
family – it is a big predictor of problems. I 
don’t know how much we’ve done in this 
County to address it.  

 Resources and funding is perennial 
problem. Lack of grants and funds to put 
more people to work to deal with the 
problems. Obvious answer, but the truth.  

 Boredom can get you into trouble.  There’s 
not as much activity as there used to be.  
There used to be summer programs at all 
the local parks – don’t exist anymore.   

 There’s a lack of mental health and drug 
treatment for our youth.  Such a dual 
diagnosis issue and chemical dependency 
impacts becoming suspect but also 
victimized.  More goes unreported than we 
are aware of.   

 We could use more services for single 
parents – some are working two jobs, etc. 
Kids fall through the cracks.  Not enough 
accountability – not to fault of parents who 
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are doing the best they can.  When I was 
a juvenile officer, would get calls from 
parents about what to do with their kids.  

 Truancy is a challenge.  It used to be 
processed through a criminal justice style 
– shouldn’t be but it is like chemical 
dependency – needs to involve many 
services.  Penalizing a kid for not going to 
school isn’t the answer.  How can we get 
them to be more interested in it?  

 There are gaps in the court system, gaps 
in enforcement, in education and 
prevention - maybe we are doing things in 
elementary schools that I’m not aware of. 
We are missing this population that we 
should be involved in. With prison 
realignment and how we are treating our 
lower level inmates there may be a gap at 
lessons learned at an early age because 
they aren’t going to jail, but rather just 
electronic monitoring. There must be 
accountability for behaviors at a young 
age.  

 Lack of dedicated resources to truly take 
on youth violence at all levels (street 
outreach, clinicians in school, etc.) 

 Differing opinions on “what is the right 
approach” – perceived a too lenient or too 
extreme. 

 Program around firearms and keeping 
weapons out of the hands of 
youth/criminals 

 Understanding of true risk/protective 
factors – good understanding of kids 

 Compassion – teach/educate the public to 
ignite empathy and compassion. 

 Racism and discrimination – “it’s a Latino 
thing or a gang thing”. 

 Education people that there are other 
models to how things can be handled that 
work. 

 Well, I already covered that in my previous 
answer, but: Accessibility, overlapping 
efforts.  

 More recreational activities that are 
accessible and affordable, particularly 
sports programming. This is a big gap. 

 Challenge: Restrictions that service 
providers have. For example, if youth don’t 
come to school, they can’t see their 
counselor. We need extended provision of 
services “outside the box.” 

 Lack of funding to enhance services 
already in place.  

 The bilingual issue is a problem. We have 
issues accessing services if folks are 
bilingual because caseloads are full.  

 I would say the amount of programs, like 
extracurricular, afterschool or outside of 
school programs for low SES youth. We 
can serve youth through probation 
programs, but other low-income families 
(not part of probation system) can’t pay for 
it. Youth want to be involved, but they 
have no way to pay for it.  

 If you talk about economics, we live in one 
of the most expensive counties to live in. 
Families are working more than full time 
just to get by. They are spending more 
time at work than with their families. A lot 
of youth are in charge of younger siblings 
or lacking supervision. It is a major gap in 
our country, but definitely in our county.  

 I think I also, unfortunately, by the time I 
get to work with these kids they are 
already part of alternative Ed. schools. 
When I do come across a youth in 
mainstream school, I fight for them to stay 
in their mainstream schools. Alt Ed. isn’t 
bad, but a lot of times they are kicked out 
of their mainstream school because the 
schools don’t know how to deal with them. 
At alternative Ed. sites, they are 
surrounded by other youth with behavioral 
issues, and they are likely to conform to 
that environment.  

 As with alt Ed. schools, they go from 
having standard 8:30 to 3pm school day, 
they end up w 2-4 hour school day; less if 
on independent study (original design of 
independent study was for kids that 
needed to work or something but were 
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high functioning in terms of academics; it 
was not for youth with behavioral issues 
who are already behind or low 
functioning).  That means more time that is 
unsupervised. If identified earlier and set 
up with mentor, could avoid these 
situations. A lot of this stuff (behavioral 
issues) comes from early trauma that then 
comes out in these negative ways.  

 There is a need for comprehensive case 
management. 

 There is a need for safe locations for the 
provision of services—
physically/emotionally safe places. 

 There is a need for safe places for gang-
involved or violence-impacted youth to 
receive services—some place where kids 
won’t be judged for the choices they have 
made. 

 For those youth who need domestic 
violence counseling, they must access 
adult programs.  These are not safe 
places for youth. 

 Kids need to skill-build the most basic life 
skills. 

 How to greet people, how to shake hands, 
how to introduce yourself, how to ask 
questions, how to manage anger and 
express emotions. 

 Programs need to break down what their 
clients’ basic needs are and start from 
there. 

 Resources exist in South County, but 
many sports/activities cost way too much 
for at-risk families.   

 Interventions are often costly, and low-
income families can’t afford this. 

 If kids don’t have Medi-Cal, then they can’t 
get free counseling.  The current wait list 
for Medi-Cal counseling services is ONE 
MONTH to be seen by a counselor.  
These kids, often victims of violence, need 
immediate intervention.  This is especially 
a barrier for victims of violence. 

 Even with health insurance, the copay 
could be $30 per session for counseling.  
Counseling once a week is not enough. 

 Sureños have limited, safe resources and 
are severely underserved. 

 They have no safe places to participate in 
services. 

 County Office of Education has no 
services for them, and Independent 
Studies is the only option for them. 

 We have programs that aren’t used 
enough. 

 BASTA- not being used as often as it 
should. It’s primary for kids in custody.  
Needs to be available for kids out of 
custody. 

 Papas – don’t use enough. Too many 
young fathers that don’t have support or 
resources. 

 Many of the programs that were 
mentioned above [under opportunities] are 
interventions for once kids get into trouble. 
We need to find more ways to do similar 
programs without kids being in trouble 
first. Many of the programs are court-
ordered. 

 After school programs and sports can be 
expensive. Cost is prohibitive. Families 
need help with finances so their kids can 
play sports or engage in other activities  

 The community doesn’t understand youth. 
There needs to be more dialogue and 
understanding about what the youth 
experience today. Most community 
awareness comes from the bad stuff from 
the news, the SC Sentinel. We need to 
promote & encourage the community to 
step up and take an active role.  

 Their needs to be more representation 
from youth voices in the [YVPT] process. 
The needs of the youth need to be 
documented. 

 Gangs – you’re never going to eradicate it. 
How do you keep them from spreading? 
From filling the void in these kids’ lives? 
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 The older [criminal] population is making 
the younger kids do the work, so the 
adults don’t have to do the time. We need 
to address and work with the older adults 
– the veterans.  

 A lot of the programs (mentioned above) 
only operate in Watsonville, not county-
wide. 

 There are a lot of low-socio-economic 
status families living in SLV, yet there are 
little to no programs. 

 There are Issues with transporting kids 
from Juvenile Hall to court in Watsonville.  
Kids have to be shackled. It’s not the way 
we want to treat youth. It doesn’t matter 
where a kid lives; it’s what day of the week 
the court date falls on. South County kids 
should have court in Watsonville. North 
County kids should have court in Santa 
Cruz or Felton.  

 Huge gap in the Busing system. It’s not 
close to Juvenile Hall. Kids and families 
have to walk along Graham Hill Road, 
sometimes in the rain. It’s dangerous. 

 We have no idea what’s happening with 
Truancy Court in North County. It’s a 
completely closed door. The Judge 
doesn’t want anyone to participate. 

 Schooling is a big thing. We need to tackle 
why they [youth] aren’t doing well in 
school.  Too many times schools pass kids 
on when they aren’t ready. They move up 
a grade, can’t keep up, so they act up or 
don’t go. 

 Need to focus on early educational 
success. If they aren’t ready, hold them 
back.  We need to educate parents on 
how they can advocate for their kids & get 
the support they need. 

 Mixed messages from various 
stakeholders. 

 Community-law enforcement relationships 

 Lack of parental engagement, 
responsibility 

 Constant tension between prevention & 
suppression. 

 Parental access to info on BASTA website 
(i.e. Farm workers might not have internet 
access) 

 School class sizes 

 Influence of gangs & criminals outside of 
community 

 Lack of Youth education – practical 

 Need education on front end – remove 
glamour of violence 

 Lack of prevention for Younger kids 

 Veterans(gangsters) – get respect & 
status in community - that needs to 
change 

 Get those with lived experience to talk to 
youth about consequences of gang life 

 Lack of consequences in juvenile justice. 
Doesn’t change behavior. Pendulum went 
too far in opposite direction. Need to keep 
track of juvenile offenders & later 
offending. Difference in consequences as 
an adult. 

 Everyone seems to accept that it’s 
acceptable for kids to use marijuana. This 
isn’t good for our youth. 

 Our community has greater acceptance of 
drug & alcohol use. 

 We have high treatment needs, but very 
little treatment (Tyler house – 6 beds) - 
Very little drug out-patient 

 We need more residential youth programs 
that address anger management, conflict 
resolution (should be tough in schools), & 
gangs. 

 We haven’t been successful in intervening  

 Truancy & school attendance is a 
challenge in our community 

 Kids need to be able to take the bus for 
free, to get to school 

 Political process, budgets 

 Juvenile justice system is too relax 

 Need immediate consequences 

 Swift & severe 
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 Doesn’t mean draconian, but put them in 
juvenile hall for a night. 

 Philosophy isn’t effective – need scared 
straight 

 People most responsible – least able to do 
it 

 Single- mothers: fields, minimum wage, 
worried about deportation 

 Lack of strong family support 

 We could have all sorts of money, but not 
change attitudes or philosophies 

 But more resources & money for schools: 
sports, arts, music, - > things that address 
the holistic student 

 Smaller class sizes 

 Bureaucracy & Union barriers - Less rules, 
more opportunities to volunteer in schools 

 Challenges or Gaps-Availability of jobs, 
lack of job training and jobs for youth.  We 

have nothing to offer youth in terms of 
jobs. Employment is where youth gain 
confidence, self-reliance, independence, 
financial stability and accountability to 
employers. This is a gaping crater. 

 Huge ones. Various parties doing 
programs – some coordinated and some 
aren’t. There are gaps in outreach to 
parents or not done at all. Sports like 
Azteca’s soccer where a small group is 
trying to make big impact with limited 
resources - with a big vision that isn’t 
necessarily connected to all the other 
people doing the work. Lots of work that is 
not interconnected. As an advocate I have 
a lot of criticism for probation. For both 
victims and offenders – some things get 
overlooked. I’m not so sure that they are 
owning their bias. Kids have been in 
programs forever and then they commit 
murder and it’s not surprising to me, but 
probation and everyone else didn’t see it 
coming. It’s heartbreaking.

GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS 

 We are lacking in organizations that 
empower youth, providing a positive 
identity, building capacity and critical 
analysis of intergroup relations, having 
conversations that grapple with power – 
who has it & who doesn’t. 

 Brown Beret no longer being around 

 Organizations that provide this are not 
present in our educational system & not as 
strong in our community as they once 
were. 

 What are the messages are we giving to 
young people? – Contradictions – we want 
students to be engaged but don’t offer 
relevant education linking to the industries 
in our community – more vocational 
programs in our schools. 

 Could do a better job at coordinating 
existing agencies & leveraging the 
resources we do have. ID’ing strengths & 
weaknesses. Better communication. 
Officials really understanding scale of 
issues. – Local & statewide 

 Family engagement: SES, time, language, 
working to survive, kids supervising other 
kids 

 Familial circumstances & struggles impact 
ability for success 

 I.e.: access to transportation, internet, 
computer,  

 Ability for families to afford pro-social 
activities, time is issue too 

 How can we better support parents at 
critical ages, support pro-social activities 

 Acculturation 

 All the social & economic forces that drive 
people into desperation & gangs 

 Social & cultural attitudes about the 
acceptability of violence 

 At an individual level –there is a lack of 
skills for dealing with anger in appropriate 
ways 

 Parent connection – not that we don’t 
make offerings – but what it would take to 
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have the parents early on be part of the 
preventative process.  There are a lot of 
obstacles to that.  Such as parents in 
denial; parents who are gang involved 
themselves; parents working multiple jobs; 
parents assuming school system will take 
care of it. To bridge that gap, resources 
are limited to reach out.   

 Through the judicial system, I don’t think 
we’ve done all we could.  There are gaps 
in the restorative judicial system to getting 
them on the right path.  Courts and 
probation.   

 Employment – youth employment is a 
huge gap. We need youth mentorship into 
employment, but small businesses don’t 
have time and resources to do this.  We 
are very small business oriented here.  

 There is a struggle to keep ROP intact.  It 
is one of the better programs to help youth 
get a job and we are struggling to keep it 
going.   

 Mental Health is a serious gap. 
Counseling services can always be helpful 
for kids that have experienced emotional 
trauma 

 Employment – not only employing youth, 
but also employing parents at a livable 
wage. Get them out of the cycle of 
violence. Violence is linked to a certain 
sense of hopeless. When families are 
financially struggling, youth aren’t as 
successful in school, they are more likely 
to drop out & turn to gangs & crime. If they 
can see hope in their parents, they’re less 
susceptible to joining gangs, engaging in 
youth violence, & perhaps even a 
decrease in exposure of parental domestic 
violence. 

 Income gap is a critical factor. There 
needs to be more focus on single parents 
& working parents. 

 Childcare- not enough quality pre-school 
spaces for low income families. We need 
to increase subsidized childcare slots. Part 
of the gap is because the state cut 
childcare subsidies.  Childcare can go a 
long way in helping a family economically. 

 Focusing on older kids has been part of 
the strategy for years – it’s not working. 
We need to expand age range to younger 
years. Even if the CJC isn’t focused on 
younger years, they need to collaborate 
with others that do (i.e.: First 5, HCA, 
Children’s Network, etc.) 

 We still have an overreliance on Law 
Enforcement as response to youth issues.  
Over incarceration is problematic. Santa 
Cruz City continues to invest in more law 
enforcement, yet they haven’t seen a 
larger reduction in violence.  

 The need for retribution seems strong 
within certain segments of the community. 
This prevents our community from 
addresses the real issues & root causes 
for the behavior.  

 Employment opportunities – we need 
more throughout the county, especially in 
Live Oak & South County. 

 We can do more at the schools to promote 
ethnical behavior, character development, 
concepts of compassion, understanding & 
tolerance. 

 Low self-esteem, self-worth, disrespectful 
attitude towards authority & adults, each 
other 

 The city 2011-2012 highest murder rate 
per capita in Salinas. Watsonville invested 
in its parks and neighborhood services; 
city presence; city liaisons; outstanding 
people doing work in parks; helped city to 
build relationships with city leaders and 
parents. Then they brought in the police 
officers; presence in neighborhood was 
good so gang members couldn’t take over. 
Immigrant families were not afraid to call 
the offices when they need help. 
Compared to 1998 to now it is night and 
day. Invested money there- parks, fences, 
less drugs, redevelop old mobile home 
park; better standard of living. Model for 
how it should be done. How do you 
change neighborhoods around? Wish 
Salinas would do that.  

 Given the recession of the last half dozen 
years, a number of programs have been 
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curtailed.  There should be more activities 
for teens, more job opportunities for teens 
and young adults, more social services 
that address root problems of poverty, 
class discrimination.  More counseling as 
far as educational opportunities.  There 
have been a lot of things cut at the 
government and school level that need to 
be restored.  

 The challenges are that I notice with my 
child, my 9 year old boy, he still wants to 
talk to police officers and firefighters.  He 
sees them on the street or he’ll see them 
at a restaurant and he wants to go over 
there and say hi. I don’t know where 
there’s a disconnect, when they get to a 
certain age where they kind of shy away 
from the police but that openness with the 
youth, where they feel that the police 
officer is a friend rather than a threat, I 
think that’s a big part of everything.  I think 
that’s going pretty well in Watsonville and 
unfortunately with some of the gang 
element they cause a lot of stress and a 
lot of tension between the police and 
some youth but we got a lot of good 
people here. They have strong families in 
South County. Strong families have a lot 
to do with this where the mother and father 
are still home.  We’ve got a lot of kids that 
are very poor families but they’re not 
fractured families where you have divorce 
and you have a father that’s somewhere 
else and somebody trying to raise the 
family as best they can, a single parent.  
Helping out the families, connecting with 
families and having them feel free to call 
the police also and one of the interesting 
problems that we have in South County 
that’s not true as much as it is in South 
County (means the rest of the county) is 
we have blended families I call them.  
Let’s say the father is not here 
documented and the mother is some of 
the kids are born here others of the 
children came across the border, they’re 
not documented, so what happens is you 
have a fear factor if somebody is seeing 
something going wrong in their 
neighborhood they don’t want to call the 
police because they don’t want to be 
identified as undocumented workers and 

then all of a sudden they’re afraid they’re 
going to be sent back to Mexico.  What I 
tell people is in my neighborhood, or any 
neighborhood, if there’s a drug dealer 
that’s a legal documented citizen of the 
United States on one corner and on the 
other corner there’s an undocumented 
family, where’s my problem?  My problem 
is the crime.  My problem is not the people 
that are living next to that and me are law 
abiding but they may not have papers.  So 
what I want them to be able to do is to call 
the police, call the authorities and turn in 
that drug dealer, and without fear.  

 Inability to understand the opportunities 
out there and then addressing the gaps – 
maybe fewer gaps than one thinks 

 The gap is that we need to pay attention to 
middle school. We know who the youth 
with issues are, but we don’t’ funnel 
money to them early enough, we wait for 
them to offend. If someone gets in trouble 
in PVUSD, they then get sent somewhere 
else in the district.  

 Rent control. It came up again and again 
with our team. We have 2 families, out of 
30, that have been evicted this week and 
its Monday. General education, on-going 
training for agencies that are working with 
youth. If there’s new information out there, 
that can be helpful when told to agencies. 

 I think people get the impact intellectually, 
but don’t want to make the hard change 
for the greater good. Hard to tell people in 
Aptos that money that could go to fix 
roads and streets will instead be sent to 
reduce youth violence by 10x.  

 I think an improved economy would really 
help families get more financial resources, 
to get ahead, instead of gang activities; it 
would alleviate some pressures to create 
crime. One other thing I hope would be 
allowed would be parents spending more 
time with children and focus on the 
importance of education. I think parents’ 
spending more time with their children is a 
critical part of this. If everyone had 
improved living standards, it would help. 
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COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 Businesses could take a greater role in 
investing in youth:  internships, volunteer 
positions, paid employment.   

 Greater vocational exposure helps youth 
identify more options early on. 

 We need to strengthen relationships 
between non-profits, government and 
business. 

 In South County, with Agriculture there is a 
mechanism for scholarships for school.  
We can increase this link between youth 
interests and career opportunities. 

 Mental Health services is a gap.  Youth 
and families face so many stressors.  You 
can increase the support system/network 
with counseling.  Counseling shouldn’t be 
taboo—it can be preventative. 

 There are inequalities in community 
leadership. – Power within our 
“collaborative tables” lies in the hands of a 
very few; yet it’s supposed to be for 
everyone 

 There’s economic inequality, which 
impacts safety, educational opportunities, 
human behavior. 

 Bureaucracy 

 Even this effort (YVPT) is essentially 
driven by Law Enforcement through 
BASTA & the CJC. Even the use of the 
word “violence”. Why couldn’t the plan be 
called “Positive Youth Development 
Strategic Plan”? 

 Schools have the capacity to hold youth. 
We need to incorporate more social 
learning, use different modalities – now it’s 
only math & English. Schools need more 
resources. We need to expand school 
curriculums. Sure math and English are 
useful, but schools need to be more 
holistic. Younger & younger kids are 
forced to sit still. This can led to later 
behavioral challenges. The structure of 
schools decreases imagination and the 
possibilities of the hours spent with the 
kids. 

 We have no Street outreach. Law 
enforcement’s Post Incident Teams are 
not true street outreach. 

 True prevention programs—universal 
programs, like more access to pro-social 
activities and parent support, especially for 
immigrant parents who are unfamiliar with 
the customs. 

 Funding—it is a problem that funding 
comes in cycles, when what we need is a 
long-term investment. 

 There’s a cycle of rough interactions with 
police and youth.  For example, youth will 
see their family members having a 
negative interaction with police & even a 
physical altercation. This impacts their 
perception.  Youth feel that they need to 
toughen up, not just with other gang 
members, but also with the community & 
those that are supposed to keep the 
community safe. These negative 
interactions between the community and 
the police perpetuates aggressive us vs. 
them mentality and behavior.  

 A major challenge is the perception that 
the community believes that youth are 
aggressive; there are stereotypes that 
youth are dangerous and bad. 

 The lack of resources in the community, 
especially for the victims and even 
secondary victims. Victims of violence are 
impacted by long-term trauma. 

 There’s the Conflict Resolution Center & 
Restorative Justice, but what do they 
really do? We need better restorative 
justice programs 

 Law Enforcement often over labels and 
over generalizes youth. They don’t look at 
the totality of the person. Law enforcement 
is unwilling to look towards us, to the 
people that are actually working with these 
“gang members” and get our take on 
what’s going on, on what their needs are.  

 There was this kid we were working with 
and he was on some top 10-gang member 
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list. The kid really wasn’t that entrenched. 
Neither side wanted him in their gang, the 
kid was self-proclaimed, probably for 
attention and so he could appear tough.  
Sure he got bust for stealing his mom’s 
car, shop lifting, some other things, but he 
shouldn’t have been on the Top Gang 
Member list. If law enforcement had asked 
us, we would have informed them as to 
what was really going on.  

 Having something set in place for kids that 
are heading down the gang involved path 
like classes.  I’ve been getting a lot of calls 
from Probation that a judge is calling for a 
gang intervention program and we don’t 
have that.  They want a 6-8 week program 
that is a gang prevention and intervention.  
We don’t have that. We don’t have 
anything that deals specifically with the 
kids’ gang involvement.  Kids are getting 
exposed to it at a very young age - 5th or 
6th grade.  

 In San Mateo we would do over 100 
presentations in schools for youth.  We 
have parent education nights but not 
something geared toward youth.  We need 
a group of people who are committed and 
on the same page who can go do that and 
help them stay out of gangs.  

 Having young kids who have gotten away 
from that who can go talk to their peers 
and sharing what they say and what they 
experience, that would be a huge impact.  
But then are we putting them at risk? 
Maybe best to use them for younger kids – 
K-5th grade as a prevention measure.  6th 
grade on up and then it might be 
dangerous.   

 No youth crisis beds.  SP says we now 
have to send youth out of county for 
residential treatment 

 Need for Mental Health/Wellness services 
to kids being adjudicated 

 Highest risk age for suicide is 18-24 and 
being a foster kid in transition at this age is 
very high risk factor 

 Alcohol and drug treatment services for 
youth are lacking and binge drinking is 
often a part of both self and other violence 

 The internet/ technology feeds into this 
and makes it seem impossible. Youth post 
and show each other fights all the time. It 
is out of hand. 

 There’s a lack of consistent and equitable 
relationships within our system.  

 Collaboration – go to a meeting & talk bad 
about each other. 

 Partnerships – work together because it’s 
financially beneficial 

 Relationships - truly respect and care for 
each other [system stakeholders] & the 
community we serve 

 There are gaps in front end services 
[prevention] 

 In order to address youth issues & their 
needs, Adults need to get rid of their bias. 

 The community needs more resources to 
employ youth; so that youth can become 
contributing members of their family 

 Rarely are youth involved in discussion 
around these [youth violence] issues. 
They should be engaged at all levels.  In 
order to do this, we need to make the 
tables youth-focused to build leadership 
capacity 

 Communication needs to improve between 
adults; among ourselves.  We have to 
increase our ability to listen to young 
people & what they are trying to tell us 

 Policies need to be changed 

 Our community needs to have a core 
group reaching out to youth, not judging 
them – supporting the youth at their level, 
while holding them responsible for their 
actions 

 There are gaps between services & 
institutions.  We need to step up & 
communicate with each other 

 Gang activity is huge challenge 

 Need more education and conflict 
resolution programs in schools like CRC’s 
Restorative Justice approach (e.g., where 
a teacher sits down with kids involved in 
bullying and agreements are made) 
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 Employment opportunities, limited 
counseling, lack of family and individual 
support, a major disconnect between Law 
Enforcement and Corrections. There is a 
bit of an antagonistic relationship between 
them. The agencies could work better 
together and try to leverage their 
resources and accountability. 

 Since this area does not have as much 
violence as other towns such as Richmond 
and Oakland I feel like a lot of the violence 
gets brushed over or ignored because 
they do not want to admit that there is a 
problem. Also if kids are telling us about 
anything they’re only giving us about 10% 
of what’s really going on. 

 There needs to be ongoing programs, not 
just in the summer or just after school but 
something year round 

 Parents are at work, or children are in 
single parent homes. There is a huge lack 
of afterschool and weekend programs or 
activities for free or low cost. Immigration 
issues can hold families and children back.        

 The Internet and social media have turned 
this into a self-feeding phenomenon. 
Sometimes youth are posting things that 
are a clear cry for help. Snapchat in 
particular is scary. Fights are often 
planned & recorded, then posted within a 

matter of minutes or hours. This is mainly 
females that do this. Boys are still fighting 
like they did 5+ years ago, but girls have 
escalated A LOT. There are NO 
CONSEQUENCES so it continues. 

 Employment opportunities, limited 
counseling, lack of family and individual 
support, a major disconnect between Law 
Enforcement and Corrections. There is a 
bit of an antagonistic relationship between 
them. The agencies could work better 
together and try to leverage their 
resources and accountability.    

 Resource coordinating and expansion and 
they also need to be culturally relevant. 
The issue of class needs to be addressed. 

 I think we can run the gamut of 
challenges, but I think it’s more about 
priorities. We need to identify what priority 
this takes in our community and schools. 
We then need to evaluate what resources 
we can give. The challenge is to make an 
impact. Need to be ok with not 
solving/stopping youth violence, and 
instead just work to limit it. Need to have 
community buy in if it’s going to have 
happen. It’s a challenge to get people to 
agree on how to do it. 

EDUCATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 Resources are not readily available or 
knowledgeable – who is doing what? 

 Current programs don’t have enough 
reach 

 Restorative Justice needs to be expanded  

 We don’t have enough Willie Stokes’ 

 Programs don’t talk to each other - silos 

 Not enough constructive pro-social 
activities in the community 

 Lack of creative, fun, engaging things for 
kids to do 

 Jobs are very hard to come by for at-risk 
kids 

 What’s going on in Watsonville? Don’t 
know. 

 Of course suppression & discipline have a 
role, still touchy subject – not everyone’s 
on the same page – part of barrier 

 We don’t have an option for students to 
engage in resources 

 We tell them ‘don’t do this’ but what else is 
there to do. Not a space to escape the 
reality. Economic barriers. Issues of 
accessibility – gang turfs – trained staff 
present – do deescalate situations 

 Community volunteers – red tape to just 
get them on campus. 
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 The system gets in the way sometimes – 
has to be an easier way to connect the 
kids to adults in the community. Without 
having it to be an obstacles 

 Media – in general creates fear – glorifies 
certain behaviors  

 BASTA – not very productive with helping 
kids – funding personnel issues 

 Cost of programs 

 We point fingers too many times – need to 
create a Community-wide & it takes a 
village approach – hard to engage those 
that don’t have kids – fear youth – how do 
we make them feel like they can contribute 
to solutions 

 Parents working long hours, not home, 
don’t know what their kids are doing 

 Level of poverty – level of desperation = 
stealing 

 Walking to school is a huge predictor for 
gang involvement – youth are hit up, have 
to claim something in order to get to 
school safely – the only kids that don’t 
become gang involved are the ones that 
get rides to schools.  

 Opportunities, programs, & services don’t 
reach enough of the population – not wide 
scale enough. 

 Information about resources isn’t out there 
as much as it should be.  

 It’s really hard work 

 Prevention is key, needs to occur at a 
younger age – by age 10yrs, youth are 
already experimenting with risky behavior 

 Changing the life-course of the youth who 
are surrounded by the gang life-style – 
these are people’s lives – part of it is 
showing them something different  - takes 
time, making connections with the youth, 
building relationships, have to provide true 
alternative options. 

 Bullying – victims don’t want to talk about 
it – not supposed to be a tattle-tail/ rat. 

 People can identify at risk youth and what 
is needed to intervene? Everything we 

have to offer feels like a band aide & not a 
real solution 

o Family resistance 

o Capacity 

o Meeting w/ kids a few times a 
week isn’t enough – difficult to 
turn trajectory 

 Not enough capacity with BASTA 

 Lack of human capacity, 

 Not a shortage of people that want to help 
people that want help 

o Youth are resistance to change, 
not responding, -- we shouldn’t 
give up on, but Mentors & 
community volunteers get burnt 
out 

o Having to “chase” the youth down 
to engage 

o It’s unfortunate that sometimes 
youth have to get system 
involved, before they see the light 

 Caseloads of foster Ed. education liaisons 

o Parents require a great deal of 
energy and time – capacity issue 

 Complexities of family issues  

 Families lack network of supports 

 There are a lot of functioning families – 
why can’t that extended family model be 
expanded – intimacy barrier  

 Need healing & transformational work – 
Cultura Cura  

 Need to shift programs  relationships  

 Those working on the issue, feel burn out 
& frustration 

 Activities for kids, places for them to go 
where they can feel connected to 
community & adults. Many families in this 
community are hardworking and don’t 
have the time to give the kids. We need 
afterschool help, academic help, weekend 
activities, and STRUCTURE – all about 
structure. 
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Do you see any disparities among youth who are serviced by your organization/department/ 
school? 

JUSTICE STAKEHOLDERS 

 No.  Reflective of the make-up of the 
community 

 We’ve not done an analysis on this. I can’t 
say.  

 Interested in doing an analysis: yes, 
depending on how in-depth.  

 There are disparities – more Latinos, 
males, and lower- socio-economic status. 
This is an opportunity for the community to 
get involved – provide resources that their 
counter-parts have. How does a lower 
poor family pay for activities? These [poor] 
youth find other ways of getting involved 

 Hard to say – no because community 
predominately Latino – of course going to 
be arresting predominately Latinos 

 Maybe different kids get treated differently 
depending on the neighborhood they live 
in 

 No. We are not a very diverse community 
in Scotts Valley. Nowhere near the 
diversity in other parts of the County. No 
disparities. 12,000 people and 20 cops. 

 I don’t, I see a concretive effort to reach 
out to everyone. Unfortunately some 
Latinos just fall into that. My family is here 
and faced those challenges.  

 Our population is roughly 37% Latino. The 
jail population in the 18-24 age group it 
would be fairly consistent with 
demographic of county. The sheriff’s 
activity league serves a large Latino 
population in South County, which is 
positive. I would be reluctant… I don’t 
believe that our department does racial 
profiling. We did studies on car stops, 
which show consistent with population of 
the county. We are primarily 
Latino/Caucasian. Gang teams are in the 
gang areas in Latino areas because that is 
where the gangs are. Every 2 years there 
is training about racial profiling. We stop 

someone because they did something 
wrong not because they are brown or 
black.  

 There are 15 kids in juvenile hall right now 
and the majority of male Latinos from 
Watsonville with a similar story (socio-
economic status/risk factors). 

 Boys make up 80% of the caseloads and 
youth of color are over represented. Often 
youth from urban areas (approximately 
50% of referrals come from Watsonville 
PD) 

 Another factor is the school to prison 
pipeline and referrals from SRO’s 

 YES! I agree with those 3 examples 
[Latinos, boys, lower SES]. Those are the 
largest and most prevalent disparities 
here. 

 I don’t know if it’s a disparity, but an issue: 
the inability to address the mental health 
and substance abuse needs. But that 
might be more a function of our system 
than a disparity. 

 All of the above. That is something our 
department has been focusing on for 
years and trying to decrease disparities. 
Majority of youth in juvenile hall or on 
probation are Latino, male, and of lower 
SES. Majority of our referrals come from 
South County/Watsonville area – which 
represents that population.  

 Yes, I see disparities.  Most disparate, in 
order: 

1. Latinos 

2. Low-income 

3. Boys 

 Additionally, there are disparities in 
consequences and opportunities for kids 
within the justice system.  For example, 
kids that have strong advocacy in court 
get more opportunities and fewer 
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consequences in the justice system.  
These kids include White kids with private 
attorneys, White kids with strong 
family/social support.  Additional 
disparities include: 

4. Disparate advocacy 

5. Access to resources 

6. Direct-file decisions (race/gang-
influenced decisions) 

 We serve more Latinos, boys, & those in 
poverty.  When someone has money, they 
are usually represented by private councils 

 We see disparities with charges, offers, & 
dispositions. Our clients are treated more 
harshly, less likely to get offers. A private 
council is usually hired before charges are 
filed, so they call the DA before charges 
are even filed & start negotiating. 

 When a Public Defender gets the case, 
charges are already filed. We are working 
an uphill battle. 

 White kid who commits a robbery is less 
likely to get non-strike. Where a Latino kid 
is going to have to fight to get a non-strike; 
have to do a lot more to overcome, 
especially with gang ties. 

 Another example of inequalities around 
economics is with placement:  

o A white kid, who comes from 
money, might have a mom who is 
more likely to be at home & can 
supervise the kid.  The kid 
doesn’t get ordered out-of-home 
placements 

o If due to economics, both parents 
have to work, there’s almost 

automatic out-of-home 
placement. The court doesn’t 
even give the family chances to 
problem solve. 

 Yes, violent offences – Latino boys from 
lower socio-economic status 

o Parents are often working 2 jobs, 
poverty 

 Greater percentage of Latinos in family 
court 

 Don’t believe that there’s discrimination in 
sentencing between races 

 Sometimes it’s opposite – if a white 
affluent defendant comes in, sometimes I 
sentence them a little harsher because 
they had opportunities to make different 
choices 

 Lower SES – more in court 

o Using drugs 

 Disparities- yes I see a lots of fatherless 
kids or nor father present. No Dads in kids’ 
lives. I also see split families.  See lots of 
Latino youth. Lower socioeconomic status 
contributes to all of this 

 We do see more Latinos that are victims of 
child sexual assault and gang related 
crimes. Domestic violence is pretty evenly 
spread across the demographic that lives 
here. Homicides are probably more 
Hispanics than not. More men than 
women for homicides and assaults. We 
don’t always know the socio-economic 
status, but gang crime perpetrators tend to 
be lower income, but not always – there 
are always exceptions. 

 

GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS 

 When you look at the stats of crime in 
community – mostly all Latino youth of 
lower socio-economic status 

 Most violence contained to this one sub-
group 

o Unfortunately it’s Latino youth on 
Latino youth violence, gang on 
gang violence 

 To address this, we need to make sure we 
have resources in community working with 
& targeting young Latino men 
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 As a City, we talk about public image – 
misperceptions about the community  

 The young men – the way that their lives 
are racialized – labeled from a very early 
age – in schools, in the community 

 When young men are out enjoying their 
community they get labeled & their 
experience is turned negative. 

 Not balanced. Schools vs. those 
participating in parks & recs programs, or 
public schools vs. private schools 

 A lot of obstacles for minority youth to 
participate  

o Desire for participation, 
transportation to and from, costs, 
cultural differences 

o Integration between sub-
populations 

 We intentionally target lower income 
people. I would have to look at stats for 
adolescent treatment. Overall, those that 
we serve are proportionate to the county’s 
population. 

 We do disproportionately serve males, 
because males are more likely to have 
substance abuse issues. 

 PRIDE program participants are chosen 
by schools - higher proportion of Latinos 
because they are usually at risk for being 
gang involved.  Homeless youth seem to 
be all over the map – especially saw that 
when New Horizons was still operating. 
Depends on what the resource is and its 
purpose.  School’s alternative programs 
are a bit more blended.   

 Boys, lower income 

 I don’t observe that we have any greater 
issue with Latino population. I don’t think 
that that’s what we should be focused on. 
WE shouldn’t identify it [violence] as a 
cultural or race-based condition. We need 
to have a different conversation, that 
doesn’t focus on a specific racial group, 
but focuses on individual behavior. We 
should avoid perception of profiling. Once 
you start talking that way, it leads to the 

perception that profiling and targeting is 
going on. It promotes a fear of authority, 
which perpetuates violence. I think I am 
and therefore I am. 

 Latino boys - Justice system 

 Higher SES easier Extricate themselves 
from the criminal justice system more 
effectively than others 

 Patterns of behavior that lower SES kids 
demonstrate – brought to attn. of 
authorities – more negatives 
consequences 

 RED = institutional racism – we as a 
community can do more at finding more 
positive aspect of kids in trouble  

 Need to be careful about labels. Gang 
label concerns me. Levels of involvement 
– only level we should be focusing on – 
those that are entrenched that are 
committing severe behavior  

o Start labeling youth that are 
affiliated – overgeneralize – need 
to be mindful that people’s 
associations with gangs familial 
relations 

 Issues with racial profiling, profiling on 
dress & attire 

 Just because they are coming from 
another culture doesn’t mean they are part 
of a criminal enterprise 

 I think there is an over-presentation of 
Latinos and low income.  There is a 
disparity among Latinos in the community 
as far as income and educational 
opportunities and jobs as compared to 
middle class non-Latinos.  That has to be 
addressed to level the playing field.  
There’s a way to reach out particularly to 
them.   Such as math academies – do 
they particularly try to bring Latino youth 
along?  Do they have equal access to 
sports teams? So much of entry into 
colleges is about what you can buy – 
taking special classes, testing prep 
classes, being able to take internships that 
are unpaid (some Latino families can’t 
afford this).  Cabrillo offers a great start.  
Cost of college is tremendous.   
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 I think we’re talking about the majority are 
young boys they would be Latinos in our 
area.  That just reflects the population in 
general as far as the population; there are 
a lot more Latinos in Watsonville than 
other parts of the county.  I think 75% of 
our city and the unincorporated area are 
Latino youth.  And we have one of the 
youngest populations in the state of 
California per capita. We have families, 
our schools are full in the Watsonville area 
especially the elementary schools they 
have no more space no more classrooms 
we have to have a plan in place for 
another elementary school.  Without doing 
that it’s ridiculous to feel that overcrowded 
schools are going to be able to handle 
more children more students.  We can get 
into particulars:  If you had a thousand 
homes, three children per home, that’s 
3,000 right there and traffic, two cars per 
household each car goes an average 11 
miles per day so that’s 22 miles of traffic 
per household per day times 1000.  

 Opportunities offered favored white/upper 
class neighborhoods – better served  

 Programs serve the community – those in 
Latino communities serve Latinos 

 Not really. Demographics of the city lead 
to more youth and more youth of color.  

 The bulk of referrals are Latino, gang-
involved kids. I know that probation have 
tried to address disproportionate 
minorities, but it continues to be the way 
it’s played out. Perhaps people that are 
affected by poverty. I’ve noticed a 
difference in the way those types of kids 

are treated as they go through the court 
system.  

 Another variable is how probation 
department can be involved with softer 
recommendations with kids. Why is 
probation recommending this kid be 
released to the community? I get 
concerned when some kids are released. 
I’ve seen that story play out a few times. 
Skewed well intentioned, the dominant 
paradigm philosophy can override 
common sense. Rare for me to advocate 
something more restrictive than law 
enforcement officers.  

 There’s a disparity in political influence. If 
you were to walk down the street in 
Capitola, people would name mayors in 
Santa Cruz, but not be able to do so for 
Watsonville. Nobody reads the Pajoronian. 
Sentinel only has one writer South County. 
People aren’t really aware of the problem. 
The understanding of Watsonville to most 
county residents is limited to who was just 
shot. Some political members in South 
County are also to blame, as they only talk 
about the disparity and don’t offer 
solutions. 

 I think that Latinos. We don’t’ have a large 
African American or Asian population in 
SC. I wonder about our education system. 
I don’t think we’re making the adjustment 
to getting Latino students prepared for a 
college education. 56% of students in CA 
are Latino, only 26% are white. I think it’s 
a simple area that we’re behind on. 
Whatever we in the county government 
can do to help Latino students be 
prepared for higher education.  

 

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 We predominantly serve the Latino 
community, and we could serve non-
Latinos to a greater extent. 

 We may also NOT be serving higher 
income youth—we appear to be effective 
in serving those with the greatest need. 

 Our target audience is the general public, 
and we may not be reaching our target 
audience. 

 We primarily serve those with lower-
economic status – 80% at or below 
poverty. 

 We see disparities in services available to 
undocumented families. 
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 Disparities in regards to location of our 
services, for example – most of our 
services are provided to Watsonville and 
Santa Cruz, but we provide very little mid-
county services. 

 This is difficult to say since we are located 
in Watsonville and our biggest partner is 
PVUSD.  Because of this, our 
demographics are skewed to Latino youth 
of lower socio-economic status. 

 Yes, yes, and yes. We serve 
predominately Latino boys of lower socio-
economic status who are gang involved 

 There are stigmas applied to the youth 
that leads to a sense of rejection from the 
community & institutions.  There seems to 
be unwillingness to work with the 
population [young, gang-involved Latino 
boys] 

 There’s the Youth City Councils, who are 
the cream of the crop, but really not at risk 
youth. 

 Yes, Latinos – for the most part they are 
all Latinos.  What keeps me stuck in 
reaching Watsonville youth -   
Predominantly Norteños and me being a 
part of that it’s just too risky. So I stick to 
Santa Cruz. We need to be able to prove 
that we can go in and are committed and 
are having an impact and have that barrier 
removed.  

 I wanted to write my book for law 
enforcement – let’s clear up the doubts 
you might have about me.  Law 
enforcement is skeptical.  When they 
heard me talk about my life and what I’m 
trying to do, it just showed that I’m trying to 
save kids and they came around.  My 
book was a big part of it.  I volunteered for 
over 2 years to gain credibility.  Biggest 
obstacle is law enforcement.   

 Suicide Prevention gets more calls from 
adults than youth.  More male youth call 
than female since girls talk to each other 
more.  SP provides both educational and 
counseling resources in both English and 
Spanish. No data on ethnic or socio 
economic group disparity. They do 

outreach to about 2500 kids a year 
through education programs in county 
schools. 

 Lower socioeconomic status & Minorities. 

 As a community, we don’t have sufficient 
approaches or resources to promote 
strength-based programming; in our 
culture we are deficient focused 

 When talking about youth violence – what 
youth are we talking about? If we are 
talking about Latino youth we need to 
make sure we use the appropriate 
programs. For example, Thinking for a 
Change or 7-challenges – they are not 
necessarily appropriate or culturally 
relevant to the targeted population. We 
need appropriate services for appropriate 
populations – youth & community 

 Here to serve young people. The majority 
Latino 

 Organizations are trying to do the best 
they can with the resources they have 

 Institutional racism exists 

 There are disparities within our juvenile 
justice & adult criminal justice system; 
there’s obviously something going on 

 Not really, we see all groups but might get 
a few more Latinos and then says she 
gets both boys and girls referred to her 
program 

 Yes, most are Latino boys from low-
income households whether referred to us 
or not. 

 Yes many of them are in hard financial 
times and come from drug-addled 
households. They are close knit in their 
struggles and many come from single 
parent households. It could be difficult for 
a child coming from a 2 parent home to 
relate or know how to interact. Also a large 
Latino population and Beach Flats kids. 

 Latino males in low socio economic 
families. 

 There are a lot of kids from South County 
and we also have a higher ratio of girls. 
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 Lower socioeconomic status & 2. 
Minorities. 

 Yes, most are Latino boys from low-
income households whether referred to us 
or not. 

 YCC- alternative education students 

 BU- Vulnerable Latino males, low socio 
economic status, working families. 

 Majority of our population is low income, 
and Latino. It’s all over-represented 

compared to the population of Santa Cruz 
County. Main trends are Latino, 
underemployed, single earner, immigration 
status that’s murky. Another barrier is 
access to employment. Every family 
service center is different, depending on 
location. More homeless at MCR. Get 
more families at Live Oak and MCR. 
Beach flats are fairly diverse; it’s 
generational and tends more towards 
families with upward mobility.  

EDUCATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 Yes – alternative education – boys, Latino, 
lower SES 

 Economic & racial inequalities (we have to 
look at these issues if were are going to 
address youth violence) 

 We are the definition of disparity 

 The majority of students – Latino boys 

 Not equally represented in 

 Majority of our teaching staff has a difficult 
time being able relate with boys of color. 
Still perceived at threatening – cholos, 
gangster – no matter how much you care 
or are committed – not adequately 
teaching students of color, students that 
don’t fit into the box – pushed-on or 
pushed out.  

 Special Ed., continuation schools 

 Latino boys – higher rate of violence – 
victims, higher incidence of discipline 
referrals 

 Latino boys – higher rate of violence – 
victims, higher incidence of discipline 
referrals 

o We’ve looked at our data - no 
disparity in suspensions, but 
looking at discipline referrals 

o Definitely referral for special 
education – youth of color 

o Youth of Color – though 
continuing to grow, disparity in 
Completion college prep 
requirements  

 Youth report being discriminated against 
by the police 

 Watsonville – mostly Latinos, lower SES in 
alternative education schools 

 92% Latino 

o County 32% Latino 

 Gangs, poverty, risk factors, targeting by 
law enforcement 

 Don’t know what’s the cause 

 Considering that our population is primarily 
Hispanic it’s tough to answer. Our youth at 
risk are primarily more boys than girls, but 
not by a whole lot. Girls are usually more 
the victims.  

Have you seen good examples/models in other places that address youth violence that you feel 
would work in Santa Cruz County? 

JUSTICE STAKEHOLDERS 

 Rancho Cielo – job skill facilities, 
education, career & college track 

 Vernon Williams’ program – bring those 
heavily involved in gangs to the table – 
propose positive opportunities 
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 Street outreach  

 Haven’t really researched. 

 Yes, on the Pride program – Pico Rivera, 
joe went to talk to LA County 

 Interested in learning if we did research 

 Homeboy Industries Model – helping 
people who’ve made poor decisions in life 
– giving them opportunities. How do we 
engage people & give them opportunity?  
Homeboy takes a holistic approach and 
addresses the root problem 

 Monterey County – Rancho Cielo – 

o We should bring the model to 
Santa Cruz 

o If we did, we need to add a law 
enforcement component to 
strengthen positive relations 

o With BASTA, I think we can bring 
in additional services, like youth 
services. BASTA is limited in 
what we can do  - BASTA should 
do something like Ranch Cielo 

 I’ve read about different programs. Over 
the years, I read about programs and 
places. Chicago tried some new things to 
address youth violence there a few years 
ago. I don’t have a magic bullet. Talked 
with Probation about Cease Fire; mixed 
results. I’m a supporter of Fight Crime 
Invest in Kids in Sacramento. They push 
early intervention, neonatal care. A lot of 
police chiefs belong, sign letters of 
support, advocate in Sacramento. If you 
can get underserved kids support when 
they are young, Kindergarten, we can 
hopefully reduce path to later crime. It’s a 
good program. Our friends in Probation 
could probably provide a litany of latest 
effective programs. I haven’t read about 
any one approach that’s perfect.  

 It is hard to say things would work here 
because of the unique challenges in each 
of our communities.  But I like bringing 
good programs in that can be adapted to 
the challenges we have.  In Southern 
California, a month before a person gets 
out, they have a group of strategic 

resources including law enforcement, 
substance use treatment, and social 
services.  They meet with them and plan 
for when they get out.  They meet 
regularly and then follow up with them for 
6 months afterwards.  There are job 
services, parenting services.  They are 
plugged in before they get out.  

 If you have a parent that gets out and may 
have been absent for a while and the 
youth may be exhibiting some of those 
behaviors.  Adult is trying to be a parent, 
stay sober, and dealing with addiction 
issues with their youth.  This is a very 
challenging situation, a slippery slope.   

 Off the top of my head - no. If I think of 
anything I will pass it along. I will keep my 
eyes open. Lots of stuff comes through.  

 There is not a silver bullet – there are 
good programs (like the cease fire 
program in Chicago that targets high level 
criminals).  Oakland has a number of 
schools with restorative justice programs. 

 The KKIS group is a good initiative  

 The public health model – target 
prevention and upstream 
services/interventions 

 Look at other communities strategic plans 
– learn about who is doing what and target 
with services 

 One of the things I have been harping on 
has been because of the work hours of 
families; the engagement of families has 
not been as strong as it needs to be. Our 
caseworkers are 9-5 and parents who 
work can’t meet that availability. We need 
in-home services model. This includes 24-
hour emergency contact by providers 
offering in-home services. There is family 
communication, parent skills, household 
rules and enforcement of consequences 
and rewards all part of this approach. 

 The issue of mental health system - youth 
not being able to have their mental health 
needs met is a huge issue. We need to 
have funding to serve and meet youth 
mental health needs as soon as they are 
in any system. Need to have resources for 
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coordinated care. Mental health system 
that case manages its own cases. They 
don’t do that here. That would keep that 
population of youth away from our doors.  

 I had opportunity this year to attend JDAI 
conference in Philadelphia (Juvenile 
Detentions Alternative Initiative by Anne E 
Casey Foundation who drives juvenile 
justice reform across the country). There 
are JDAI sites participating in juvenile 
justice reform – they would be good 
examples of different types of models. 
Blanking on specific models/examples.  

 Other places we’ve worked are more 
similar to the adult system.  Santa Cruz 
County youth get way more services here. 
We don’t see a lot of cases because of 
alternatives, like teen peer court. 

 New York cleaned up violence – more 
cops – broken windows 

 Gang Task Force  

 Truancy Courts in Alameda & Monterey 
Counties 

 Rancho Cielo in Monterey  

 Peace Corps – creating a change in 
attitude would compel young people for 
one year – in America 

o Don’t have the structure to do so, 
issues with capacity 

o 50K applicants for 2K positions 

o Do it in other countries 

 Models that provide civic engagement, 
give back to the community 

 Good Examples- Home Boy Industries and 
Father Boyle is a good example of a 
program that works.   Kids do not want to 
be at home because there is nothing 
supporting there. They are looking for 
something and jobs would help. They are 
looking for support elsewhere. 

 I can’t say that I have. I can’t speak to 
that. Because I work with victims I think 
more input from victims is needed. Certain 
info they are shut out from. I understand 
their right to privacy, but there are some 
things that shouldn’t be left of the 
solutions. Being able to provide input in 
solution planning would be good. No 
organized victims groups – 
Compassionate Friends – they are all 
grieving lost children for a variety of 
reasons – not necessarily all crime related. 
Support groups are organized differently – 
and are never asked their opinions on how 
to address the violence. Take Back Santa 
Cruz is a varied group –the core group 
and founding members that do most of the 
work have good intentions and they are 
not asked to join efforts. 

GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS 

 I don’t know exact names, but in attending 
conferences I’ve heard of programs that 
really focus on Youth engagement & 
involvement – interested in seeing more 
engagement  

o Take students personal 
experiences – catalyze them into 
a movement 

o Programs that help Youth –
understand their personal 
experience, relating them to 
broader patterns in society – 
move into practice of developing 
policies  

 For example with Zero –tolerance policies 
– building youth capacity so they can have 
a voice and make recommendations to 
decision makers 

 Salinas has done a lot to leverage 
resources at local, state, federal resources 

 How can get affluent people to donate 
more towards this issue? 

 Not that knowledgeable 

 Let’s not reinvent the wheel.  Joe 
Hernandez knew about the program that 
came out of LA and helped start the Pride 
program.  It was the right fit and Joe was 
knowledgeable and had personal 
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experience – he really made it fit here.  
Barrios Unidos is another example of 
something that is many places, but that 
was developed to fit our community.   

 I know San Francisco has a good 
employment program.  The youth sell ice 
cream and get help with skills & 
employment readiness 

 There needs to be more of a focus on 
programs that character & ethnical 
behavior 

o Fieldtrips to Museum of 
Tolerance 

o Things that connect dots, 
interactively, outside realm of 
normal teaching  

o Our MAH would be great 
partnership to replicate Museum 
of Tolerance 

 Sac USD policies; with budget cuts – 
summer youth programs got cut, great 
programs for time when kids are out of 
school. In 1998 with mural restoration – 
positive involvement with youth; courts 
have done a good job in reforming 
incarceration in juvenile hall. Wish Salinas 
would take active role in implementing 
these practices as well.  

 I don’t think I have, but I do believe best 
practices are a valuable tool to use.  
Whether it is from this country or other 
countries.  We have to be bi-cultural to 
understand how we can significantly help 
in a positive way.  We are quickly 
becoming a Latino state and there’s a 
huge strength there if we can in a 
culturally sensitive way to address 
problems and come up with solutions.  Put 
the California Latinos in charge so it’s 
going in the right direction – we can’t take 
a deterministic view of the situation.  They 
need to create their own California.  

 We get into sports programs, cooperation 
from NFL football, flag football, Pop 
Warner, PAL, they teach judo, karate, 
Boys and Girls Clubs.  We have to get 
away from where a non-profit charges too 
much money for youth to actually 

participate and they’re trying to do good 
work but by having too high of a fee 
they’re turning away a lot.   What we have 
in the Watsonville area is we have hard 
working families here, the mother and 
father in a typical family are working in the 
fields, they come home they’re tired and 
there’s not a lot of money.  It can’t be cost 
prohibitive.  You do, there are examples of 
affordable programs, and little league 
baseball is affordable. The ones I 
mentioned are affordable. Now it comes to 
outreach. The word has to get out to 
families.  The other would be the language 
problem; some families speak Spanish 
only so the word has to get out to them.  
What do we have? What are we offering?  
If people don’t know what we have then 
they don’t show up. If we get the word out 
then they come.  I think the Clovis area 
near Fresno; they’re known for their sports 
participation.  That was 20 years ago.  
What I’m getting back to is when I was a 
kid everything was open. Now were 
charging money to be a participant.   

 Boys and Girls Clubs in Salinas 

 Despair in poverty – no hope – 
overcrowded homes – hard to be heard 

 How do you build your self-esteem? – Find 
it in the community – gangs 

 Good activities can take the place of 
gangs 

 Need to have things that allow children to 
have self-confidence or self-esteem – 
good programs 

 Salinas – positive reinforcement for cops – 
in schools cops give tickets for good 
things – like free pizza 

 Kids get a reward – announce at school  

 Need to use these good examples – doing 
good deeds 

 Salinas has a program, like CAS, that’s 
successful. Likes Contingo program and 
have modified it to work in Watsonville. 
Would like to see more cops work county 
wide.  
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 A long time ago I reviewed some 
programs in Texas, they were working with 
gang-related kids. Lots of education type 
stuff. Getting kids and families invested in 
doing other activities, as opposed to a 
sense of boredom leading to criminal 
behavior.  

 One aspect of this is the homeless 
community. The youth get wrapped up in 
this. SO how do we get to those youth in 

that situation? Santa Clara County has a 
bigger budget to address this issue. Read 
a story of how a mother took her children 
out of the house and lived on the creek in 
Santa Clara. She got into a program that 
helped her achieve some of her goals. It’s 
a matter of resources throughout the 
county and nation and Santa Clara County 
has more money to address this issue and 
has had some success. The homeless 
community is tough on youngsters. 

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 Different agencies provide aspects of what 
is important in the life of a youth.  Would 
like to see more wraparound services for 
the whole family, more coordinated 
services too. 

 The Contigo Program is neighborhood-
based, and it serves the entire family with 
academic support for youth and facilitates 
connection between families and 
schools—this has increased youth 
attendance, increased submittal of 
homework, and in some cases increased 
grade point average.  Contigo = case 
management, academic support, and 
family bonding. 

 Family bonding is so key - those who have 
it don’t realize that others do not have it; 
this helps youth with their foundation so 
they don’t seek it through antisocial ways. 

 San Jose Mayor’s Gang Task Force - civic 
led 

o Ran by the mayor -  model 
program, gang intervention, 
promotes true collaborative 

o Admittedly the have a lot of 
funding 

o The entire program has shared 
outcomes. The city is funding the 
non-profits, there are certain 
goals for community with set 
ways of evaluation; measured on 
same metrics. There’s a 
coordination of services – the 
non-profits work together 

o Street Outreach programs that 
utilized those from the 
community, with lived experience. 
They match street outreach with 
Mental Health workers. 

 Vernon Williams has a 
great program 

 In comparison to other counties, we’re 
doing great with collaboration.  However, 
decreasing resources force non-profits 
and collaborative partners to be more 
competitive. 

 We need to look at this as a County:  how 
do we maximize limited resources?  We 
need to make collaborative decisions in a 
strategic process.   

 UCSC has a grant called Gear Up.  This 
model takes a cohort of 7th grade 
students and follows them through high 
school with services targeting academic 
performance.  Despite providing family-
focused academic support, this model fails 
to acknowledge the family need for social-
emotional support.  I think that’s why there 
is so much attrition in Gear Up.  However, 
Gear Up has potential if it provided more 
wraparound support to youth and families. 

 Homeboy Industries – empowering them 
to gain skills where they’re at. Homeboy 
Industries first focuses on providing 
opportunities for empowerment, gaining 
skills, connecting. Then comes the 
polishing them up.  

 San Luis Obispo – prevention intervention 
gap is being addressed there.  Professor 
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at Cal Poly – Bacarri program.  Used as a 
diversion program too.  Sheriff’s 
department runs it with the community.  
FNL is a big part of it.  6-month program – 
builds kids up by going through all these 
steps where they teach writing resumes, 
prevention etc.  Even for kids who are 
taking wrong path, not necessarily gang 
involved.  Like BASTA but with a 
curriculum, class.  Summer prevention 
camp for over 400 middle school kids 
where every day is a different theme – 
peer pressure, bullying, gangs etc.  They 
are trying to get to it before it escalates 
and they are doing a really good job out 
there.  They say gang violence has gone 
down.  They are bridging the law 
enforcement gap with the community 
through really good resource officers. 

 They responded that they don’t know a lot 
about other counties but programs that 
offer mentoring, acquisition of positive 
behaviors, education about bullying, peer 
counseling, and crisis intervention are 
crucial. And, there is especially need for 
earlier prevention programs. Finally, they 
mentioned a YWCA program in 
Watsonville on self-care, coping 
strategies, and how to deal with bullying 
that seems successful. And, they also 
mentioned “Girl space” at Walnut Ave. 
Women’s center. 

 San Francisco County 

o All the stakeholders work 
together: Mental Health, the 
District Attorney’s office, 
community-based organizations. 
It’s not perfect, but there’s more 
equity & respect; they have 
relationships. In this community 
the majority of the stakeholders 
collaborate, others are partners, 
very few have relationships. In 
San Francisco, the Public 
Defender & District Attorney talk 
with each other not just at each 
other. 

 Job corps -youth employment training & 
job placement 

o In Santa Cruz County it’s mostly 
minimal wage jobs 

o Need to focus more on outreach 
towards Latinos communities 

 Homeboy industries  

 Cease fire – work in bigger cities with 
higher rates of violence, but it doesn’t 
create political & system policy change 

 Comprehensive Re Entry programs that 
provide Safe opportunities, job 
development, work skills and academics.  
Rancho Cielo, Homeboy Industries, and 
Job Corp all are good models to follow. 

 The Salinas Boys & Girls Club has a great 
conflict management center and we are 
planning on starting one here after their 
model. 

 Outward Bounds, 4H, Brown Berets, 
Barrios Unidos, Headwaters, Camp 
Unalayee that has its own charter buses. 
Any type of Nature based positive youth 
development or outdoor adventure 
education program. 

 Restorative Justice and ROP Programs. 

 Teen Violence curriculum out of Idaho. 

 Comprehensive Re Entry programs that 
provide Safe opportunities, job 
development, work skills and academics.  
Rancho Cielo, Homeboy Ind, and Job 
Corp all are good models to follow.   

 Any strength based models. We need to 
talk to the “whole child”. Food what does a 
good job of this. Again we need to focus 
on culturally relevant and leadership 
development focused strategies. In YCC 
there is a focus on Public Safety, 
Education, and Economic Development 
and Jobs. These kids want to be able to 
contribute to their household. 

 Edge Wood in San Francisco. I’ve heard 
about a lot of interesting projects, but hard 
to think one that would be suitable for 
here. Most important piece is parent 
engagement at the school level. Need not 
just a system driven process and we need 
community involvement to really address 
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the issue. The community seems ripe for 
involvement; need to get them interested 

and on board. 

EDUCATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 Homeboy Industries 

 Strength-based & asset focused programs 
& models 

 Restorative justice – huge culture shift – 
willing to be catalyst  

 The system isn’t set up & is resistant. So 
empowering to the youth. We don’t trust 
our youth to make the right decisions. 

 Restorative Justice Practices – Oakland 
Unified & SF  

 So many of the practices are person-
driven charismatic – how do you duplicate 
work without having that specific 
charismatic person leading it? 

 Street Outreach programs 

 Cease Fire 

 WRAP Teams 

 La Cultura Cura 

 Aggression Replacement Therapy 

 Father G & Homeboy Industries

How might you support the implementation of the plan? 

JUSTICE STAKEHOLDERS 

 Continuing to commit resources 

 Through interventions 

 Post-Incident Team 

 Other funding we can come up with  - 
Measure G 

 Whatever other resources are needed 

 With programs we think we can 
incorporate into our org & offer 

 Do my part & whatever that is: engaging 
collaborations, expanding law 
enforcement–community partnerships, 
keeping dialogue open. We aren’t always 
going to agree on issues, but it’s important 
to mitigate differences, come together to 
work together  

 Need to follow-through  

 Having a token person at meeting doesn’t 
really do something 

 Need a stakeholder that’s rooted in plan – 
leverage funds, commitment in others – 
I’m dedicate & would love to be a part of it 

 Want to be a part of it – talk to people 
outside of Watsonville PD – leverage has 
to come from outside our agencies 

 What might I be able to do to support the 
plan – we are just recovering from being 
understaffed. We are usually available to 
attend meetings. To be honest, I’m not a 
huge fan of attending meetings. Often they 
are not productive. People report out, but 
nothing gets done. I attend; I’ll have my 
lieutenants attend. 

 We don’t have a lot of resources, as far as 
funds go. We might be able to do 
something here and there, like we’ve done 
in the past. We try to offer some support of 
our detectives for the taskforce in Santa 
Cruz, but don’t have the staff to dedicate 
someone full time. 

 It gets hard when asked to attend 
meetings once a month. We are already 
attending so many meetings. What’s the 
return on investment? I’ve been doing this 
20 years. I was on CJC as a young 
detective. Originally it was restructured to 
focus on one thing: gang violence. There’s 
been more talk about range of things: 
curfew etc. If you make 20 New Year’s 
resolutions, how many are you going to 
keep? 
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 I’m not going to speak for everyone, but I 
think that chiefs would agree that there are 
so many meetings already.  

 Very small workgroups that meet all the 
time are often more productive than large 
groups that meet all the time. I just want 
the work to be meaningful.  

 Identify additional stakeholders, resource 
needs, and crime data.  And with my 
Janus hat on, there’s data among clientele 
on their use that we could tap into  

 The sheriff’s office will always be involved 
in any component of the justice system 
where we can assist in any way on the 
front or back end of the system. We will 
definitely support it.  

 Probation can be active with implementing 
the plan through collaborative efforts, 
resources, and with State dollars. 

 As a person in a leadership position, I can 
influence policy and provide funding 
support; provide leadership to influence 
people to do the right thing, inform the 
public and partners, advocate for what 
works, and commit to the YVPT and work 
as a team 

 I think as much as the capacity of Juvenile 
Probation to participate as a partner…if we 
could adjust anything in our system that 
would help complete the plan. I like to 
think we are on the way to doing that, for 
instance, using evidence-based practices, 
and tools to enhance youths’ skills and 
thinking. If we can partner based on what 
the primary needs are – can’t commit now 
– but would think we’d want to partner in 
any way we could. Write other people into 
grants, willing to participate… 

 I think that there are a number of us within 
the department are big fans of the 
Taskforce and the work it is doing. We are 

ready to support the “action” part of the 
plan. We are all on board and always 
looking for ways to help out our most 
vulnerable youth in our community.  

 “Tell me where to go and what to do, and 
I’ll do it!” 

 Teach anger management classes, do 
presentations, etc. 

 We will participate in various groups & 
efforts – Keeping Kids In School, truancy 
court, advocacy, DUIs in Schools, YVPT,  

 Verbally – manpower – participate KKIS 

 Through public speaking, community 
education, and collaboration with anybody 
willing 

 Public word of mouth – public support & 
public appearances  

 Uniform support 

 Accept alternative volunteer service in lieu 
of prosecution when appropriate 

o Diversion programs 

o Proportional 

 Restorative Justice used to be the hype – 
not appropriate for certain types of crime. 
In the past it has been used 
inappropriately in serious crimes 

 How might you help-Judges are good 
conveners. We can be effective in 
convening not just the typical 
stakeholders, but business partners and 
faith based groups 

 I would want to read it and keep the plan 
in mind as well as keeping victims in mind. 
I’m so tired of seeing young boys kill their 
brothers. Didn’t we know that they were 
headed down this road? Can we give them 
opportunities to change the path that they 
are on? 

GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS 

 Paying attention to the policy 
recommendations – evaluate them 

 Cross collaboration with school district – 
Intergovernmental Relations Committee 

 Where better best to invest resources  

 As a city, addressing youth and youth 
violence is very important. It’s become 
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even more important through the Public 
Safety  

o Good job at acknowledging that 
you can’t solve the program 
through more police, the city will 
cont. to be support – directly or 
indirectly with funding 

 Clearly we have the mission of substance 
abuse disorder & treatment. We’d be very 
happy to work with CJC on this effort. 

 I would need to review the plan – and I 
don’t think it will be done before I leave.  
The City is already focused on how we 
can support at risk youth.  We assume 
things in the plan will be something the 
city can do – something we can do in 
existing programs, public private 
partnerships and taking advantage of the 
community’s support for these.   

 As far as adopting the plan, it has to be 
realistically something that the jurisdictions 
can support.  There are resource 
limitations as far as what we can and can’t 
do.   

 As mayor - Assuming the plan resonates 
with me, encourage city to fund and 
support it. Then monitor and evaluate it.  

 As ordinary citizen – speak in support of it, 
refer at risk youth 

 From parent standpoint - publicly support 
& get behind strategies 

 In working with Law Enforcement, the 
courts, & community programs; 
encouraging them to implement best 
practices Identified in the Strategic Plan. 
Support funding the recommendations & 
making sure policies are in line with 
recommendations. 

 Educate the public about it [the strategic 
plan]- public education 

 Make the community aware of issues, 
challenges, & the solutions 

 There were one or two of the results that I 
was confused as to how it related to Youth 
Violence 

 We are in full support of having a strategic 
plan with having a realistic 
recommendations 

 What’s important that it be financially 
realistic 

o There are some things that we 
need to drop (spoke to Fernando 
about some of these things) 

 I.e. Skateboard ticket  
unnecessary costs 

o Policies have to be changed that 
are ineffective & place 
unnecessary financial burdens on 
our system 

 

 None of us can work in a vacuum, work 
close with police department, elected 
official in schools, you don’t learn about 
local issues from sitting in hearings in 
Sacramento. Take youth to prisons; work 
with them on the front line every day. More 
informed decisions to write policy in 
Sacramento. Lots of different agencies by 
interacting with them and tapping into their 
expertise. I go to the farmers when I am 
working on impacting them. I will work with 
you to do a better job of carrying it out. In 
Sacramento we make resources available 
for the reality of the youth in this district. 
Considering amount of resources spent in 
Salinas – are they able to show what they 
have done, progress made, made a 
difference? There has been a disconnect. 
Watsonville needs more people in 
community, role models come back, local 
youth need to come back to inspire other 
local youth. More mentors for youth. Must 
see reflection in local government that is 
representative of the community – women, 
Latinos. Important that leaders are role 
models for young people.  

 Board of Supervisors is inclined to look for 
best practices and implement that.  There 
are staff members that can implement 
these; it’s the financing of these that 
create a barrier.  It is hard to dislodge 
existing programs and costs to make room 
for these.  At the same time we want to put 
in good programs, there’s a huge pressure 
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to address safety in the community – it is 
hard to make the case for prevention.  As 
we rebuild our budget from the past 6 
years, hopefully we can look to these 
prevention efforts again.   

 Summer youth work, that WIB (workforce 
investment Board) they do find work for 
youth and Workforce Santa Cruz.  They 
get them summer jobs.  Donations, 
fundraisers, and some govt. grants fund 
that.  They have to work and they have to 
do the job.  They’re evaluated like anyone 
else. 

 Can provide a letter of support for federal 
grants  - call congressman first about grant 
award 

 What makes a good plan? 

 You don’t need to get the money – 
connect with who is already doing the 
work. Village comes together to share 
assets. Better collaboration – share more 
– work together. Share resources like 
bookkeeping – every government has a 
personnel department. Can these extra 
resources be used for other things? 

 Connect with the police department, 
prevention programs and schools. Find out 
the right role for PVPSA. Strategize 
countywide.  

 I’m certainly willing to be a part of the 
ongoing discussion. If there is discussion 
about trying to pilot something new, I 
would be supportive and roll my sleeves to 
help deal with that.  

 I think everyone is going to make an 
argument that there’s a lack of funding. To 
that end, the County provides a significant 
amount of community funding. There’s 
been an attempt to make community 

program funding more data driven that lost 
in past board sessions. I’ve raised the 
issue again, much to the dismay of those 
community programs. The Board could 
use people to come for and say how 
there’s an underinvestment in community 
programs in South County. We should 
hope for a new push for funding in South 
County. How do you bring people with no 
self-interest, to bring them in to explain to 
their own electorate that they sent funding 
elsewhere? Data and research can show 
that youth programs are not a current 
focus, and youth programs in specific 
location need more funding. 

 I don’t know if people are aware youth 
programs are underfunded. It seems like 
people are more aware of big programs, 
like ACA. Current 3 year funding program 
doesn’t specifically address youth funding 
in South County. To deal with program, 
youth program funding needs to be a 
priority for the 3-year budget process of 
the board of supervisors, a process that 
will start this year.  

 I think we have to work with other facets. 
I’m going to focus on education. 
Absenteeism needs to be addressed as 
best as possible. Maybe law enforcement 
officers needs to be more in tune to 
youngsters who should be in school, but 
aren’t. We also need to address the 
problem at younger grads, 3rd and 4th. If 
you those students get behind, they don’t 
feel they can catch up and so turn to 
gangs. I think we need a better-
coordinated effort with kids. Keep kids in 
school and keep up their levels of 
education. Need to coordinate efforts with 
LEO and schools as well as parents 
themselves.  

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 Functioning families is critical.  I try to 
participate in this work group and learn 
from other professionals.  I hope we come 
up with action items that achieve the goals 
overtime. 

 If we (our department) can offer things to 
families, we will. 

 We want to do something that is 
sustainable—doable, concrete and simple.  
It’s not beneficial to do something for a 
short period of time, and then programs go 
away.  Families get disappointed.  Change 
in leadership can’t change the strategic 
plan or methodologies.  Their needs to be 
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a long-term commitment—the philosophy, 
the way you measure your work needs to 
stay intact. 

 We’ll continue doing what we are doing.  
We’ll be a partner in the implementation of 
the plan.  We’re interested in finding 
different ways to work together. 

 We already do, in being members of 
committees, by doing the work, by working 
with other partners to reduce gang 
involvement and increase academic 
participation, educational attainment, jobs 
and opportunities. 

 Continuing to do services, expanding our 
collaboration with other social services & 
justice folks 

 Participating in the process 

 Let me know what you need – I’m here!  
I’d love to screen all the adults and see 
where they are.  Are we able to give these 
youth a job?  For me it’s not the money, 
it’s the reward of seeing kids make a 
change.  It has to be that for a lot of these 
adults too.  It has to be more than just a 
paycheck. 

 They talked about the educational 
trainings they do and could do more of by 
teaching others how to do a risk 
assessment, establish safety plans and 
how to talk with youth who might be 
violent.  

 Increase communities overall 
socioeconomic status so that all benefit. 

 For it to truly be a community adopted 
action/ implementation plan, need to start 
with some agreements, not so much BU, 
but with roles, responsibilities, & 
accountability. Once you have that then 
you can engage the various stakeholders 
that can & are willing to be a part of plan. 
We need resources; need to shift some of 
those resources to the front end. 

 Barrios Unidos will provide support 
through participation at the table, as well 
as part of implementation process- youth 
& community development, economic 

development, gang prevention, youth 
employment 

 Examination of policies 

 By being real, sitting at the taking, holding 
people accountable, pushing for change 

 We could do more in educating youth 
about communication skills, conflict 
resolution and restorative justice. 

 Support with job development, 
employment services, assistance with 
case management and youth training. 

 We will offer our services and want to 
keep the kids safe. We will help with 
anything focusing on youth. 

 Open up site use to other organizations 
since it is basically not used for 9 months 
out of the year. Weekend programs could 
be started. We have challenge day that 
includes rope courses at a nearby camp 
and the kids love it.  

 Partnering with Youth Violence 
Organizations and providing higher quality 
services to meet the youth more 
effectively. 

 Increase communities overall 
socioeconomic status so that all benefit. 

 Support with job development, 
employment services, assistance with 
case management and youth training. 

 We will offer our services and want to 
keep the kids safe. We will help with 
anything focusing on youth.       

 YCC has been on board since the 
beginning and has a strong youth voice.  
They have and will hold council meetings 
with the public and are involved with 
Megan and CJC data crunch on Sept 
19th. 

 BU_ Our mission is to reduce youth 
violence and strengthen restorative 
justice. We are involved in strategic 
places.  

 Our family resources are strategically 
placed around the community so that they 
can be in places to easily address the 
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issues. If we can get trained for the plan, 
we are well suited and in prime locations 

to support the plan.  

EDUCATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 Depends on what the plan says 

 Willing to read it 

 If it makes sense, can count on alternative 
education to support  

 Don’t know what the plan is. It’s going to 
take a culture and systems change. Sense 
of urgency doesn’t exist by those that run 
the system. They want to status quo.  

 Trying to liberate teachers from the 
system. Be creative, think outside the box. 
But our teachers need, reality check. It’s 
painful. I would open the door and see just 
brown kids or just black kids walking 
through the hall.  

 Same pop’n power. The students are 
different. Few token people of color. 
Create a bridge – increase teachers of 
color. Impacts learning with kids can’t 
connect to teachers or school staff. Kids 
that speak up – get shipped out and 
suspended for 5-days for “defiance” 

 Endorse it, read it, participate in it  

 We’d have to know what it is.  

 Input is essential - if we are going to be 
expected to do something – is it realistic? 
What would it look like? Implementation? 
FUNDING? Don’t think people realize how 
stretched schools really are in terms of 
funding, personnel, expectations for work 
load 

 I’d have to look at recommendations 
before I could commit  

 100%  

 Have to be careful to make sure people 
know that the plan isn’t going to be the 
magic bullet. Don’t want people to be 
disappointed because, Expectation of plan 
not realistic 

 Depending on what’s in the plan – is there 
funding to back it? That’s the big concern. 
It’s one thing to have a plan and it’s 
another to have the resources.   

Anything else you would like to add? 

JUSTICE STAKEHOLDERS 

 We have our share of violence  

 The community has come a long way with 
community partners. More people 
reporting & cooperating. Importance of 
maintaining trust between law 
enforcement & community. Law 
enforcement presence & available to the 
community.  

 Our success lives & dies with the trust in 
the community 

 Post-Incident Teams – model that helps 
further community-law enforcement 
relations 

 When funding comes back – citizen 
academies, youth academies in the 
summer, faith-community brunches  

 It’s really the gang issues that we’re faced 
with 

 We have to do something about the kids 
being killed in the community – last phone 
call I want to get as the chief of police is 
that a kid has been killed 

 Certainly willing to participate in anything 
to help minimize this problem 

 The importance of fund raising. The work 
that we’re doing is going to be amazing 
but funding is essential 

 Reallocate resources 

 Need to involve those in community in 
policymaking process – authentic input 
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 Public narrative of police is counter-
productive to what our mission is 

o Puts officers in defensive mode – 
defend profession – isolates 

 Well, I’m going to come back to what I said 
earlier: parental disengagement. I don’t 
hear it discussed a lot. Whether it is early 
on with neonatal care or with parental 
education and promoting family friendly 
policies, there’s a lot of research that 
supports that if the family is dysfunctional, 
then it isn’t a wonder how the kids turn 
out. I know there’ve been limited number 
of “parent nights”, but the more we can do 
to give parents tools to be better 
parents…. It’s a hard job. Lots of reasons 
why parents don’t know who their kids 
hang out with or are more concerned with 
wine parties or their job over the hill. 

 Parents come in and say, “fix this.” Well, it 
started way earlier than the kid-breaking 
curfew. It started when the kid was five. 
Now we pick them up and call the parents 
to say your 12 year old is out at 2am 
[passed curfew] and the parents say “he’s 
probably with a buddy, can you just drop 
him off at his buddy’s house.” 

 Parental disengagement is the thing I want 
to touch on. We talk about lots of other 
parts of this, but not the parental part 
enough.  

 One more thing to add, gun safety in 
home. We talk about gangs a lot but more 
kids are killed by guns at home than 
gangs. I’m concerned with poor habits of 
gun safety in home. I’m for people’s rights 
to have arms, but at home they must be 
secured in the home. If the guns aren’t 
accessible, then the youth can’t use them 
for violence. Education on this is 
important. Years ago our department gave 
away gun locks for free. Very simple 
device. That was a little thing through a 
grant. A lot of people picked up those 
locks – they were in the lobby for free. 
That little thing made for a lot of gun 
safety.  

 Truancy, mental health, substance use 
and families are the 4 ingredients. We 

don’t have enough resources for mental 
health for juveniles.  Dual diagnosis – we 
have nothing for that person.  There are 
no permanent solutions for those youth.  
And then we have a single parent trying to 
manage that.   

 Off the record – Street Engagement – 
what concerns might you have?  What 
assets might this bring? 

 I don’t see, in my experience, that there 
are a lot of large-scale neighborhoods, 
barrios per se. We don’t have 
neighborhoods like Oakland where there 
are a lot of people to encounter on the 
streets.   Activity is taking place in houses, 
in neighborhoods.  There’s a difference in 
a larger city – we are very small.  Maybe 
there’s a role in the court system, court 
observer. If you try to shove something 
down a kids’ throat they aren’t going to 
take it.  It’s a challenge.  Some people 
have to go through the cycle numerous 
times, it takes time.  Community members 
don’t see that or understand that 
sometimes.  Maybe there’s a role to reach 
out to those who have been sentenced or 
be a diversion program.  Or in schools.  
Evaluating a known conflict and 
intervening.   

 The homicides that are occurring in 
Watsonville, they are tragic. Every time 
someone is killed it takes a little piece of 
our community away. It takes a feeling of 
safety away. There is a ripple effect in the 
whole community. I know I feel it and I 
think our community feels it.  I can’t 
imagine the pain and I can’t fathom what 
that family is going through. There is a 
segment of our society where that is 
accepted as a part of life. We must deal 
with that on the back end. We must be 
able to do prevention. We as cops don’t 
think that a dead gang member is ok. I’m 
committed to making a dent in this to do 
whatever I can to slow it down and stop it. 
No homicide is acceptable. It’s not political 
rhetoric, I have a stake in this community 
and this beautiful community is being 
disrupted by violence. I’m committed in 
helping in any way I can. 
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 Other challenges include people unwilling 
to share resources or collaboratively; 
people have a reactionary response; lack 
of dedicated resources, we know what we 
need to do, but don’t do it;  

 And hope for true collaboration to come of 
this – for people to find a middle ground to 
reduce youth violence and increase public 
safety.  

 Did you ask me what we are doing in 
Juvenile Probation? It would be good to 
know what other folks think they are doing 
to address the issue of youth violence. 

 We do Diversion, use evidence-based 
practices in order to reduce recidivism, 
increase success of those who come 
across our door. 

 I’m impressed by SCC community 
collaboration here. There is so much 
involvement of groups in the community 
working together. I see a lot of groups 
doing very similar things. Is anyone 
keeping an eye on the overlap, so that we 
can spend the resources reaching more 
kids and families? 

 One more thing, does anyone know where 
the money is? If someone would let us 
know where it is, maybe hidden behind a 
trap door, we could do what we need to 
do.  

 I just think it is really important also to get 
the youths’ perspective. I know that is part 
of what the Taskforce is doing, but I have 
a number of youth who have really good 
things to say and they haven’t been heard. 
One girl has gotten involved and is really 
into because she feels like she is really 
being heard. There should be more alt Ed. 
students involved, more kids outside of 
mainstream school (outside of Watsonville 
HS, PVPSA) involved.  

 We are so data driven in this county, 
which is good.  However, there is often 
other information out there to tell the 
whole story.  For example, why are arrests 
for probation violations down?  Is this 
because the cops aren’t charging kids with 
P/V’s because they think Probation 

doesn’t do anything?  If arrests are down, 
is this because law enforcement is short-
staffed?  There is a disconnect between 
law enforcement, crime and arrest 
data/trends, and reality. 

 Over- Criminalization of youth behavior - 
We [our community/ society] have lost our 
way. We are seeing kids charged with 
crimes that I did as a kid & never got 
prosecuted. The Community reprimanded 
me; I worked off damage but never went to 
court. We need community by-in so they 
can hold youth accountable rather than 
relying on the court 

 Youth brains aren’t fully developed. They 
don’t always understand the 
consequences and are always in the 
moment. We need to take this into 
account in the criminal justice system. We 
can’t treat them like they are adults. They 
don’t see the bigger picture & yet we treat 
them like they are adults who see the 
bigger picture.  We especially need to give 
more chances for lower level offenses.  
Once they are in the system – they tend to 
go deeper.  

 Youth can’t clear their record until they are 
18 years old or unless they have a felony. 
This makes it challenging when youth are 
trying to get a job & apply for college. 

 Trying youth as adults – support policy 

 I’m so please to see the YVPT moving 
beyond data & working on actions & 
outcomes.  The in community, we need to 
broaden our discussions to actions and 
outcomes 

 Perhaps we need to change the way were 
doing business. 

 Being Homeless is not a crime 

o Drifters – choose to be homeless 
Disproportionate % of crime 

 Need to do a better job with veterans 

 Need special court for direct files, & 18-
24yrs 

 Specialty courts: family preservation court, 
behavioral health court 
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o Requires huge amount of 
resources, more staff then 
“clients” 

 If we gave ½ of resources we dedicate to 
those that have broken the law to those 
that haven’t but need the resources 

 Issues of mothers, who consistently have 
their children taken away, yet keep having 
children. 

 I’m glad that we are talking about it. 
Bullying is a huge problem that is not 

being addressed. We get a lot of calls from 
parents that are dissatisfied with the way 
that schools are handling the issues. 
When bullying is out of control – bad 
things happen. High schools are not 
addressing the culture of violence - Aptos 
High has a pattern of violence among 
football players and everyone wants to 
address it privately and not actually do 
anything. 

GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS 

 Critical & important process that YVPT has 
undertaken – to look at issues of youth 
violence and the various factors 

 Hope the commitment is there  

 We need to coordinate with what comes 
out of the Youth Violence Prevention 
Strategic Plan & the AOD strategic plan. 

 We are all working towards community 
change 

 When we did our budgeting, we talked 
about things that are important to us. 
Every department took our goals and 
priorities and aligned their plans with 
these.  So most departments should be 
considering how to better support youth.   

 I think we’re on a good path, but it keeps 
popping up in different forms.  One of the 
gaps is with courts and probation – some 
youth keep recycling.  We see them later 
as 20 year olds because we weren’t 
successful with them in their earlier youth.  
DAP program is a good example of how all 
the right people come together – people 
don’t slip through the cracks because 
there is consistency and accountability.   

 Open probation process for youth seems 
like it isn’t working.  Time to look at what 
might not be working in the systems – if 
we don’t have something that is really 
getting them out of their current mode of 
operation and their current path, we’re not 
being successful.   

 Social policy - We need to work at state 
level to push for stricter gun control 
measures- Make sure we keep guns away 
from prior offenders, youth, & mentally ill. 
We can’t make guns more accessible- 
that’s where permanent harm is done. In 
terms of social policy, the biggest areas 
we need to focus on.  

 The county has tried to address gang 
issues – the results are demonstrable 

o 13% decline in gang violence in 
the past year 

o Significant investment of 
resources 

o Variety of different forces has led 
to that decline 

 I applaud the deliberate method you are 
taking and hope the outcomes are great.  
Prevention is important.  14-18, high 
school age group is really a core time of 
people finding their future, it is important to 
focus on that age group and particularly 
keeping violence under control.  Drugs 
and alcohol get in the way.   

 Basically I would add safe routes to 
schools.  That’s crosswalks and traffic 
control guards.  Especially in the 
Elementary and Jr. High areas.   I did that, 
now someone they hired replaced me.  
We got a push button don’t walk light at 
Lake View Jr. High.  Pajaro Valley High 
School one was an absolute disaster, by 
public cooperation and with the schools 
they hired a safety guard.   (Went on to 
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describe the difficult traffic situations at 
Pajaro Valley High School)   

 City can’t solve – can’t arrest your way out 
of it 

 Need the whole village at the table – 
community support/engagement 

 Salinas/National model – lessons learned 

 Shake up CJC – status quo won’t solve 
the problem 

 Important to inventory community 
resources  

 Take youth to mentor youth 

 Grind out hunger – good mentorship 

 Alameda County – program – 4 portals – 
law enforcement, health, education, social 
services – Council took kids that were at-
risk from each portal – team to house to 
interview family – why are they doing what 
they are doing – maybe just needs support 
(food, housing, DV) 

 Systems don’t work together normally 

 Pool resources and prioritize the highest 
needs youth  

 Healthiest thing for at risk youth to do is 
join the military – important skill sets – 
benefits (education) 

 Salinas CASP – took a while to build trust 
but now share resources 

 Important to share emotional stories not 
just stats and money 

 Judge Phillips – developed a diversion 
center 

 We repurposed the parks n rec program 
and turned it into gang intervention, but 
don’t have enough resources. Families 
want and need help, but don’t’ know what 
to do, where to go. It’s all so predictable; 
we need to intervene early and often.  

 Escalation of weapon use, jobs, jobs, jobs, 
poverty and homelessness is increasing 
tolerance in people, law enforcement 
officers, attorneys, public health officials, 
who deal with this type of stuff. 

 I’m frustrated by how early these 
youngsters get into the gang mode. It’s not 
just LEO, it’s a collaborative effort. I’d like 
to see how gov’t could with work with the 
education community to keep kids on track 
so that they don’t have to get sucked into 
a gang mentality. That’s the really critical 
thing in our community as well as 
Monterey/Salinas. I don’t know how to 
crack that nut and say how if you get an 
education you’ll make this much more 
money than if you don’t. How to 
encourage them to not be dependent on 
others. In particular it seems to be 
centered on the Latino community. How 
do we communicate with that culture and 
encourage them to spend more time with 
their children and keep them from a gang 
mentality.  

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 I would like to have more of a conversation 
about Evidence Based Practices and best 
practices.  EBP is very rigorous to 
establish, and so few programs include 
EBP.  But what can we do to take strong 
service delivery models and elevate them 
to be nationally recognized?  We need 
more community discussion on Evidence 
Based models.  This label should not 
diminish what we are doing.  There is a 
disconnect between theory and practice. 

 Cultural competence/sensitivity in service 
delivery—How does this shift over time?  

As things change, even within the same 
population. 

 We need to stay informed, current re: 
cultural competence.  How do you 
consider this with program design?  And in 
discussion with staff? 

 Asking the right questions within our own 
organizations to stay culturally 
relevant/competent to the people we 
serve. 

 We need more adult male involvement.  
Women have the lion’s share of work—by 
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choice or because fathers are away 
(working, other).  Getting fathers engaged 
is essential for the health of families. 

 We need a non-profit collaborative group - 
Coordination of services – like BASTA but 
for service providers 

o Get all the Non-Profit 
Organizations together to create 
a vision of how they can work 
together in a coordinated effort** 

 I really would like to see not only a 
document but also some real concrete 
steps on what we’re going to do—even 
more so on the micro level.  And then 
measure that. 

 As a County, we look at the needs and 
supports.  Then we need to focus on 
neighborhoods.  The needs of kids in 
Santa Cruz are different that the needs of 
kids in Watsonville.  Maybe not so much 
that the needs are different, but how we 
address them is different. 

 We need opportunities for work, to get an 
education, and opportunities to socialize in 
a safe environment.  Boys are really at 
risk.  What about all the concerns over 
youth’s attire?  What colors are you 
wearing?  Do you have a belt?  What 
about your shoes?  Your hat?  What kind 
of pants do you wear?  Some of my staff 
have to pick up and drop off their children 
everywhere they go because they are so 
concerned about their children’s safety.  
How do you keep boys safe?  Many boys 
may not feel safe.  Instead of expressing 
this, they just don’t show up. 

 Yes, we need opportunities. 

 It’s just me, I can’t run a non-profit and do 
the work.  I’m close to having to walk away 
from the non-profit.   

 So many curriculums I’ve used are shallow 
and not relevant.  We need to create one 
that really addressed the 
prevention/intervention gap.  Thinking of 
creating one. Kids respect that I’m real 
with them. 180 curriculum provides 
funding for us to do the work – but it isn’t 
always relevant to our kids.  So I make it 

relevant.  We track their progress - GPA, 
attendance, disciplinary.  We see last 
quarter and then mid-way and post 
program.  Then we can address it if we 
see something happening while in the 
program.  We have data, can run the 
numbers.  I’ll give it to you.  

 The 180 curriculum includes a community 
project and a field trip which adds another 
element, which is why it’s so powerful 
also.  The curriculum pays for these 
pieces.  The kids work together toward 
something together.   

 Fear is what keeps these kids trapped in 
these situations, in the gangs.  If they 
could overcome that, they could walk 
away.  

 CBOs aren’t even on the same page.  
Perception is that Barrios Unidos 
advocates for the people are the problem.  
We all know what the problem is – we 
need to focus on the solutions.  What 
opportunities are we going to provide 
these kids?  Not focus on the problem and 
keep pointing it out and pointing it out.  

 When I got involved it was a choice.  But 
these days it is forced on them.  I was 
there in pelican bay when those dynamics 
changed. Now it’s mandatory. That’s the 
difference today. This is what you are and 
these are you rules and roles.  

  “We underestimate the need youth have 
for information and for honest and safe 
places to talk” 

 “We need to train more adults how to be 
respectful when talking with kids and how 
to listen to them and honor them.” 

 I have learned from the girls that 
educationally schools have an OPT-IN 
POLICY only re: sex ed and I find that 
very disturbing. 

 Business need to participate & give youth 
jobs 

 Institutions need to shift policies 

 The biggest challenge is going to be 
acquisitions 
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 Questions:  

o How is this plan going to hold the 
systems accountable? 

o How can we guarantee 
implementation of plan? 

 North Side Watsonville started in 1975. 
Last week they jumped in 2 more guys. 
1975 to now, that’s a long time. We have 
to ask ourselves, why? How is it that they 
still keep going? They don’t have grant 
writers.  What is it that we are doing 
wrong? All the resources put towards 
suppression, all the data we have, and we 
still have youth violence. 

 In El Salvador, they took the gang leaders 
and gave them key leadership roles in the 
community.  If we can change the mind-
set of these individuals, and focus on 
building civic & political participation, we 
can impact youth violence. 

 Instead they are fighting each other rather 
than the system. 

 Empowerment 

 We need to welcome those back into our 
communities – build capacity, leadership 
development, political & civic engagement  

 In terms of this Plan, if systems aren’t 
changing, what’s the point? Hope that this 
doesn’t become another document that 
sits on the shelf. We need to find the 
courage to really make the change so we 
can truly impact young people’s lives  

 We can’t be afraid to challenge the status 
quo 

 The gang issue needs to be addressed 
more effectively 

 Finding ways to get youth more involved in 
pro-social activities like sports, creative 
outlets, etc. then, they are more prone to 
do that than gang activity 

 Finally, it is important to start at young age 
even elementary school and give support 
to parents to learn communication and 
conflict resolution skills. 

 Healthy communication workshops would 
be great for youth. Girls understand the 
dynamics of fighting and they need 
positive role models (especially gang 
impacted youth). 

o We should encourage more 
adults to be role models. 

 Important to remember the context of 
gangs as a whole in California. Not all 
gangs are organized, but there do seem to 
be some organized ones locally. Gangs 
are oftentimes a way for individuals to 
make money. If we’re not providing 
opportunities to get jobs, youth will always 
be at risk to join gangs. This community is 
a stop on the distribution chain for the 
cartels. We need to prevent as many kids 
from crossing over to that lifestyle as much 
as possible.  

 Want to do more long-term case 
management. Need to find a funding 
model in which that works. Is it going to be 
specific populations we work with? 

EDUCATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 Do an experiment – have a student-run 
school  

 The reason why students are here – lack 
of equity 

 The current system is archaic  

 We need to teach them – show them the 
process – know how to work the system 

 Algebra, history?!? Teach them FAFSA 

 Issues of homeless,  

 Maslow’s hierarchy of needs – don’t even 
have the shelter – can’t wear sports jacket 
- only jacket he has 

 It would be nice to have examples of other 
models – what’s working in other 
communities  

 If we are going to start addressing early – 
before they are gang involved – they won’t 
be hit up 
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 Get to school safely - transportation is a 
huge issue 

 There’s a lot that happens that are in the 
community– a lot that goes underreported 
(e.g. bullying) 

o Suicidal behavior, youth hurting 
themselves. 

 I think about the youth in our particular 
end of the county and the number of youth 

that are getting lost and how we can help 
them. What resources we can get to help 
so that we are not losing so many kids to 
the juvenile justice system. We need kids 
to become role models to younger kids in 
the community. Maybe we can hack away 
at the overall level of crime by hacking 
away at the juvenile justice crime rate. 
Start with the kids.

As a member of the justice system, what are the top reasons (types of crimes) that youth come 
in contact with your department? (Justice Stakeholders Only) 

JUSTICE STAKEHOLDERS 

 Low level crimes – petty thefts, alcohol, 
vandalism, drugs, marijuana, behavior at 
school – bringing illegal things to school or 
violence 

 Graffiti 

 Alcohol 

 Drugs – marijuana, methamphetamine. 
Not seeing as much heroine 

 Weapons offenses – just took a gun off a 
15 yr old this week = guns & knives 

 SRO’s take knives away from kids at 
school 

 Low – level – tobacco, skateboarding 

 Truancy – policy – officers stop kids, 
contact school, if they are supposed to be 
in school -> take them back 

 Occasionally – crimes of violence – 
assault & battery 

 Kids are witnesses to crimes 

 Theft 

 Petty- theft, property, vandalism, graffiti, - 
non-violent offenses and it is important to 
engage youth at this time before behavior 
becomes more severe 

 The community hears more about 
egregious crimes – due to the media 

 Younger youth – behavioral issues at 
home or school – fighting, don’t want to go 
to school 

o I personally don’t like it when the 
police are called in for school 
fights – arrest = expel  

 Robbery, stabbing, drugs – meth, weed,  

 Alcohol offenses, drug offences, driving 
offense, vandalism, as far as penal code 
violations. Curfew, too. 

 For our department it is primarily 
shoplifting and vandalism.  That’s just my 
experience in Capitola.  But I have 
experience in SC and Watsonville as well.  
There are hugely different issues in each 
community that will take different 
approaches. Cultural differences are huge.  
Oaxacan community in Watsonville – 
4,000 people that we don’t really 
understand because of different dialects.  
Even within their own communities they 
don’t mix sometimes. There’s a history 
that goes far beyond anything we can do 
sometimes.  Some challenges all over the 
county that are difficult to break into. 
Cultural, social, some of them are real and 
some of them are fear based and really 
not that real.  

 There are a lot of drug crimes, vandalism 
– unfortunately prescription pills are huge. 
Cocaine is making a comeback as well. 
Opioids are devastating as well. We are 
also the coroner for the county and we see 
that worst consequences of opioid use. 
Putting in a kiosk to drop off drugs with no 
questions so that pills can be out of the 
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house.  An event where once a month 
they can be handed over. Put down for the 
records. Kids are starting opioids at young 
age and when they can’t get pills then they 
move to heroin and ultimately death for 
some. Meth is an issue, but it seems to me 
that there has been a transition to 
prescription pills. Hard drugs and 
community-wide of acceptance of 
marijuana use at any age in this 
community. Any type of controlled 
substance for young people stunts their 
development, emotionally and otherwise. 
Drug dealing and associated violence. It 
seems to me, I ran the jails for a number 
of years, alcohol and other drugs play a 
big role. With youth it stems around that. 
There is a piece of that in their story - in 
Live Oak they are on every corner. Alcohol 
is available everywhere. Pills and pot are 
easier to use because merchants are not 
selling alcohol. 

 Assault, theft, property crime, drugs and 
alcohol - often all together in one citation 

 Small number of most serious crimes  

 Would like to see the community have a 
better understanding of what actually 
happens long term with youth who are 
direct files within the system. 

 I would say, lack of supervision, 
criminal/antisocial thinking, lack of pro-
social engagement, negative peer 
affiliation, limitation of school system to 
follow up and advocate, 
poverty/environment.  

 Generally, I don’t really see the offenses 
that come through but I know we have a 
lot of property crimes, physical 
aggression/fighting, and. …Those to me 
are the main ones. 

 I don’t work at intake level, so I don’t see 
where a lot of kids start. We do have a 
good amount of drug offenses and 
weapons offenses. 

 At my level of supervision/my assignment, 
kids are gang-involved or have a history of 
violence.  They might also be kids who 
have high needs and need 
advocacy/referrals to service. 

 Drugs – meth, marijuana (dabbing – THC 
levels are high & they’re blowing up 
houses trying to make the THC wax), 
some heroine 

 Thefts –from stores, parents, cars, 
classmates 

 Gangs – Fights, shootings, stabbings  

o Don’t see shootings that aren’t 
gang-related 

 Non-gang-related – fights 

 Lately we’ve been seeing a trend of violent 
football players from Aptos High – assaults 
& serious batteries.  The football program 
at Aptos high seems to be promoting a 
culture of violence & machismo. 

 Drugs, battery, truancy, homicides, gangs 

 Everything from murder to under influence 
of drugs (meth, heroine, alcohol) 

 Assault with deadly weapon or great bodily 
injury 

 Armed robbery 

 Grant theft, embezzlement, sexual 
assaults, possession of weapons 

 Yes – Latinos, boys, poverty – all 
impacted by drugs & gangs 

 There’s an inability for parents to engage 
with their kids. There’s a cultural 
breakdown between generations 

 If both parents are working, hard to 
supervise kids.  This leaves the parents 
feeling helpless 

 Gangs –  

o Increasingly serious 

o Recruit younger kids to commit 
heinous crimes 

 Direct File – is disconcerting & distressing 
– they are not adults - less flexibility in 
terms of the adult court system 

o Needs to be a middle ground 

o Can’t sentence a 16 or 17 year 
old 25 to life – but there’s not an 
alternative 
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 Types of Crime-Battery, Vandalism, Theft-
These are top crimes I see 

 Domestic violence is huge -starts with 
teenagers. Assaults - with deadly weapons 

or those that do great bodily injury, 
homicides, sexual assaults, and child 
molestation (youth on youth and youth 
being sexually assaulted). 

In regards to budgeting and setting of priorities, what are you currently doing to help reduce 
youth violence? (Government Stakeholders Only) 

GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS 

 As the Council we’ve been allocating more 
resources for job development. 

o Community development block 
grant from Federal government –
used some money to invest in job 
training & gave social service 
agencies – 2 agencies gave it 
back $13K so we created a jobs 
program for young people, 
research shows that 1st job in 
teenage years impacts long-term 
career 

 Parks & neighborhood 
services – entry level for 
summer, involved 
planning events, general 
skills, community 
engagement,  

 Other efforts – police department not only 
focusing on suppression 

o Prevention – PAL program 
(mentorship & career) 

o Working to improve Partnership 
between community & Law 
Enforcement 

 Committed in budgeting  - it’s a struggle 
because people see Law Enforcement as 
central in Public Safety, but we need to 
make sure we support recreational centers 
& community spaces where families can 
gather & hold meetings – In terms of 
budgeting, police and community shouldn’t 
be in conflict 

 We’re involved in prevention related to 
substance abuse. We’re doing a lot at the 
environmental, individual, & familial level 

 There’s a link between substance abuse & 
violence. We’re doing what we can to 
address it. 

 That’s one of the things that became a 3-
year strategic goal of the counsel – at risk 
youth and more youth opportunities.  Teen 
center programming just went through a 
major over haul.   

 Support PRIDE program and helping to 
find funding.  Put in place more funding 
last year for a summer pilot program for 
youth to work to do their trail clearing.  We 
have summer programs for youth to 
participate in parks and rec programs as 
staff.   

 Teen Public Safety Academy – run by 
Chief, Joe Hernandez etc. Graduated 66 
teens as of last May.  Probably over 100 
by now.   

 Safe Routes to Schools Program – did the 
one at Gault already, now implementing 
the next phase is at Upper Westside.   

 We did Bike Pump Parks – inexpensive 
free activities  

 Redid the soccer fields 

 We have budgeted money for new skate 
park. We have free family-oriented 
activities in community – the Village, Jade 
St. Park. These give kids opportunities to 
be active in positive activities.  

 Enforcement – Capitola invests 40% of 
budget towards police department  

 Capitola contributes to community 
programs that focus on youth issues -  
$275k per year 
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 Infrastructure investments – new youth 
center  - a partnership between the school 
district, the county, & the Boys & Girls 
Club 

 Supporting the Live Oak Family Resource 
Center, Volunteer Center, the Sheriff 
Athletic league, Grind out Hunger 

 We want to start looking into Collective 
Impact projects 

 Board has always been very willing to look 
at priorities in public safety, community 
programs, continue to recommend 
programs that working well to intervene 

 Resources for reducing numbers in 
juvenile hall 

 Community-based alternatives to reduce 
incarceration of lower level offenses 

 Given our human and health services 
programs, we have many programs to try 
to deal with those aspects of basic 
infrastructure for support for people who 
have problems with drugs or alcohol or 
other things that may lead to violence.  We 
built the behavioral health unit.  We 
created beds for youth there.  Used to be 
that we’d have to ship them over the hill if 
they were in crisis.  Need more beds.  But 
that’s more concern about self-harm than 
external violence.  Juvenile hall is a big 
role the county plays.  They are doing a lot 
to turn it into a positive help in addressing 
violence as opposed to being punitive.  If 
youth come in contact with the justice 
system I think it’s helpful to address things 
sooner than later.  It takes a lot of tools to 
make it work.  We do job training, but not 
enough of it.  High paying jobs in this 
community are highly technical which is a 
difficult entry for a lot of youth.  We’re such 
a part of the high tech industry – figure out 
how they can outreach to disadvantaged 
youth and get them high paying jobs.  
There’s not much concerted effort from the 
private industry.   

 Well I do donate part of my salary I 
donated thousands of dollars of my salary 
because it’s taxpayer money and we’re 
overpaid.  The Board of Supervisors, we’re 

getting a lot of money, a lot of benefits and 
I ran on cutting back on that and I’m pretty 
much the lone voice when you come your 
talking to colleagues in the Board of 
Supervisors, anyway I gave it to 
Watsonville High School and Pajaro Valley 
High School sports programs, I’ve given 
over twenty-five thousand combined.  I’ve 
given money to Defensa de las Mujeras 
for violence, domestic violence in homes.  
They deal with wives and mothers that 
have been beaten – they need help.  I’m 
trying to keep families together so the 
mother is not also gone along with some 
of the fathers.  Where else, the homeless 
shelter (Aide chimed in:  “The Community 
Restoration Project”) Yeah Okay. 

 Getting Salinas money – CASP meeting – 
ask the city to move into these 
communities – don’t lecture from the 
sidelines 

 Fighting crime is not a spectator sport – go 
to the places it is happening 

 Gave incentives for law enforcement to 
move into high risk 
communities/hood/public housing – first to 
get a car/free rent – match people who fit 
the demographics of community 

 Salinas – law enforcement in high risk 
areas – get to know community and not 
policing – tell youth they are doing a good 
job 

 Push people to give incentives to live in 
these areas 

 We should pay attention to principals of 
EA Hall, Rolling Hills and Caesar Chavez. 
We should intervene in 4, 5, 6 grades and 
come in strong during 7th and 8th grade. 
Would like to grow programs but don’t 
have the resources.  

 I supervise a couple teams, juvenile hall 
staff are always working with kids on 
managing their general stress level; trying 
to help kids “turn down the volume” on 
their stress level. Educate them a little 
about brain development; younger kids 
have reactive minds but there are some 
things you can do. Kids who’ve been in 
custody for a long time are interested in 
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those types of things. They know there are 
advantages to shifting their thinking away 
from negative thoughts, etc. If trained, kids 
want information and tools to manage their 
stress. Kids in custody are in their heads 
for long periods of the day.  

 We do a wraparound approach; try to 
meet the agenda of the families/kids. Let 
them define where they want to go, then 
we assist and support them getting there. 
We have some funds to create incentives 
for employers but we don’t have a full time 
job developer to help that. Not saying that 

work is a panacea to reducing youth 
violence, but it certainly helps.  

 In budgeting in the county itself, I’m a 
member of several organizations, First 5, 
HiPP involved in the issue. There is some 
emphasis among law enforcement officers 
for community outreach and I think that 
needs to be continued and enhanced, 
partly with more officers. I think we have a 
good record here with our probation 
department. Attention can be giving to 
young people, beyond just jail sentences. 
We need to continue with that obligation 
and provide more resources when we can. 

Are you willing to do something different? (Government Stakeholders Only) 

GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS 

 Yes, allocate more resources towards 
youth employment opportunities  

o Water recycling facility & filtration 
plant – get young people 
connected to the science with this 
– invest more  

 We would be open to entertaining it. 

 The simple answer would be yes.  We’ve 
shown that in a time of need and with 
changing trends and demographics we are 
capable of responding to community 
needs and doing things differently.  We’ve 
already determined that at-risk youth are 
one of our priorities.   

 Capitola can do better & needs to go back 
to funding community programs at higher 
amounts. We should focus on those 
agencies that are working in the fields of 
youth services. 

 May be we can do more kinds of events 
that bring law enforcement out in the 
community, to increase positive 
community relations – in fun way. (i.e.: 
National Night out). 

 As a councilmember, I will continue to 
promote investing in programs that utilize 
recommended strategies. We know that if 
programs aren’t adequately, they are not 
going to be success. 

 We need to work on increasing youth-
focused activities. We have a lot of 
activities in Capitola; not necessarily 
youth-focused  

 Willing to do anything that works 

 We are always willing to do something 
different and better 

 Harder to let go of things that aren’t 
necessarily working 

 Challenge to put financial resources in 
areas of proven success that can be 
demonstrated – difference between 
programs that make you feel good vs 
something that really works 

 Yeah, anything.  We need to discuss 
more.  Basically it comes down to we have 
to have public safety, Police and Fire; they 
have to be staffed well. I’ve always 
pushed for more staffing for the sheriffs 
they have 7 more sheriffs than they did 
last year.  And my whole point is getting 
especially with fire fighters too; we’ve had 
mandatory involuntary overtime at the 
same time as having furloughs, which 
does not make sense.  We’re requiring 
less staff to go out there and work 
overtime, the police are stressed out, 
they’re carrying guns, and they’re more 
apt to, when they’re working double shifts 
because of manpower, they’re more apt to 
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have accidents, end up on workman’s 
comp. More apt to not react well in a 
stressful situation and the same is true of 
the fire department.  So what I’m getting at 
is if we’re asking the police, the youth and 
the families to cooperate and all get along 
the last thing you want to do is have 
somebody on the police department or fire 
department that just worked a 16 or 24 
hour shift because of a lack of manpower.  
And right now that’s what we have.  With 
the sheriffs we’ve been asking them to do 
double shifts mandatory and voluntary 
overtime at the same time as furloughs.  I 
believe that we’ve eliminated the furloughs 
this past year and we’re hiring seven more 
sheriffs so that was a budget priority for 
me.  The first year I was on the Board of 
Supervisors I voted against the whole 
budget because they were talking about 
shifting money and this whole furlough 
going on public safety also.  I can see 
going furlough in other departments but 
not with public safety.   

 For the local community to do – federal 
level steer people to grants – 18 million 

dollars for Salinas (organized – doing 
something different) – you have a plan – 
money to implement 

 Monterey County Office of Ed - $18 million 
dollars – knowledge/capacity to explain 
issues 

 LCAP exists because of new funding, and 
big opportunity to work with them/use their 
model. Would like to have a BASTA 
countywide and would like to work with 
Barrios Unidos. 

 Possibly. I’m not a decider, sometimes I 
have influence, but I’m not the one making 
the decision. I’m open to anything that 
could possibly be effective.  

 Nothing that comes to mind.  

 Oh yeah. I think the county has been 
supportive of these programs and 
overseeing and getting collaboration with 
the court system, public defender, mental 
health services, etch. I’m committed to 
coordinating these services.  

What are barriers to youth accessing your services? (Community-Based Organizations 
Stakeholders) 

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 Cost for fee-based services. 

 Transportation. 

 Special needs—these may not be 
addressed in the design of services.  We 
use organizations to help inform us, but 
we may not be meeting these special 
needs. 

 Limited capacity in our own facilities—
inadequate facilities/equipment. 

 Availability of hours—we have had to 
reduce our hours and we have reduced 
outreach/program access. 

 Capital improvements in cities and parks—
we need to implement improvements over 
time but can’t due to lack of funds. 

 Offering activities that youth are not 
interested in—we need to gather their 
input regularly. 

 Location, not enough time in schools, 
counseling needs to be normalized, 
reframed – restrictiveness of funding - 
home visits compared to out-patients. 
There’s a lot of families that need lots of 
services 

 It is a barrier when kids need referrals to 
access services.  There isn’t an open gate 
to services, and referral for service often 
requires deeper issues/entrenchment on 
the part of youth/families in order to 
access services. 

 Funding is a barrier, because funding 
impacts staffing levels and workload, 
which then impact clients. 
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 We don’t have enough funding to allow for 
enough staff to properly respond to the 
need in the community.  We don’t have 
enough resources to do the necessary 
outreach. We have to go to the youth; we 
can’t expect them to come to us. 

 There’s just one of me.  There’s so many 
kids recommended to me.  I try to check in 
with each kid at least once a week but it’s 
overwhelming.  Funding during the 
summer dwindles so it’s harder to meet 
the need.  Getting them to be committed 
to it.  Transportation – a lot of them live in 
Beach Flats but the kickboxing is a ways 
away.  And if they walk it is just setting 
them up at night. Picking them up after 
school and being able to bring them to a 
designated space would be ideal.  

 I’ve brought people in to help but you are 
accountable to the kids.  I’d rather do this 
myself than trust that these guys won’t go 
back and be a bad example for the kids.  
So many go back to their old ways.   

 I work with 25-30 kids at a time outside of 
school.  That doesn’t include classes in 
school.  

 It’s hard for youth to admit they are 
thinking of committing suicide 

 The stigma associated with needing help 

 Concerns about confidentiality 

 Lack of knowledge about help available; 
how to reach kids to educate them about 
warning signs, services available, etc. 
(e.g., need to publicize Facebook and 
Twitter sites) 

 Stigmas of getting therapy/ services. Belief 
that poor people are the only ones that get 
services here. TRANSPORTATION. Some 
parents are so overwhelmed by their day 
to day struggles they aren’t able to get 
services that are available for their youth/ 
families. 

 We need to do increased outreach to 
youth & families. Unfortunately there is a 
lack of organizational resources 

 There’s a lack of community support for 
the organization 

 Lack of trust – takes trust to work with 
youth 

 Transportation, availability of services in 
specific neighborhoods 

 If youth aren’t willing to change or accept 
services, we can’t force them 

 Peer pressure 

 As long as probation and the courts refer 
youth to programs like CRC’s there are 
few barriers other than funding 

 Major barriers are transportation, and 
locations. Also for gang affiliated youth, 
Sureños in particular have nowhere to go 
because of the high population of 
Norteños who are in almost every 
program.  Many of the kids also do not 
understand why they should get services 
or why it is important 

 It costs money; it is $40 a year however 
we do offer payment plans. Some people 
think the club is only for little kids but no 
one is turned away and we actually have a 
lot of teens.  

 Transportation out of town since my 
program is so far away from town. 
Attitudes about the distance. Lack of 
bilingual educators. 

 Immigration status, language barriers, 
transportation, and costs. 

 Not everyone knows of us or that we 
provide services to boys, men, families. 
Our name is confusing. Teens don’t 
realize we have services available for 
them. TRANSPORTATION.  

 Many children have to stay home to take 
care of their siblings.  In the Youth City 
Council (YCC) there is only one staff 
member so there is a capacity on the 
program.  We could have more kids if 
there was another staff member. Children 
seem to need to be convinced that they 
can operate in a leadership role. 
Alternative Ed. schools get a lot of our 
attention and our council is diverse.  With 
Barrios Unidos it is about perception. 
There is a misconception that it is only for 
gang members and those involved in 
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gangs. We incorporate a cultural bridging 
and try to incorporate spirituality and 
sensitivity.  

 There are barriers, because we don’t have 
clinicians. We’re not a behavioral health 
organization. The expertise to drive home 
behavioral change needs to be done 

differently than what we’re doing. We 
introduce the topic, speak with families, 
point them towards resources they can 
use; ultimately we want training and ability 
to help families to deal with youth 
violence. 

What would it take to eliminate those barriers? (Community-Based Organizations 
Stakeholders) 

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 Cost—more resources allocated to our 
department could reduce fees; community 
members could support scholarships; 
identify partners in the community with 
expertise who could provide 
classes/services for youth at low-/no-cost. 

 Special needs—be proactive to ask 
questions in a sensitive way; join with 
others who have expertise in those areas 
to improve access; 

 Availability/capital improvements—
community members need to advocate for 
increased availability or capital 
improvements with city; government and 
business could support the expedition of 
this work; increased resources would 
increase program hours; 

 Input—we need to get information 
systematically and deliberately from youth 
(not just randomly); we need to analyze 
that data and move towards it. 

 Change of educational policies as they 
related to curriculum 

 Reduce the separation of social services & 
education 

 Community Based Organizations in more 
positions of leadership 

 Funding 

 Opportunities to engage youth at different 
risk levels, like early prevention 

 Resources, funding, collaboration. We 
need to jointly address the issues, - 
amongst social services, governmental 
services, the justice system  

 Funding to get transportation and hire 
people with the passion and dedication to 
mentor.  People who want to invest in 
them and be committed to them.  It is 
24/7, not an 8 hour job. Someone had to 
step up and I hope others will too.  Speak 
the truth and not sugar coat things.  

 Find more ways to give youth tools for how 
and when to call for help; e.g., MY3 phone 
app, Facebook, etc. 

 Provide education about coping skills 

 More education needed to eliminate 
stigma of talking about suicide for youth.  

 Hold more parent groups and meetings at 
times & venues convenient to those 
needing services/ advertise ourselves as a 
Family Center.  

 Resources 

 Commitment from stakeholders to support 
county-wide outreach efforts 

 Resources to get out in the community 
more  

 Long term commitment from individuals to 
work in community (can’t just do the work 
for 5 years) 

 With more funding we could serve more 

 To eliminate these barriers it would take 
reaching out to the kids at a younger age, 
like in middle school and giving them 
access to programs then.  Capacity 
building, employment training, going to 
school sites, leadership training, 
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communication training are all things that 
could help 

 There really aren’t any barriers. 

 Awareness and Promotion. More bilingual 
educators, funding. 

 Hold more parent groups and meetings at 
times & venues convenient to those 
needing services/ Rebrand WAWC. 

 Awareness and Promotion. More bilingual 
educators, funding. 

 Commitment, program content evaluation. 
Who else do we need at the table?  Youth 
Participants need guidance and a 

diversified population. Who is missing and 
how do we reach them? 

 The ability to access classrooms easier. 
Can’t connect families and counselors 
very easily. If we can make more 
connections we can be more impactful. 
When you know that you can pass 
someone along to a different service and 
use first names and build a sense of 
familiarity, you can be much more 
successful. Just knowing someone’s name 
can make a difference. Need to 
understand people go through a process 
of change and that it takes different 
amounts of time for each person to get 
there.

How does youth violence affect your school? (Education Stakeholders Only) 

EDUCATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 We have 18 schools throughout the 
county 

o 1-3 teacher school sites 

 All schools very safe 

 More structured, higher adult: student ratio 

 We do have Attendance issues, Behavior 
issues, & Academic performance issues  

o All related to violence & fear for 
safety in some capacity 

 Safe at school but before school & after 
school is sketchy 

 Greatly – a lot of policies we create/ rules 
to promote safety– directly impacted by 
youth violence  

 Physical sense – kids are safe at schools. 
We have strict rules – adhere to them 

 If they don’t care about being here, throw 
a punch 

 Instills an atmosphere of fear, retaliatory 
behavior 

 Attendance problems = leads to poor 
grades, negative cycle 

 Don’t have a lot of physical violence on 
campus 

 Youth feel pressure to hang out with 
certain group 

 Youth having to watch their back  

 This is a small group of youth (small group 
that huge worries) – don’t feel like they fit 
in with the other kids 

 Most of youth in school feel safe in school 

o But youth who are impacted by 
the stressors of violence feel like 
they don’t fit in with the other 
students who don’t have to deal 
with the same issues 

o It Separates groups 

 Gang/violent culture part of schools 

 It’s Common for youth to talk about – who 
got jumped, arrested, di d what to who, - 
it’s an expected norm 

 Always want to look up violent things in 
the news – to see if it’s someone they 
know 

 Hard to create a space where violence 
gets left outside of school – it’s a part of 
their lives 

 Youth feel like they have to protect 
themselves – participate or affiliate with a 
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gang, carry weapons/ or dangerous 
object, dress a certain way,  

 Affects attendance 

 Afraid of coming & going to school 

 Transportation to & from school is 
important 

 Don’t’ necessarily have high rates of 
violence, but youth perceive danger & 
don’t always feel safe 

o We try our best to keep violence 
off campus 

o Forces youth to choose sides, so 
that they feel protected 

 Effects how we staff our schools, adult: 
student ratio 

 Trying to be preventative & pay attention 
to what youth are saying 

 Our campuses get youth who were 
expelled from comprehensive schools for 
fights 

 Witnessing violence/fights on school 
campus can be traumatic for witnesses 

(students & staff) – requires processing & 
debriefing 

 We’re very affected 

 Segregate by gang affiliation 

 When a school loses a youth, students are 
impacted 

 School Emergency Response Program 
Team -  County MH, probation, alt Ed., law 
enforcement, hospice, PVPSA 

 Alt education kids are typically perpetrator 
or victim 

 Rarely that an incident doesn’t happen & it 
doesn’t affect our schools 

 Where do I begin? We have lost students 
to violence in the community, students 
whose families have been touched by 
violence, incarceration, stabbings, and 
drive-bys. I see it every day. I am 
constantly in amazement in where I came 
from and the empathy for parents that 
don’t know what to do and feel helpless –
Sometimes the helplessness is real.   

What could be done at your school to help resolve violence? (Education Stakeholders Only) 

EDUCATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 In school 

o More Counseling  

o Enough staff 

o Staff trained in conflict resolution 
& restorative Justice 

o Creating safe school culture 

o Community involvement 

o Alternative education still carries 
stigma that it’s ‘those kids’, which 
creates an ‘us and them’ dynamic 

 Finding ways to connect 
youth to resources & 
community 

 Internships, 
volunteer 
opportunities, 
jobs, inviting 

community 
members into 
schools 

 Many of our youth have 
experienced/ or are 
connected to violence – 
impacted by violence 

 Outside of school 

o Creating a culture of caring – we 
have an individualistic culture 

 Working with students, training/ 
developing their personal self-worth, 
interactive 

 Peer advocate teen group 

o Training 

o Listening skills – trauma or crisis 
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o What resources are available in 
the county – food banks, suicide 
prevention 

o Gather students in need  

o Mentorship 

 Training student leadership – afterschool 
program 

o Building students assets, reduce 
youth violence in our community 

 Critical thinking need to focus more on – 
community service learning model 

 Addressing student concerns, supporting 
them – positive ways to end a not so 
positive experience 

 Need to have significant increase in 
people that kids can go to – counseling 
team, social workers, services to support 
kids when violence occurs, violence 
prevention 

 Build violence prevention into curriculum – 
self-defense course after school 

o Schools can respond to both 
victim & perpetrator 

o Would love to see School 
Resource Officers back – 
opportunity to provide sense of 
safety for youth 

 Different way of looking 
at police, youth develop 
relationships 

 Want to implement Restorative Justice 
program – really helps in communication, 
relationships 

o Expensive for training & requires 
large amount of staff  

 Trauma informed instruction – HUGE 
factor in these kids’ lives  

 Schools have an opportunity to educate 
students 

 Talking to youth about what choices they 
have 

 Sitting with youth – what could you have 
done differently? What can you do next 
time? 

 Building trust with students & encourage 
them to talk with someone if they are 
experiencing violence/trauma 

 Getting families involved, police, CPS 
when appropriate 

 Having SRO’s on campus would deter 
violence 

 Conflict resolution 

 Taking a more restorative approach – 
addressing the whole kid 

 If kids do well in alt Ed., feel connected, 
supported by adult staff – 5-6hrs 

o Enough of an impact to change 
self-identity 

 Need to increase connections b/t adults & 
kids – positive relationships 

 Need healing & transformational work – 
Cultura Cura 

 Social/emotional support. District has 
funded some of these programs and we 
have an on-site counselor and full time 
health clerk, a part time nurse (we really 
need a full time nurse). Academic 
counselors are outfitted to work on 
social/emotional issues. Barrios Unidos 
comes 3 times a week to work with youth, 
but we need them more and they keep 
cutting back. Education not incarceration.
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APPENDIX II: YOUTH FOCUS GROUP 

RESPONSES 
If your community was going to provide new activities for people your age, what would you 
want? 

 More community service based activities - 
there are limited service activities in 
Watsonville.  There are a number of art 
activities that I'm aware of, but I would be 
interested in seeing more direct 
community service opportunities for youth.  

 It would be great to see more mentoring 
groups as well - high school peer groups 
to middle school and middle school to 
elementary (youth group!). 

 Things that we can afford/free!!! 

 Arcades 

 Fieldtrips 

 Gym 

 Soccer 

 Football 

 Car racing 

 Job training 

 Block parties 

 Low cost/free 

 Shooting range 

 Soccer 

 Survival skills programs 

 Graffiti arts/ murals 

 Automotive/ vocational 

 Dirt bike riding 

 Journalism 

 Cross country 

 Sports 

 New languages 

 Music production 

 Boxing 

 Jobs/ vocational programming 

 Music production 

 Therapist 

 Construction 

 Multi-media 

 Landscaping 

 Retail - Target 

 Law enforcement 

 Music 

 Sports: football, a sports arena, martial 
arts, dance, hip hop, 

 Bike riding 

 Piano 

 English Class 

 Archery 

 Wilderness & outdoor activities 

 Vocational/job training 

 Driving 

 Mechanics 

 Cashiering 

 Waiting (restaurant) 

 Resume building 

 How to interview 

 Culinary 

 Art 

 Music 

 Choir 

 Travel/explore 

 Dance crew 
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 Sports 

 Rock climbing 

 Intermural sports 

 Safe place to bike 

 Need information about what's already out 
there. - don't know - lack of information 
about what's out there in the community 
for youth to do 

 There's lots to do in Santa Cruz, but you 
have to pay 

Where do you see the most youth violence in Santa Cruz County? 

LOCATIONS: 

 I live in Watsonville but my life is mostly in 
Santa Cruz.  I do believe that most of the 
violence is in Watsonville, but I also see it 
in Santa Cruz. 

 Watsonville 

 Riverside  

 Pennsylvania 

 Ramsey Park 

 Downtown  

 Everywhere 

 East Front St. 

 Watsonville 

 Magnolia 

 Jefferson St. 

 Rodriguez 

 Ramsey Park 

 Callahan Park 

 Downtown 

 Santa Cruz 

 17th Ave. 

 Ocean St 

 Watsonville 

 E. Lake 

 2nd St 

 Downtown 

 Green Valley 

 Madison 

 Rodriguez 

 Riverside 

 Loco Park 

 River Park 

 Santa Cruz 

 Beach Flats 

 Sycamore 

 Saw someone getting jumped last week 

 Broadway 

 Louden Nelson 

 The Browns - Chestnut 

 Harvey West 

 Path to Wilder Ranch 

 Levee 

 Downtown at Night 

 Watsonville 

 Rodriguez St. 

 Ramsey Park  

 Levee 

 Aptos 
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AGES OF YOUTH INVOLVED 

 16-18 age group in Santa Cruz.  
Watsonville is more 14-15 year olds 

 10+ 

 12 

 14 

 8  

 12+ 

 8 

 8 or 9 

 12+ 

 Victims of violence as young as 4 yrs 

 8, 10+ 

 Younger kids are witnesses to violence 

OTHER 

 Youth are impacted by their families 

 Youth are impacted by what neighborhood 
they live in 

 Glorification of violence 

 Racism 

 NEED to address the issue of Direct Files 
- 14 years old is too young! 

 Has to do with where you are raised 

 Who raises you 

 Exposure in community 

 Family 

 Boredom 

 Trying to fit in 

 Drugs/ alcohol 

 Being curious about how it feels or 
experience 

What opportunities are there in our community to address youth violence? 

 PAL is a great program in Watsonville.  
PAL improves communication with police.  
Barrios Unidos is also another program 
working to address youth violence. 

 Probation provides programs 

 Evening Center  

 Sueños 

 Jobs! 

 Job training 

 Sports programs 

 Things that keep us busy that are good 

 Jobs by the age of 14 to start making 
money 

 It has to get worse before it gets better 

 Start in middle school 

 Programs like Youth NOW, Muevelo 

 Barrios Unidos 

 RCNV 

 Science Workshop in Watsonville 

 Youth Services 

 Davenport Teen Center 

 Youth NOW 

 Friday Night Live 

 Louden Nelson Center 

 ROP classes 

 CAP (college scholarship & fieldtrips) 

What challenges do you see in our community to reduce youth violence? 
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 There are so many youth to focus on - it is 
hard to narrow it down and prioritize the 
services to the youth with the most needs.   

 More out-patient programs 

 Stereotypes - being labeled - profiling 

 A lot going on; major issues 

 Youth relationships with law enforcement 

 Youth are just pushed through school 
without really learning 

 Drop out of school - go to work 

 School issues with tattoos 

 Not having money 

 Not having money or resources to go to 
college 

 Harassment / labeling from law 
enforcement 

 Targeted due to colors of clothes 

 Not enough jobs 

 Discrimination 

 Policies against hiring youth involved in 
gangs 

 Need more activities in school 

 Gangs 

 Boredom 

 Family issues 

 Not enough positive things to do 

 Need more homeless services 

 Social media 

 Stereotypes against kids 

 Older siblings 

 Parents 

 Working long hours 

 Lack of parenting skills 

 Parents' behavior 

 Parents that are too passive or too 
authoritarian 

 Parents can't afford to move out of a 
sketchy neighborhood. What parent wants 
their kids to grow up in a bad 
environment? Economics are a challenge. 

 Cops - relationship with youth 

 Norm is negative behavior 

 Power of peer influence 

 Drugs/ alcohol 

Why do you think youth participate in youth violence?

 Boredom - lack of motivation to do 
something pro-social or invest in their 
education.  Also, family history and family 
problems.  

 Gangs 

 Drugs & alcohol 

 Drinking & driving 

 People don't have help 

 Broke 

 No structure in family (lack of guidance) 

 Afraid to go to school 

 Parents don't want kids to go to some 
schools 

 Get used to the life-style - like it 

 Homelessness 

 Once in the system, it's hard to get out 

 Peer pressure 

 Boredom 

 Youth looking up to older people 

 To fit in 

 To earn respect 

 Anger 

 Lack of info or access to resources 

 No family 

 Mental health issues 
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 The rush 

 Hard-headed/ hot-headed 

 Pain you've been through 

 Bullying 

 No male role models or father 

 Like to fight 

 Depends on the family or neighborhood 
you come from 

 How you're raised 

 Peers 

 Lack of self-esteem 

 Wanting to gain respect - respect they 
don't get at home  

 Status 

 Wanting attention 

 Poverty 

 Trying to find a family bond, so they join 
gangs 

 Acceptance  

 Protection 

 Get caught up in the moment 

 Not thinking about consequences 

 Even when they think of consequences, 
they put more value on rewards/benefits 

 Peer pressure 

 Social relationships of parents 

 Cycle of violence 

 Insecurity 

 Family issues 

 Domestic violence/ abuse 

 Loyalty to gangs, gangs = family 

 Status 

 Lack of guidance 

Do you see any discrimination in how youth are treated in our community? How are youth 
discriminated against? What reasons are youth discriminated against?

 Clothing is a big part of it (dressing a 
certain way and how you're perceived - 
wearing colors and symbols can set you 
up for discrimination).   

 Discriminated by ethnicity, gender 
discrimination.   

 Gang connections or associations. 

 Judges just see what's on paper, they 
don't see all of me 

 As soon as they label you as a gang 
member, that's all they see 

 Only see the bad/ tattoos 

 Judges nor law enforcement don't really 
know you or your family 

 If you have money  you have different 
opportunities & different chances 

 Lawyer/ public defender doesn't listen 

 They have lots of caseloads & don't have 
enough time 

 Gang enhancements (terms of 
association) 

 Color of your skin (white people 
discriminating) 

 Clothes 

 Community is afraid of youth 

 White youth not getting treated the same 
or facing the same consequences as 
Latino youth 

 White youth get less time for the same 
offense 

 Age 

 Culture 

 Tattoos 

 Labeled as gang members, troublemakers 
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 Clothing 

 Stereotypes 

 Law enforcement 

 Racism 

 Body shape, hair style (if my hair is too 
short, I'm a gang member, if it's too long, 
I'm a stoner) 

 Hard to get jobs due to stereotypes 

 Get put down by teachers 

 Language issues 

 Low expectations: school, community, 
employers 

 They underestimate us 

 Age - stereotypes - immature, no respect 

 Law enforcement & profiling 

 Protecting the whites 

 Unequal treatment 

 In schools, kids can't leave their past 
behind 

 Latino youth - get less 2nd chances, less 
forgiving for mistakes  

 If you have money, you have more 
opportunities, can get out of trouble easier 

 Challenging not have more school staff of 
color 

 Lack of Latino teachers 

 Both new Vice Principals are white 

 No counselors of color 

 Impacts comfort & trust  of parents/youth 
approaching school officials 

 No voice - went to make a report about 
theft & they dismissed me because I had a 
probation record 

 Lower expectations for us - especially if 
we are Latino or African American 

Anything else you would like to add?

 Creating more of an outlet for youth to 
speak within the schools.   

 Teachers need to be more involved and 
aware in the student lives - need to pay 
attention to how the students are 
behaving.  Once they do notice these 
things, they need to bring attention and 
resources to the student to stop the 
behavior before it accelerates.   

 What can do you for your younger 
siblings? 

 Tell them what you've been through 

 Show them the right path 

 You can give them tools, but they make 
their own decisions 

 Need to address self-esteem 

 Support groups & youth groups 

 Opportunities to talk, connect, share 

 Increase opportunities to learn English 

 When parents are working a lot, it 
decreases parent-child connection 

 Find ways to better communication 
between parents & kids 

 Want to see visuals of youth 
empowerment in community 

 Positive visuals, motivating 

 Mural 

 Increase parent education

Who’s responsible for taking action?

 Law enforcement 

 Youth  

 Parents 

 Gang Task Force 

 Us (2 groups) 

 Partly government - not enough $ put in 
schools, instead put into jails 

 School is boring 
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 Teachers aren't representative of students 

 Need Latino teachers 

 Need Latino counselors 

 Need people who have similar 
experiences

 

APPENDIX III: FAMILY FOCUS GROUP 

RESPONSES 
Where do you see the most youth violence in Santa Cruz County? 

LOCATIONS 

 Watsonville  

 Main St 

 Rodriguez 

 Around Watsonville High 

 Target after 7pm - lots of young people 
hanging out 

 Starbucks  

 Impoverished communities 

 Alleys, Public places, Parks 

 I have heard that around Green Valley, 
basically where there is a lot of depressed 
people such as Green Valley, Clifford, big 
apartments. There are many places like 
the previous examples given in 

Watsonville? Where there is many gangs 
like in Pájaro, which I am not sure if it 
belongs to the county of Santa Cruz. By 
the Apartments located by San Juan Rd. 
Those apartments are low-income where 
there is more poverty. Where they do not 
have high income. To my understanding 
by Steward by the trailers near Safeway? 
By the street Carey? Where they live in 
the Clifford apartments. Out in the country 
like San Andreas, Buena Vista where the 
gangs initiate even though there's not 
much violence there. Where there is not 
sufficient police patrolling because then 
the people from the unsupervised areas 
bring violence to the schools and the 
community. 

AGES OF YOUTH INVOLVED 

 10 & up 

 Late elementary 

 Junior high 

 High school 

 Older gang members 

 Start early 

 Older peers convince younger youth to be 
part of violence.  

 There is a lot of violence between the 
ages 12 to 15 year olds. We speak of 
young children but there is also crime 
within older youth, which are being 
controlled or directed by older adult 
leaders? The youth that are being guided 
by older leaders are those that are not 
being supervised by parents. 

Why do you believe there is youth violence in your community?

 School problems 

 Lack of after school activities 

 Poverty 

 Boredom 
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 Both parents working 

 Split parents, co-parenting 

 Kids removed due to neglect (foster care) 

 Engage in violence to feel protected 

 Lack of information 

 Lack of family values 

 Past upbringing - parenting styles 

 Life changing events 

 Lack of family support 

 The examples provided 

 Poverty (4 participants at FG) 

 School problems (3 participants at FG) 

 Police labeling 

 Gang members move to community from 
other places (2 participants at FG) 

 Boredom (2 participants at FG) 

 Family problems  (4 participants at FG) 

 Physical & mental abuse 

 Power (2 participants at FG) 

 Protection (2 participants at FG) 

 Lack of activities (5 participants at FG) 

 Prejudice  

 Family/friends in gangs (6 participants at 
FG) 

 Belief that violence is the way to resolve 
conflict 

 Bullying (2 participants at FG) 

 AOD  

 Peer pressure 

 Lack of role models  

 Status 

 Poverty (10 participants at FG) 

 Problems in School (8 participants at FG)  

 Police labeling (10 participants at FG) 

 in from other communities  

 Boredom Gangs moving 

 Family Problems (14 participants at FG) 

 Power (8 participants at FG) 

 Protection (9 participants at FG) 

 Not enough activities (11 participants at 
FG)  

 Family and friends in gangs (11 
participants at FG) 

 Being rejected, bullying? All of these 
things take you to the same place. A lot of 
people tend to focus in soccer as a 
solution, which can be cheaper than the 
cost to the county for jails in the future. I 
agree in my case since I’ve wanted to 
enroll my children in sports, but I live out of 
the county and the cost of enrollment of 
higher. The city council should be able to 
notice that the city's budget would be 
compromised if the youth ends up 
incarcerated in the future. All violence 
starts in the home. Sometimes if you don't 
talk about values in the home it may be 
that your children can still be good, but if 
you don't talk about their behavior when 
they are in the streets there could be 
problems. ( behavior in the streets for 
safety purposes) If we would talk more 
about this subject, I think that there would 
be less violence. Do you think if there was 
more accessibility to sport there would be 
less violence? Everyone answer yes. 
Sometimes poverty is the problem, 
sometimes we are not educated, or we 
have our children raising our smaller 
children when they are not capacitated to 
do such job. Sometimes we turn the blind 
eye even when it is wrongful just to not 
feel bad or guilty. Also older siblings that 
are involved in gangs can set a bad role 
model for the younger sailings. We can 
solve these problems with in our family 
with some education about the subject. 
The city of Watsonville offers soccer 
programs, but the cost is $80, which 
impedes parents to enroll the children. It 
does not make it accessible. 
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What opportunities are there in our community to address youth violence?

 PAL 

 After School Programs 

 YMCA/YWCA 

 The cost acts as a barrier 

 Faith-based communities 

 City Council 

 Prevention starting in elementary 

 Social media 

 School forums 

 Families 

 Nonviolence programs/ curriculums 

 Youth Groups 

 Conflict resolution; alternatives to violence 

 Hearing from youth to gain their 
perspective 

 Youths do not seek for help knowing all 
these different programs are out there 
willing to help them out. Youth don't want 
to be part of any programs or participate. 
Parents believe it makes it hard for 
probationers to get a job. Parents want 
more programs that will help probationers 
to seek for a job. 

 There is not much opportunities or help. At 
times there is help once the youth is 
already involved in risky behavior. I want 
to see help in the schools. They should 
include counselors that help the parents 
stay aware their child's behavior so that 
the counselor can provide solutions or 
advice to the parents about the youth. 
Before there was a program called 
D.A.R.E and at the time of the program 
there was not as many problems as there 

is today. We need those kinds of programs 
back, but we don't see them anymore. The 
problems originate in a family. We are 
against violence but that is what we 
witness at the home with the video games, 
televisions, videos, etc. The video games 
are what cause problems within the family, 
and we don't tell the children anything 
about their gaming habits because we 
want them to be entertained. Sometimes 
we don't know what they watch, or we 
don't supervise them because we are tired 
and annoyed and that's where the 
problems start. Technology has to do a lot 
with it because there is no way we can 
keep check on what they do in their 
phones do to private passwords. I would 
want a law that prohibit access to our 
children from violent websites. I agree that 
when issues or problems take part no one 
is willing to do anything about it until it 
becomes a serious threat. In Mexico the 
students would not be allowed to enter the 
schools until the parents would assist to a 
parent meeting that would provide 
solutions for current issues. In schools 
there the students have a file that is also 
filed with the Criminal Justice system and 
the students are not aware of such things. 
Also, the students are taken out of their 
regular high school and placed in an 
alternative high school where the majority 
of the students are in gangs and our 
children end up getting acquainted with 
them. After the students are enrolled in 
alternative schools, they are labeled once 
they go back to a regular high school even 
when they only left to get their credits 
back. The teacher also treat them different 
because they are seen as associated with 
gang members from the alternative school 
and make the students feel rejected. 

Who is responsible for taking action in the reduction of youth violence?

 Parents/ Caregivers 

 Community 

 Youth 

 Teachers/principles 

 Law enforcement 

 We need to increase positive relationships 
between community & law enforcement 

 Parents & communities 
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 Parents believe it's their responsibility to 
take action to reduce youth violence.  Also 
that is the responsibility for law 
enforcement to take action. 

 The parents and the programs that 
educate parents. The parents, police, and 

the schools. All members of the 
community. We all have to take action. We 
as parent have to initiate that respect with 
in the homes, but also the county or the 
police authorities have to take that 
initiative? The federal government has to 
take action and establish laws. 

What challenges do you see in our community to reduce youth violence?

 Parent involvement minimal 

 Not enough activities 

 No boundaries for youth 

 Lack of parenting skills 

 Teachers need more skills/tools 

 Positive discipline 

 Teachers lack respect for students & 
what's going on in their lives 

 Gangs are not willing to take the first step 

 Lack of prosocial activities  

 Funding  

 Stereotypes; bias 

 Not getting to the thinking behind the 
behaviors and/or feelings of the youth 

 Youth not feeling like they can talk to their 
parents 

 Lack of supervision 

 Dysfunctional home environment 

 Tough on crime policies 

 Apathy & lack of understanding from 
community  

 Gang rivalries  

 Parents said that youth are not afraid of 
law enforcement anymore. Parents want 
the people in the hall to be stricter with the 
juvenile. A lot of them stated juveniles get 
used to being in the hall because they get 
treated very well. 

 The police itself because the youth feel 
confident that the police will not do 
anything about whatever is going on. 
Youth that are at legal age or older that 
end up in jail give the younger youth the 
message that the police will not do 
anything, and so the idea given here is 
that nothing will happen to them outside 
with police or even in jail they will be 
protected, ( Police corruption?) Now a 
days the respect to the parents, police, 
and elders has disappeared. We need to 
better the relationship with the police 
because many of the times they do not do 
anything. 

Why do you think youth participate in youth violence?

 Lack of morals/ values 

 Peer pressure 

 Low self-esteem 

 Protection 

 Acceptance 

 Influence of media 

 Believe it is both appropriate and 
inevitable  

 Influence from families, friends 

 Marginalization 

 False empowerment 

 Unsupervised time; lack of guidance 

 Violence in the home 

 Mental & emotional issues 

 Peer pressure  

 Status & attention 

 Older peers pull juveniles into crime 
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 Youth say gang members are their family 
so they choose them 

 Youth at times follow parents steps if they 
are involve in violence 

 Because many of them are bullied, and 
they start to bully others also. Sometime 
due to the lack of parent supervision since 

they are working all the time and there is 
no parent at home to resolve the problem? 
Violence generates violence. Many times it 
starts at home in the way that the parents 
treat each other. At times they grow 
feeling lost and fall into the hands of 
gangs. 

Do you see any discrimination in how youth are treated in our community? How are youth 
discriminated against? What reasons are youth discriminated against?

 Television models a lot of discrimination 
such the way it portrays people. An 
example would be the way they influence 
the youth to see their weight etc.; Youth 
are more exposed to media and they keep 
everything internally. Prejudice between 
students when they transfer from a middle 
school to a high school. 

 Youth in services (foster care) 

 Labeling of youth based on clothing 

 Ethnic discrimination 

 Profiling/ being labeled from police & other 
gang members - self-fulfilling  prophecies  

 Businesses discriminate 

 Older people/ police discriminates youth 
on how they dress/ tattoos. 

 They are not able to get work and get 
discriminated at work for having tattoos. 

 The way that they dress is a reason 
people judge them which leads the youth 
to be harmed by the negative judgment? 
The police labels them and identifies them 
by the way they dress and the colors they 
are. 

What effect has youth violence had on your family?

 More protective of my kid 

 Fear of victimization 

 Foster youth who've been previously 
abused & exposed to violence 

 Kids are desensitized to the violence 

 Emotional pain, mental stress. My actions 
have impacted my family financially and 
put a strain on my parents' relationship 
(they are now divorced), gang retaliation 
on my home as a result of my actions/ 
involvement in gangs 

 Affects parents when the hall charges the 
parents for being in there 

 Community programs are expensive for 
juveniles to participate 

 The community should have more free 
programs 

 P.A.L only offers services to certain youth, 
it's not open to everyone in the 
community. 

 With my brother there was occasions 
where cars would pass by my house 
looking for fights in his way to school. 
Also, the older friends would want to take 
him to where the trouble and fights would 
happen. They jumped him in the gang and 
later they jumped him just so that he can 
get out of the gang. The way he dressed 
was the reason of all this. We can't go visit 
our family because bullies control the 
house and parents are always working. 
Other times there are problems because 
grandparent are raising the grandchildren 
since the parents are always working, and 
they are more lenient with the youth? They 
will let them do whatever they want. There 
are no rules. 

Anything else you would like to add?
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 If kids want to commit violence, encourage 
them to enlist in the military 

 More police in schools 

 More tools for educators 

 Educating & engaging kids on the issues 

 Tough love 

 Over exposure to violence = immunity 

 Trauma exposure 

 Parent education through different ways 

 Parents argue with their kids of how bad 
marijuana and other drugs are. The youth 
respond that marijuana is healthy for them. 
Due to this reason parents believe that 
there should be more programs to inform 
youth about how bad drugs are. 

 Not long ago there was a dog going 
around my daughter's high school looking 
for problematic objects, and I think that 
that can be a good thing. It could prevent 
problems. How can we convince or involve 
the parents to assist to the meetings 

because there are many parents that 
should be here and are not. Many of the 
products in the stores come from China 
and Middle East, they do not care about 
our children, and they sell many products 
that are gang related. The liquor stores 
and smoke shops should be regulated. 
Transportation to school can be an issues 
even with the public busses. Our children 
are at risk when they are waiting for the 
bus to arrive since the busses do not run 
as often as one would like them to be. We 
should participate in this kind of meeting, 
and we should be at least 30 if we invite 
30 people. We should concentrate on 
fathers since they are usually the least 
involved and if there is a plan we would be 
involved ourselves, In DELAC we did talk 
about a plan, which was to go from door to 
door in the attempt to educate families and 
parents. We are looking for ways to 
prevent problems in schools but because 
of budget cuts programs are terminated. 
We need to participate in voting because 
we need to elect people who care about 
our problems and issues. 
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